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ABSTRACT
This dissertation positions Germaine Acogny’s Modern African Dance
Technique (“the Technique”) as a mode of knowledge that reveals insight into
nationalism, Négritude, modernism and perspectives on modernity during the early
years of Senegal’s independence. By investigating the Technique in relationship to its
historical context, this study aims to identify how cultural and political values, which
comprise the Technique’s embodied knowledge, are evident in its aesthetic design and
philosophical underpinnings. A hybrid methodological approach is employed that
merges theoretical analysis with autoethnography. Fieldwork in Senegal, archival
research, interviews and embodied practice informed this study. A new theoretical
frame, Wòrándá, is introduced that contributes to existing theories on embodiment in
African and Diasporic dance techniques and performance.
The findings of this dissertation conclude that the Technique sits at the junction
of African and Euro-American cultural templates, which coalesce in the production of a
codified movement technique that both embodies and confronts constructivist
influences. Correlations are suggested between the Technique, Africentric perspectives
and cultural nationalism. The Technique also fulfills Léopold Sedar Senghor’s vision of
métissage (cultural blending) and cultural progress. Each of these ideological influences
underscores the Technique’s significance as a modernist intervention on the genre of
neo-traditional African concert dance, as its progenitor seeks to challenge dominant
expectations of the African body in dance.
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ORTHOGRAPHIC NOTE
Discussions about “traditional African dance” in the past often come
from an anthropological perspective. Traditional dances are cultural
informants for thousands of ethnic groups and portray historical,
religious and ethical beliefs about the societies from which they come.
While many articles, essays and the occasional book are valued, African
dance continues to be linked to the past in the public imagination, almost
as if nothing has evolved in the last two hundred years or more. In this
regard, “African dance” as a term subsumes not only the past, recent
past and future, but it also takes on the name of a continent to label its
dances. (Welsh, Forthcoming)
As dance studies scholar Kariamu Welsh explains in her forthcoming work,
“The ‘Gospel’ of Memory: Memory as ‘Trace’ in the Transmission of African Dance in
the Diaspora”, the naming of African and African-derived dances as ‘African Dance’ is
an ongoing challenge for artists and scholars. In community-based and academic dance
education, the myriad dance forms of African and Diasporic origins are often subsumed
under the label, ‘African Dance’. Africa is a continent comprised of thousands of ethnic
and language groups, and each group has distinct cultural characteristics. The dance
practices of each cultural group are equally distinctive, although there are shared
characteristics between various subgroups (such as Bamana and Malinke, which are
subgroups of the Mande ethnic group). The African Diaspora encompasses every
geographical location where African descendants have settled, by force or by choice.
The cultures throughout the Diaspora are equally diverse. Therefore, it is unsuitable to
conflate the dances of all African and Diaspora cultures under the umbrella of ‘African
Dance’. In this dissertation, I deliberately refer to ‘West African vernacular dance
forms’ and ‘African-derived dance forms’ in an attempt to avoid using this misnomer.

xvi

This dissertation references a number of terms in French, Wolof and Yoruba
languages. When applicable, I have attempted to utilize African language terminology
in lieu of their English translations. All non-English terms are italicized, and specific
references to non-English terms are discussed in footnotes.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION: SETTING THE STAGE
Personal Narrative: Le Fromager
Day One was a beast.
Well I’m in Senegal for the second time. I’m worn out from
dancing all day. I’m used to the huge amount of energy it takes out of me
to do hours of really fast, energetic neo-traditional West African dancing.
But this…this Acogny Technique…I wasn’t ready for the exhaustion. This
work is more internal…lots of listening to the body and feeling the energy
of the movements. Seven hours passed today and I felt each one crawl. Let
me tell you about it…
Maman Germaine begins our very first class of the Transmission
Workshop with a powerfully intimate exercise. She calls our group of 11
trainees to join her at the rear of Salle Aloopho1. She’s a striking, lovely
sight. Her skin is the color of a Hershey bar and without blemish, except
for moles—perfect imperfections—scattered across her cheeks. She is fit
but not overly muscular; her form is feminine and athletic. Her skin is still
taught despite her years (I think she’s in her late 60s). And she hasn’t a
shred of hair on her head. Bald and beautiful. She stands with her feet in
first position ballet, her spine elongated, curved arms hanging at her sides.
Maman Germaine asks us to place one hand on her spine. We do as
instructed. Eleven hands form a vertical line covering her spinal column.
Mine is posed toward the lower end of the thoracic region of her spine.
Her skin is warm, but not sweaty like mine. I’m a little nervous. I don’t
know what to expect. I glance at the other dancers. Their faces echo my
uncertainty. On top of that, my ‘be-ye-oh-so-natural-and-avoid-aluminum’
deodorant clearly won’t make it past this hour. Keenly and awkwardly
self-aware, I wait.
I can feel Maman Germaine’s lungs expand as she breathes. It’s
calming. After a minute or so of silence, the musicians begin to play the
rhythm that I will learn to identify as Le Fromager (The Kapok Tree).
Then something magical happens. At a snail’s pace, Maman Germaine’s
spine begins to shift. From where my hand is positioned, I feel her spine
move forward until her back curves into a ‘C’. Her abs are tightened in a
full abdominal contraction. Through my hand on her back, I can feel the
air leaving her lungs as she contracts. Then her spine elongates to an
impossible length as she undulates in the reverse direction, opening
1

Aloopho, named for Acogny’s grandmother, is one of three dance studios at
École des Sables.
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her chest and curving the arc of her spine into a convex position. I close
my eyes, trying to see with my hand. My breath moves slowly in and out
of my body. I’m transfixed by the motion of Maman Germaine’s back.
She slowly repeats the movement in time with the rhythm. Then she
repeats the movement twice in a double-time tempo. Finally, the rhythm
drives her to perform the movement twice more, twice as fast.
I think about Le Fromager after dinner as I journal for the day. By
this time, I can barely keep my eyes open. The undulations remind me of
Sandia, a vernacular dance indigenous to the Wasulu region where the
national boundaries of Mali, Guinea and Senegal meet. Most of the Sandia
movements I learned in Bamako a couple of years ago initiate with spine
undulations. I’m struck by the graceful control Maman Germaine has over
her body, but I’m curious about her use of ballet in her Technique. She
told me last year that she’s proud to call her Technique African
contemporary or African modern. But what does the use of cultural
blending in her Technique communicate about contemporaneity? I believe
her Technique expresses a kind of cultural nationalism—one in which
cultural change is embraced, while African customs are prioritized and
honored. Still, what kind of statement is made when—in a country
impacted by its newfound political independence, the height of cultural
and political nationalisms and a number of ideological movements like
Négritude—ballet and African dances are mixed together in a way that
creates a new genre of African dance?
Well I’m not here to criticize, and I certainly won’t figure this out
tonight. I’ve got my own problems. One of which is getting enough rest to
make the best of this and the next six weeks.

Illustration 1. Germaine Acogny demonstrating Port de Bras Wolof. 2012. École des
Sables, Toubab Dialaw, Senegal. © 2019 Bernd Isecke. Photo courtesy of the author.
2

This personal narrative is based on a journal entry I wrote at the conclusion of the
first day of the Transmission Workshop for Germaine Acogny’s Modern African Dance
Technique (hereinafter, the “Technique”)2. The Technique combines movement
techniques found in ballet, Martha Graham Technique and West African dances. It
focuses on the movement capacities of the spine and supporting musculature through
contraction, undulation and trémulation (vibration). I first studied the Technique and
other movement forms at the 5 Continents Workshop, which took place in 2009 at
L’École des Sables Centre International de Danses Traditionnelles et Contemporaines
d’Afrique (hereinafter, “EDS”) in Toubab Dialaw, Senegal. The 5 Continents Workshop
marked my introduction to the Technique and the beginning of my body’s transformation
into an Acogny dancer. I returned to EDS during the winters of 2010-2012 to complete a
three-phase certification program in the practice, theory and pedagogy of the Technique. I
have continued to practice and teach the Technique since becoming one of sixteen people
who has received its certification.
My journey to the Technique began long before I arrived at EDS. Since my youth,
my life has been animated with the arts, both professionally and informally. Every
memory of my youth has its own soundscape of my mother’s, and later my own, music. I
hear Gerald Levert’s “Casanova” when I recall my mother helping me with my first
science project. I spent my high school years studying theatre, and when I recall
performing at a state theatre competition, I hear Outkast’s “Rosa Parks”; my best friend
and co-lead in The Scarlet Letter would rap with me backstage to ease our stage fright. I

2

Acogny Technique is officially named, Germaine Acogny’s Modern African
Dance Technique. Since I have known Acogny, she has used the terms, modern and
contemporary, interchangeably to refer to her Technique.
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studied and performed harp obsessively throughout middle and high schools, and I spent
considerable time after school perfecting my performances. When I recall my first car
accident at 16 years of age, I hear Claude Debussy’s “First Arabesque”—my favorite
harp solo—which played in my car’s cassette player at the moment of the impact.
I call myself an inside-out dancer because music was my first love, then came
dance. I know and feel dance through the music, from the inside. I sense and understand
dance through the rhythms made by the body. During my junior year in high school, the
musicality of West African dance forms captivated me. I began studying neo-traditional
dances and quickly fell in love with the challenging percussive footwork, polycentric
movements and intricate drum rhythms in this community-based practice.3 My
involvement in dance spurred my curiosity about African history and cultures, and I
became the first graduate with a B.A. in African American Studies at Virginia
Commonwealth University. Neo-traditional West African dances became my home, and I
studied and practiced for 10 years to the exclusion of other dance forms. I danced with
the African Dance Company4 for 8 years and taught community dance classes until I
began my graduate studies in the M.F.A. Dance program at Arizona State University
(ASU).

3

Polycentrism is a concept introduced by dance studies scholar Kariamu Welsh.
It refers to the body’s simultaneous execution of movements that initiate from multiple
centers of the body, corresponding to polyrhythms in the accompanying music. For a
detailed examination of characteristics common to African vernacular and social dances,
see Welsh 1996.
4

I use a pseudonym to refer to the name of the dance company with which I
performed for eight years in the U.S.
4

Unlike many professional contemporary dancers, I did not begin studying
contemporary dance or ballet until graduate school. As a M.F.A. student, I felt a deep
sense of aesthetic and kinesthetic displacement as I struggled to incorporate unfamiliar
movement techniques into my body’s repertoire. Weight sensing, head-tail connection,
core engagement and release were foreign concepts when presented from a postmodern
contemporary aesthetic framework. But within a West African neo-traditional aesthetic
mode, I could negotiate my weight to jump half of my height; I could also release
segments of muscle groups, utilize the rebound created by the release, and propel my
body into high-speed movement using minimal effort.
It took me two years to develop a basic level of familiarity with contemporary
dance as it was expressed at ASU, however I still felt disconnected aesthetically. I
discovered the Technique during the summer of 2009, and it was through the Technique
that I was finally able to develop my voice in contemporary dance. By the time I began
studying the Technique, my body’s repertoire included 12 years of professional West
African neo-traditional dance forms and 2 years of postmodern contemporary dance. I
immediately connected with the Technique’s aesthetic style because its African-derived
polycentric movements, hip isolations and torso gyrations resonated in my body. This
familiarity made it easier for my body to acclimate to new experiences in kinesthesia,
such as suspension and movements generating from my core. Since I began practicing the
Technique, I have noticed progressive changes in my dancing body; the carriage of my
trunk is higher, my hamstrings are more flexible than before, my turns and stances in

5

relevé́ are balanced, my back is supple and my movements almost always engage the
support of my abdominal muscles. In addition, my movements frequently initiate in my
core and radiate outward.

Illustration 2. Omilade Davis and other Technique trainees dancing Terre et Ciel. 2010.
École des Sables, Toubab Dialaw, Senegal. © 2019 Bernd Isecke.
Photo courtesy of the author.
Studying the Technique also gave me a reason to return to Senegal every year.
Senegal is a country on the coast of West Africa that is home to six major ethnic groups,
which consist of Wolof, Serer, Halpulaar (Toucouleur), Jola (Diola), Malinké
(Mandingo/Manding), Fula (Fulani/Pël/Peul) and multiple smaller populations such as

6

the Lebu who inhabit the Cap Vert peninsula (Harney 2004, 35).5 Islam has been the
predominant religion since the end of the nineteenth century, and coherence to the faith is
the unifying force that cuts across ethnic lines (ibid.). Wolof is the national language of
Senegal, while French is the official language, or the language of business. EDS is
located in Toubab Dialaw, a touristic village situated 55 kilometers from the capital city
of Dakar. Toubab Dialaw is largely Lebu, and the economy in this region is driven by
fishing, agriculture and tourism (due to the periodic influx of foreign dance students
studying at EDS).
The region now known as Senegal was the focus of 400 years of an imperial tugof-war, with Portugal, the Netherlands and France alternately wresting control over areas
within the region until the Berlin Act of 1885 granted France formal colonial rule of the
Western Sudan. Through a policy of indirect rule, or association, the French colonial
policy aimed to “cultivate a native elite harvested from the best and brightest black
French citizens” of French West Africa (Edwards 2003, 73). The French educational
system was designed to identify the most capable minds, or évolués, to be trained for
positions of leadership in civil administration. However, the independence of évolués was
perceived as a threat to colonial rule, therefore association used the “old African elites”
(religious authorities, traditional chiefs) to rule as intermediaries of France (ibid., 75).
The French administration established the Four Communes of Dakar, St. Louis, Rufisque
(Tëngeen) and Gorée as central hubs for education and colonial administration.6 The

5

Many of these ethnic groups are known by several different names, therefore I
have included name variations when applicable.
6
The delineation of boundaries identifying the Four Communes also served to
distinguish the évolués, or assimilés, from the indigènes, who were the disenfranchised

7

region achieved political decolonization in 1960, transitioning into the nation of Senegal
under the leadership of its first president, the poet-activist Léopold Sedar Senghor.
Senghor, along with Martinican poet Aime Cesaire and Guyanese poet-activist LéonGontran Damas, was one of the foremost progenitors of Négritude philosophy, which was
transposed into Senegal’s cultural policy during the first years of Senghor’s presidency.
Over the years of my training, I developed a deeply personal relationship with the
country’s local landscape and cultures. I spent most of my time in Toubab Dialaw,
however I visited Dakar regularly and participated in the Magaal one year in the holy city
of Touba.7 Because I travelled alone and prolonged my visits to Senegal for months after
the conclusion of each workshop, I worked hard to lessen the language barrier that
separated me from the local community. Acogny taught classes in a mixture of French,
English and Wolof so I also figured that learning the local languages would help me
better understand and follow her instructions. Over the course of two years I learned
French and became conversational in Wolof, incorporating local gestures when speaking.
According to critical theorist and literary scholar Carrie Noland, gesturing is the “visible
performance of a sensorimotor body” that renders itself culturally legible (2010, 21). To
bridge the language gap, I acquired techniques to increase my cultural legibility. For
example, I had observed many women chanting taasu8 before drummers began playing at

population without access to French education, voting rights or special privileges. See
Edwards 2003.
7

The Magaal is an annual religious pilgrimage of Senegal’s Islamic Mouride
sect, and it is the largest mass gathering in Senegal.
8

Taasu refers to words spoken rhythmically. Performance ethnographer Fatou
Gittens describes taasu as an oral device created and used by quotidian Wolof-speaking
women to comment on social norms and mores (2012, 55). Women often chant brief
8

community events. One woman would raise an arm with palm facing upward to playfully
address the crowd, punctuating her speech with jabs of her hand. I adopted this
movement during casual speech, as I had witnessed other women gesticulate during
conversation. I developed a healthy addiction to drinking tea throughout the day, and I
drank it from a drinking glass instead of a coffee mug like my Senegalese friends; I
reveled in the feel of the hot glass against my fingers on breezy mornings before
Technique classes. I ate ceebujen (fish and rice) with my hands and laughed at myself
when I made a mess of it.9 But most of all, I craved the sun, the water and the trees of
Toubab Dialaw village.

Illustration 3. Germaine Acogny giving a lecture to Technique trainees. 2011.
© 2019 Bernd Isecke. Photo courtesy of the author.
taasu before drumming begins, to which the drummers respond with taasu’s percussive
equivalent, which is called bak. Bak are rhythmic interpretations of taasu, and together
they create an impromptu call and response that manifests frequently at community
events where dance occurs.
9

In Wolof, ceebujen refers to fish and rice, which is the most common lunchtime
meal in Senegal. Ceeb= rice; jen=fish. I deliberately chose to use the Wolof spelling of
the dish, which the reader may have seen spelled thieboudienne or thiebu-jenne.
9

I looked forward to dancing in the nearby forest, anticipating the messages I was certain
those trees held for me. The sensory connection I felt to the local environment remained
strong in my memories long after the completion of my training.

Personal Narrative: Le Palmier
I stand in third position Acogny in preparation for le palmier (or
palm tree), which is the fifth movement sequence in the first standing
barre of Acogny Technique. My sunshine is lifted, spine fully lengthened,
shoulders down and back, arms curved like the handles on the baskets my
teacher carries around the school of sand, L’École des Sables. L’École des
Sables is where I received my training and certifications in Acogny
Technique, which is the first codified contemporary dance practice of
African origin. This technique focuses on the movements of le buste (or
torso), concentrating specifically on the spine and abdominals. Along with
about 18 other dancers from various countries in Africa, Europe and South
America, I was trained in the practice, pedagogy and philosophies of
Acogny Technique by its creator—Germaine Acogny, or Maman
Germaine as we call her.
I think about her basket handles as I flatten my hands parallel to
the floor in my Abington, PA dining room. My shoulder blades reach
toward each other as I fill my lungs with air. Breathing out slowly I notice
the quiet whooshing sound of air leaving the vents as my furnace turns
itself on. My house is breathing, too. The sun shines brightly into this cozy
little room, warming my bare arms and glinting on the glass table I’ve
shoved to one side of the room. I look out of the window facing me and
see that I’ve become a spectacle for my neighbor’s fluffy little white dog,
Sofie. She’s uncharacteristically quiet, standing stock still watching me as
if she’s wondering if I’ve suddenly become a statue. My Ipod is playing an
audio track of the Acogny Technique first standing barre.
There is a pause in the recording as one percussionist replaces a
broken galan, or stick, with a newly carved one. I hear recorded laughter
as Ndeye Seck, the lead drummer, slaps the call to begin le palmier—ta ta
ta ta taaa ta. I take a few long, slow breaths, closing my eyes to shut out
Sofie and the unwashed pile of dishes staring accusingly at me from my
peripheral view of the kitchen sink. The long inhalations pull my attention
inward, turning my face into a mask that looks out while simultaneously
looking within. I begin to lift and spiral my spine to the right in response
to Ndeye Seck’s rhythm. This initial movement of le palmier transports
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me across temporalities from my warm, breathing dining room in wintery
Pennsylvania to a sunny morning in Toubab Dialaw, Senegal. My memory
of that day charges into my consciousness with force.
It was the middle of the dry season, and the air was crisp and
slightly cool as it blew a few stray hairs across my face. I was standing
then, as I am now, in third position Acogny, preparing to lift and spiral my
spine to the right to initiate le palmier. Around me stood a group of 10
other dancers of various ethnic origins in the baobab forest a few miles
away from the school. We had been there since shortly before sunrise, and
we had practiced silence all morning. It was about 9 am, and my stomach
groaned pitiably. We wouldn’t eat for another two or three hours; this fast
was supposed to open our personal spirits, our personal energies, to the
energies of the sun, the wind, the ground and the boababs which
surrounded us. In a circle, we stood in preparation to dance, gazing upon
the most pompous, defiant teenage palm tree I’d ever seen. Or, at least that
what it felt like to me.
It looked like a young palm tree. But to me, that palm tree felt like
a teenage child. Its trunk pushed straight out of the ground for about 4 feet,
then twisted itself about 90 degrees to the left before continuing to rise
straight toward the sky for another two feet or so. There was a swelling
around the trunk where the spiral began. It was as if the young palm tree
was frozen in a moment of perpetual defiance, thrusting its puffed-out
chest up and away from its parents. If it had human body parts, I felt sure
that its fists would be perched upon prepubescent hips as if to say,
“Hmphf!” I immediately thought of the way my niece looked at me when
she was moody and wanted to bend my will to hers. I remembered
laughing out loud as Maman Germaine called out the familiar ‘ta ta ta da
da da da’ that signaled the start of our dance. This impression of the tree as
a young, defiant adolescent had come to me in an instant, with a deep
sense of clarity induced by fasting and hours of walking meditation.
Back in my wintery but cozy, breathing home, my impressions of
that day in the baobab forest are still with me. I press my foot into the
wooden floor as I glide into an Acogny styled tendu—halting the
movement at the ball of my foot, not my toes. Eyes still closed, I place my
right foot behind the heel of my left and breathe in that memory. I am here
but I am also there. The sharp ‘ta ta’ of Ndeye Seck’s recorded drum
bounces off the walls of my dining room. I feel tiny rocks, hard earth and
sticks as I imagine that my breath can flow from the undersides of my feet.
I see my breath lying in the ground in front of that palm tree. I draw that
breath up through my feet and ankles, pulling it through my knees and
thighs, caressing my pelvis and tickling my belly, sending it bursting out
of my sunshine (my chest) as I spiral my spine up and around.
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My chin hovers over my right shoulder and I feel a sensation of
rebellion, breathing out and seeing my little palm tree friend in my mind’s
eye—it poised in an eternal tortion (or spiral) that mirrored my temporary
one. I bend in half at the waist and slowly extend my arms down toward
the ground, smelling the slightly metallic odor of the imaginary red packed
earth beneath my feet.
At the conclusion of my training period, I returned to the United States without
the promise of future training workshops and the companionship I found in the
community of EDS. I continued to dance. I taught Technique workshops in Phoenix,
Arizona, Richmond, Virginia, Sao Paulo, Brazil and Osogbo, Nigeria, some of which
extended over the course of several weeks. I was a fully formed Acogny dancer
practicing the Technique in different social contexts than EDS and Toubab Dialaw,
Senegal. But as I expressed in the passage above, I found it nearly impossible to separate
the Senegalese culture and geography from my practice of the Technique. I found it
difficult to center myself during the initial moments of Technique practice, in which we
would spend a moment in communion with the sun, the ground and each other. At EDS,
we Technique trainees would simply exit the dancing space and stand in plain sun. But in
a climate-controlled studio in Phoenix, for instance, my options were limited to standing
near a window or exiting the studio to stand on the searing hot concrete outside.
Passersby would inevitably throw curious glances my way, upsetting my internal focus.
When I taught the Technique, I would refer to concepts in French, then quickly correct
myself, losing my train of thought. I remember chiding myself often because of my
language mix-ups; English is my first language, and I am a proficient, but not yet
masterful, speaker of French. When I practiced the Technique alone, I lived through my
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recollections of dancing in Senegal. I danced not only the movements of the Technique,
but I danced my memories, longing for the familiarity of the cultural environment of
Senegal.
Once I began my doctoral studies, three years after the completion of my training,
the sentimentality of my experience began to wane as I directed a more analytical gaze at
the Technique. As my initial personal narrative suggests (Personal Narrative: Le
Fromager), I began to question the why of it all. Acogny never described her Technique
as derivate of Négritude, so why does the Technique resonate with Senghor’s idea of
cultural blending? I would later discover through interviews and a review of Acogny’s
curriculum vitae that she has performed two solos based on the poetry of two Nègritude
theorists. Why would a transnational artist, who lived and worked in West Africa and
France, create a “modern” African dance technique, and how does this correspond with
or challenge perspectives on modernity during this era? With my critical thinking gears
turning, I began to perceive the Technique as an artistic expression that arose out of a
particular moment in history.
Acogny created her Technique from 1962-1975, which is a period in Senegal’s
history that was characterized by political upheaval and cultural change. Senegal figures
prominently in the Technique, which privileges the aesthetics of Wolof, Jola and Lebu
dances, and its thematic content recalls the country’s landscape. Not only is Senegal
home to beautiful palm and kapok trees, but it also hosts a myriad of cultures that have
experienced ethnic clashes, colonization, decolonization and reorganization.
Decolonization entailed more than legal independence and the end to European
occupation; it also involved a quest to reclaim and define national, ethnic and cultural
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identities. A number of ideologies had been in the making prior to the independence era,
including Black Nationalisms, Négritude, African socialisms, Pan-Africanism and
various forms of cultural nationalism.10 11 12 13 In their own way, each ideology
endeavored to revalorize and rehabilitate Africa, its identity constructs, its global
descendants and its myriad of cultures. These ideologies were animated by the
performing arts, as artists searched for ways to articulate the changing faces of
individuality, community, culture and nation.
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My reference to Black Nationalism refers to the African American political and
social movement that came into prominence during the 1960s and early 1970s. The
movement strove to achieve economic empowerment and cultural solidarity for African
Americans. There are other iterations of Black Nationalism, particularly in South Africa
where race relations motivated black South Africans to fight against apartheid. See
Dobrota 2011; Abraham 1991; Van Deburg 1997; Avilez 2016.
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Négritude was a literary and political movement that drove decolonization
efforts during West Africa’s fight for political independence, and the movement was
critically important to the development of professional dance in Senegal (see Chapter 4
for further explanation).
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The years leading up to independence inspired the development of a number of
African socialist ideologies. The most noted African socialisms were those promoted by
future African heads of state, and they served as blueprints upon which leaders designed
legal policy. For example, the first president of Tanzania, Julius Kambarage Nyerere,
described his vision for the new country as one rooted in ujamaa (extended family or
brotherhood in Swahili) (Nyerere 2008, 58). In a manifesto he asserts that the first step
towards modernity was for Africans to re-educate themselves on indigenous African
social relations, to remember their past sense of brotherhood as they moved forward into
a new era of nationalism.
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Pan Africanism is a movement founded in 1900 at the call for the first PanAfrican Congress, and it developed as a resistance to European and American dominance
over Africana peoples. The movement stipulated that reparations, repatriation to Africa,
and freedom from colonial rule should be exacted at the expense of the colonizers (Clarke
2012, 103). Many cultural nationalist movements were influenced by Pan-African
thought, including Négritude, the Harlem Renaissance and the New Negro Movement.
The major themes of Pan Africanism included ending colonialism in Africa and
encouraging African descended peoples to unite in order to secure equal rights, selfgovernance and independence. See Clarke 2012 and Eze 2013 for further reading.
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Each time I reviewed my field notes, journal entries and videos of the Technique,
I realized that the Technique is far more than a lexicon of movements. With its
assimilation of West African and Euro-American aesthetics, the Technique is a
commentary on what it means to be modern and African during this ideologicallycharged era. Dance studies scholar Diana Taylor states that all “embodied expression”
functions as a bridge between bodies, by which social knowledge, memory and
understandings of identity are transmitted from person to person through reiterated
behavior (2003, 2; 16). Dance studies scholar Yvonne Daniel refers to this bodily archive
of physical movement, memory and cultural information as “embodied knowledge”
(2005). The Technique represents not only a movement vocabulary, but it is a system of
embodied knowledge. It comprises a lexicon of ideas about the body, the cosmos and
social values to which Acogny subscribes. Historical context, social, political and
spiritual ideas are embedded within each movement, their aesthetics and the structure and
characteristics of the Technique. How does the Technique reflect the social and political
contexts in which it was developed, and what values inform its embodied knowledge?
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Illustration 4. Technique Trainees dancing Port de Bras Acogny. 2010. École des Sables,
Toubab Dialaw, Senegal. © 2019 Bernd Isecke. Photo courtesy of the author.

Scope of Research
My questions during and after training affirmed the necessity of further research
on the Technique. Firstly, Acogny’s decision to merge ballet and West African
vernacular dance forms resonate with Senghor’s Négritude ideology, which advocates the
blending of European and African epistemologies in an attempt to develop a Black
African Aesthetic. Secondly, Acogny’s stated intentions for her Technique, in which she
aspires to represent an “Africa of skyscrapers… [and] international alliances” (Acogny
1980, 25), suggest that she engaged with ideas about modernity and nationalism through
the medium of dance. According to dance studies scholar Judith Hamera, dance
techniques record historical relationships between people, and therefore are laden with
values encoded in movement (2007). Similarly, theories of embodied knowledge posit
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that embodied expression contains and transmits cultural beliefs and social knowledge
through reiterated behavior (Taylor 2003). The Technique’s aesthetics and Acogny’s
claims implicate the existence of ideals, tenets and beliefs operating within its design. By
investigating the Technique in relationship to the historical context of early independence
Senegal, this dissertation aims to identify how cultural and political values are evident in
the Technique.
This is a study of one choreographer’s vision of Africanness and modernity
during a politically-charged era in West African history. This dissertation employs the
medium of dance to reveal insights into perspectives on modernity, nationalism,
Negritude and modernism during the early years of Senegal’s independence (1962-1975),
which were fraught with debates around essentialization and representation. Finally, this
study introduces a new theoretical framework, the Wòrándá theory of embodiment,
which organizes my analysis of the Technique into four major areas of investigation: (1)
Aesthetic and Structural Design, (2) Cultural Values, (3) Historical and Political
Significance, and (4) Personal Agency.

Research Questions
1. How does Acogny embody selected West African philosophical and ideological tenets
in her Technique?
2. How does the Technique correspond to, challenge or otherwise engage with ideas of
modernism as it is expressed in dance?
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Methodological Brief
My method consisted of hybrid approach that combined theoretical analysis
(explained in Chapter 2) with autoethnography. According to ethnographer Carolyn Ellis,
autoethnography seeks to describe and analyze personal experience in order to
understand cultural experience (2004; Ellis, Adams and Bochner 2010). It makes use of
personal narrative in order to understand the self or an experience as it intersects with a
cultural context. In addition, it requires the researcher to write retrospectively about
epiphanies that are “made possible by being a part of a culture and/or by possessing a
particular cultural identity” (Ellis, Adams and Bochner 2010, 4). Writing is utilized as a
method of discovery and inquiry and makes the witnessing of events possible (Ellis
2004). Autoethnography provided me with the tools to embrace, analyze and, at times,
problematize my lived experience learning from Acogny. Because I have the unique
perspective as a researcher and certified Technique practitioner, my narrative not only
situated my positionality, but it also provided nuanced information about the Technique
that otherwise would not be available. In this dissertation, narrative texts incorporate
literary writing alternating with scholarly reflection on emergent meanings.
Acogny’s interviews, teachings and informal conversations with me collectively
comprise her own personal narrative, which was frequently consulted in this writing of
this dissertation. According to feminist sociologist Steph Lawler, narrative gives key
insight into how people make sense of the social world and their place within it. He
states, “These stories are not simple reflections of a set of ‘facts’: rather, they are
organizing devices through which we interpret and constitute the world” (2008, 32).
Acogny’s accounts of her life events and her perspectives on dance, Africa and the
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Technique represent her history—her process of making meaning of the circumstances of
her life. Her narratives are referred to as Herstories in this document. However, as Lawler
cautions, we must “challenge the myth of the atomized individual” because there are
multiple perspectives related to any event (2008, 37). I attempted to counter the
singularity of Acogny’s narrative by consulting historical and ethnographic texts on the
development of professional dance in Senegal (Neveu Kringelbach 2007: 2012: 2013;
Castaldi 2006; Harney 2004; Cohen 2012; Straker 2009), which offered some critical
standpoints on contemporary dance in Africa, and newspaper articles documenting
Acogny’s endeavors in Senegal. By examining the historical setting in which Acogny
developed her Technique, Acogny’s narrative was clarified as an emplaced response to
socio-political conditions, thereby contextualizing her experience, her intentions and the
Technique. Finally, in June 2018 I conducted interviews with 11 emerging
choreographers who participated in the Diplôme en Danses Traditionnelles et
Contemporaines d’Afrique 2018-2020 workshop at EDS, a three-phase workshop in
dance technique training and choreographic development for dancers of African origin.14
I also conducted an interview with dance anthropologist Luciane da Silva, who recently
published her dissertation on the Technique in relationship to Brazilian contemporary
dance (DaSilva, L. 2017). These interviews constitute multiple viewpoints on the
Technique that provided a necessary counterbalance to Acogny’s narrative and my own.
My research took place over eight years of intermittent training in the Technique,
seven extended visits to Senegal of 1-6 months each, and continued practice and teaching
of the Technique in the U.S. The initial period of my fieldwork, from 2010-2014,
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See Appendix A for IRB exemption.
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consisted of Technique training and creative development. This period of research
contributed to the study a collection of notes collected over the course of four seven-week
dance intensive workshops in the Technique and required end-of-term self-assessments.
My training notes contain valuable descriptions of the physical and somatic goals of each
movement in the Technique’s lexicon. All of my notes are transcriptions of special
lectures given by Acogny during our training. They focus on the theoretical
underpinnings of the Technique as well as special instructions regarding the pedagogy of
the Technique. In addition, I journaled extensively throughout my training, and my
writings provide a substantial body of archival research. The latter period of my
fieldwork, from July 2015 to June 2018, was documented by personal journals, and
videos documenting my creative process, teaching and transformation of the Technique.
According to methodologists Norman Denzin and Yvonna Lincoln, “qualitative
research involves the studied use and collection of a variety of empirical materials
including personal experience, interviews, historical texts, and cultural products” (1994,
5). Qualitative research employs a variety of interpretive practices with the aim of
understanding the subject matter. Denzin and Lincoln assert that although each
interpretive practice “makes the world visible in a different way”, an objective reality
cannot be captured; we know people and cultural products only through their
representations (ibid., 4). My research process was complicated by the Technique’s lack
of representation in academic scholarship, with the exception of one dissertation written
in Portuguese (DaSilva, L. 2017). Therefore, I became a bricoleur, making use of what is
available in order to make sense of events that occurred before my birth. Bricoleurs take
the “odds and ends, the bits left over” (Harper 1987, 74; Denzin and Lincoln 1994, 4) in
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order to piece together a representation of the subject matter. I compiled a body of
research on the Technique based on interviews (Acogny 1992; 2002; 2007; 2010a; 2016;
2017; 2018), class lectures (Acogny 2010b; 2011; 2012a; 2012b), texts on relevant
political and historical movements and several videos that document the Technique’s
vocabulary. I utilized several interpretive practices to examine the Technique, including
theoretical analysis, an investigation of the historical period during which Acogny
developed her Technique, and through my embodied practice. Each approach illuminated
the Technique in a different way.
For each of the interviews I conducted with Acogny, I employed an “iterativeinductive” style of questioning, in which I began each session with indirect questions in
order to become sensitized to Acogny’s mood and to sense themes emerging within her
responses (O’Reilly 2009, 21). This allowed me to hone in on the topics she was most
interested in discussing, adding new questions as necessary, while finding unobtrusive
moments in the conversation to pose my most urgent questions. During the last two
interviews in 2017 and 2018, I incorporated the practice of sensorial interviewing. In this
method, the interview process is regarded as a “sensory embodied experience (for the
interviewer and interviewee)” that holds potential for additional layers of complexity “if
we pause to consider the meanings that might be invoked through the material and
sensorial environment” (Pink 2015, 83). After both interviews, I journaled extensively to
describe my sensorial impressions, state of mind, the physical locale of the interview and
interactions between Acogny and I before and after the interview. The two interviews and
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their related journal entries, if read in tandem, offered deeper insight into silent nonverbal
communication, the power dynamics between interviewer/student and
interviewee/mentor and local customs.

Delimitations
I would like to distinguish my doctoral research on the Technique from my early
training. I began studying the Technique in 2009, and by 2012 I received full certification
in its practice and pedagogy. At the time of my introduction to the Technique, I was a
MFA Dance student. Training in the Technique inspired me to explore themes of
improvisation and movement research, which helped me develop my voice in
contemporary dance. My MFA Thesis documents my journey of self-discovery, which
was inspired by but not centrally focused on the Technique (Davis 2010a). It was not
until 2015, when I began my doctoral studies, that I began to contemplate the Technique
from an academic perspective. It has taken several years post-training to not only
cultivate the fluidity, control and somatic integration of the Technique, but also to
process the historical significance of this movement form. My preliminary research on
the Technique, which encompassed my training period, was from 2009-2012. My studiobased, creative research on the Technique began in 2011 and is ongoing. The period of
my doctoral research began in 2015.
It is important to note that the Technique is not a social or vernacular dance
practice. The Technique is a contemporary dance technique, based on movement
techniques that are universally applicable. In my examination of the Technique, I attempt
to consider the most current scholarship available. However, there is little scholarship on
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Acogny, and only a few well-researched resources on the development of performing arts
in Senegal. Therefore, I had to consult some sources that were dated but relevant to my
investigation. I also chose to contextualize Acogny within the temporal and geographic
setting of 1962-1975 Senegal, which corresponds to the period and locale in which she
developed the Technique. I found it necessary to locate Acogny within the geographic
and political terrain of Senegal because Senegalese ideological and cultural values figure
prominently in the Technique.
I considered examining the Technique in relationship to the dance techniques of
other prominent choreographers in the Black Diaspora, such as Pearl Primus (19191994), Katherine Dunham (1909-2006), Rex Nettleford (1933-2010), Francis Nii-Yartey
(1946-2015) and Kariamu Welsh. Each of these could be considered cultural nationalists,
but Acogny responded to a different political climate than the artists I have listed. She is
most comparable to Nii-Yartey, however he is recently deceased and there is little written
about him. Dunham and Welsh both codified techniques derivative of African and
African Diaspora dance forms (which are briefly discussed in Chapter 2), but these artists
emerged under different circumstances than Acogny; while Welsh and Dunham grappled
with racism and the battle for civil rights in the U.S., Acogny lived during a period
characterized by decolonization from France and efforts to challenge negative stereotypes
about black Africans.
I am not a scholar of African history, so my venturing into this area of knowledge
is limited to the scope of my research questions. In addition, I speak, read and write
French proficiently, but I am not as fluent as a native speaker. Therefore, I solicited
assistance when needed in transcribing my interviews with Acogny and other
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interviewees. Finally, I must state that this dissertation concerns a well-respected elder
who is quickly approaching 75 years of age. Because of my personal, spiritual and
cultural values, I attempted to construct interviews that are comprehensive, but not
unnecessarily invasive or offensive. There are periods of Acogny’s life that she has
openly discussed with me as Omilade, the student and mentee, but that are unsuitable for
public discourse. I trust that the reader will understand if there are small gaps in
Acogny’s biography. This missing information did not impede or interfere with my
examination of the Technique.

Limitations of the Study
The most obvious limitation of this study was my proximity to the research
subject. Because I am a student of Acogny, this work required great effort to find (and
maintain) a critical distance from the research. In addition, I employed an
autoethnographic approach, which privileges subjective experience. Had I solicited the
input of the other 15 certified Acogny dancers, it may have provided additional
perspective. Conversely, their input might have reinforced the personal bias that has been
difficult for me to see past. In Senegalese culture, and in many African and Diaspora
cultures, there is an inescapable relationship dynamic between elders and youth (in age
and/or experience), mentors and mentees, and teachers and students. Ethical teachings
that guide interactions with, and speech regarding, one’s elders are among the strongest,
most cohesive forms of social control in Senegal. Respect for elders is a cardinal rule that
mandates modesty and decorum. I decided against soliciting the input of other Acogny
dancers because true opinions may or may not have been shared with me; social controls
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may have influenced responses. Prior to graduate study, I was completely unaware that
my acceptance of social custom could inhibit my ability to think critically about Acogny
and the Technique. My bias could easily have become naiveté without the patient
guidance of my committee members. Fortunately, analysis of the Technique in
relationship to its historical and social significance created much-needed separation
between myself and the research.

Significance
This study contributes to existing scholarship that mentions Acogny in
relationship to Senghor’s administration and the development of contemporary dance in
Africa (Castaldi 2006; Neveu Kringelbach 2012: 2013; Sieveking 2014; Harney 2004). In
addition, this study focuses on a pioneering figure who contributed to the development of
the genre of contemporary African dance. This study is significant in that it focuses
exclusively on Acogny, and it examines Acogny in relationship to the cultural and
political climate of her era. Although Acogny’s choreographies, which are largely in
collaboration with other artists, have received the attention of dance critics, scholars have
overlooked a major part of Acogny’s life’s work—her Technique.
This research is significant across the disciplines of Dance Studies, Africana
Studies and Diaspora Studies. It intends to suggest broader understandings of what
comprises dance technique, and how it is inscribed into the body beyond kinesthetic
training. Regarding theories on the inherent value systems of dance technique, the
techniques chosen for analysis presently include selected Euro-American theatrical dance
forms (ballet, some modern techniques), Khmer classical dance and Gaga Technique.
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This study adds a contemporary African dance technique to this line of theorization.
Research on embodied knowledge currently focuses on ritual performance in the
Diaspora, and this study aims to expand this body of research by extending the concept of
embodied knowledge to dance technique. In addition, West African vernacular dance
forms have previously been analyzed to cull their aesthetic characteristics and their social
functions within the cultural fabric of their respective communities. This dissertation
aims to illustrate how these dance forms can be reimagined and re-contextualized in
response to varying temporal and socio-political conditions, thereby expanding the field
of inquiry related to West African dances. Furthermore, this study intends to show how
independence-era political ideology is evidenced in the creation of a modern African
dance technique, which contributes to existing scholarship on the political appropriation
of dance in Senegal, Guinea and Ghana during the independence movement (Cohen
2012; Harney 2004; Neveu Kringelbach 2014; Schauert 2015). Finally, this dissertation
reanimates exhausted discourse on Négritude in an effort to illustrate the extensive scope
of its influence on the development of contemporary African dance in Senegal.

Outline of Chapters
Chapter 1—Setting the Stage. This chapter provides an overview of the research,
methodological brief, statement of research questions, delimitations, limitations of the
study, significance of the research and chapter descriptions.

Chapter 2—Program Notes: Literature Review and Theoretical Framework. Relevant
scholarship is reviewed that informs the background to the study. Areas of research
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include West African Vernacular Dance Aesthetics, Socially Constructed Bodies,
Embodiment, Dance Technique, Embodied Knowledge and Selected African
Conceptualizations of Embodied Knowledge. The Wòrándá theory of embodiment is
outlined in detail.

Chapter 3—Introducing Germaine Acogny and La Technique Acogny. This chapter
corresponds to the Aesthetic & Structural Design component of the Wòrándá theory. A
biography of Acogny is provided, including her journey into dance education,
choreography and institutional leadership. This chapter supplies necessary foundational
information to the study, including a full description of the Technique’s aesthetic
characteristics, structural design and philosophical underpinnings.

Chapter 4—Prelude to a Dance. This chapter sets the historical scene upon which Acogny
descended with her Technique, which constitutes a second element of the Wòrándá
theory: Historical and Political Significance. In order to understand the values prevalent
among West African elites following the independence era, ideas about modernity,
nationalism and Negritude are explored. This chapter serves as a prelude to analysis of
the Technique by illustrating the ideological climate of this era. The political
appropriation of indigenous performing arts is investigated as it relates to Senghor’s
nation building agenda and the creation of a national performance aesthetic.

Chapter 5—The Politics of Métissage. A third component of the Wòrándá theory,
Cultural Values, guides this chapter. The Technique is examined as a strategy to
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Africanize modern dance, and it is also considered as an assertion of modernity. The
Technique’s West African influences are examined. Associations with political and
cultural value systems, such as nationalism, Négritude and indigenous worldviews, are
suggested.

Chapter 6— Dancing Acogny’s Modernism. This chapter examines the Technique as a
modernist dance form, focusing on its use of formalist reductionism and preoccupation
with nature. Questions related to essentialism and representation are considered. The
modernist characteristics of Taking the Energy are analyzed. The role of Personal
Agency, which is the fourth component of the Wòrándá theory, is investigated
with regard to Acogny’s efforts to resist social conditioning and assert her vision of
modern African dance.

Chapter 7—Curtain Call: Summary, Conclusion & Implications for Further Study. This
chapter provides a reflection on emergent meanings. The Wòrándá theory of embodiment
is reaffirmed and implications for future research are recommended.

Summary
As an artist, I was drawn to the Technique because, simply put, it felt good in my
body. The Technique offered me the tools I needed to express my aesthetic voice in
dance during a critical moment in my development as a dancer, while I battled with
feelings of alienation and displacement. Graduate study led me to understand that there
was more to the Technique than a movement vocabulary; dance techniques can function
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as aesthetic systems that train the body kinesthetically while simultaneously imparting a
wealth of value-laden cultural information. The Technique emerged during an era of
sweeping ideological and political change in Senegal, and this dissertation examines the
Technique in relationship to historical context in order to understand the values that may
have informed its design. This research also adds a necessary element to the existing
research on Senghor’s administration and the development of contemporary dance in
Senegal. Acogny, who is lauded as the mother of contemporary African dance, has been
the missing link in ethnographies focused on the many genres of dance in Senegal.
Through critical scholarly reflection, a void in scholarship on contemporary dance in
Senegal can be filled, and relationships between technique and value can be illuminated.
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CHAPTER 2
PROGRAM NOTES: LITERATURE REVIEW
AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Because, you see, African dance is a permanent dialogue with the cosmos.
(Acogny 2016)
This chapter provides a review of scholarship that informed this study,
collectively establishing the background to my investigation of the Technique.
Scholarship was selected based not only on relevance, but some texts were included
because of their formative influence on the field of study under review. This review spans
across the disciplines of Africana Studies, Black Studies, Dance Studies and Cultural
Studies, and is organized around areas of knowledge pertinent to my research: (1) West
African Vernacular Dance Aesthetics, (2) Socially-Constructed Bodily Behaviors, (3)
Dance Technique, and (4) Embodied Knowledge.
“West African Vernacular Dance Aesthetics” provides a basis for qualitative
research on the Technique’s amalgamation of West African vernacular movement
sequences and aesthetic qualities. This helped me to identify specific characteristics
within the Technique’s lexicon, such as the use of spatial arrangements and reliance on
live percussion, that originate in West African vernacular dances. Furthermore, this
review aided my understanding of how the Technique is distinguished from vernacular
dancing. Next, “Socially-Constructed Bodily Behaviors” and the subsection
“Embodiment” investigate the role of socialization, acculturation and other cultural
factors that influence bodily behaviors. A review of quotidian and codified bodily
behavior as socially constructed created a foundation for understanding dance technique’s
discursive potential. “Dance Technique” first presents a critical analysis of dance
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technique’s capacity to encode cultural values into movement systems. This section
represents the theoretical veins within Dance Studies that expanded my conception of the
relationship of dance technique and aesthetic ideals. Three codified dance techniques,
two of which typify the Technique’s theatrical dance milieu, are then reviewed. Each
demonstrates how values embedded in kinesthesia give meaning to aesthetics in time and
place; each technique was created as a response to specific social conditions and bodily
conditioning. In my research process, this review illuminated the idea that dance
techniques can reflect an artist’s conformity and resistance to social pressures and power
structures. This realization led me to question exactly what Acogny aimed to resist by
creating her Technique.
“Embodied Knowledge” examines several theories regarding the silent, nonverbal
information embedded within performance, and the subsection “African
Conceptualizations of Embodied Knowledge” explores how embodied knowledge is
operative in selected creative techniques indigenous to West Africa. Finally, the
theoretical framework I created, the “Wòrándá Theory of Embodiment”, is detailed.
Wòrándá is informed by selected conceptualizations of embodiment in expressive arts
practices, and it served as a theoretical and organizational guide through which the
Technique was examined.

West African Vernacular Dance Aesthetics
In order to qualify the West African elements associated with the Technique, it is
necessary to first identify what characteristics are attributed to these dance practices.
Before surveying relevant literature on African dance forms, a brief clarification of my
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use of the label, “West African Vernacular Dances”, is warranted. “West Africa” refers to
the many peoples, and their respective ethnic and language groups, found in Benin,
Burkina Faso, Liberia, Mali, Cape Verde, Mauritania, Senegal, Niger, Guinea, Ghana,
Nigeria, Gambia, Cote d’Ivoire, Guinea-Bissau, Sierra Leone and Togo. Of these
countries, the following are Francophone: Benin, Burkina Faso, Mali, Senegal, Niger,
Guinea, Cote d’Ivoire and Togo. I utilize the term, vernacular, to specify evolving dance
practices that are, according to black dance studies scholar Jacqui Malone, “vital
process[es] of cultural production” (Malone 1996, 2) and learned informally through
cultural and social networks (Malnig 2009, 4). 15 These dance traditions develop out of a
group’s geography and social circumstance, which give rise to shared movement
repertoires (Friedland 1983, 33). For example, multiple ethnic groups in the meeting
point of Senegal, Gambia and Mali (the Wasulu region) have common kinship structures,
architectural and artistic practices (Harney 2004, 34). Vernacular dances in West Africa
serve as functions of social events. According to Welsh, they include harvest dances,
mask dances, ancient court dances, healing and ritual dances, and national and ethnic
identity dances (2010, 13). 16 Specific examples of vernacular dance include

15

The perspectives on the naming of dance traditions as social, vernacular, folk
and popular are far more complex than I am able to discuss in this dissertation. For
further discussion on the naming of social dance forms and the values implicated by
labelling, see Dodds 2011.
16

For the purposes of this study, vernacular dances represent the source material
that Acogny modified for inclusion in her Technique. My reference to vernacular West
African dances must also be distinguished from my use of the term, neo-traditional,
which is referenced throughout this document. Ethnomusicologist Doris Green defines
West African neo-traditional dance as movements that have been extracted from their
vernacular origins, altered and embellished to fit the proscenium stage (2011, 24). A
major difference between vernacular dance performance and that of neo-traditional dance
is the element of choreography; neo-traditional dances are choreographed, while
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linguistically-integrated forms such as Lembeul of the Laobe ethnic group and Sabar of
Wolof-speaking groups. Others include caste-based dance forms such as Sandia of the
Bambara and Lamban of the Malinké, which have specific iterations performed only by
jeliya (oral historians) and other movements performed by non-jeliya community
members.
The category of “African Dance” has long been a troublesome misnomer,
criticized because of the implausibility of condensing all of the continent’s diverse forms
of dance, many of which defy easy categorization, under one designation that is written
and spoken of in the singular. Dance anthropologist Mahalia Lassibille extends the
argument further, asserting that the category of “African Dance” gives rise to
stereotypical associations and expectations rooted in colonial histories, and is a cultural,
political and ideological construction (2010; Johnson 2012). There are thousands of
ethnic groups representing over 400 million people on the African continent (Welsh
Asante 1996, 72), and each ethnic group has its own history, languages and cultures.
While it is not possible to subsume all of the dance practices of Africa under one label, it
is possible to identify characteristics that are shared across ethnic, linguistic and national
boundaries. Common characteristics shared by subgroups of larger language and
ancestral ethnic groups are what Welsh-Asante calls family aesthetics (2003, 246).

vernacular dances are not. According to the late scholar of Bamana history and culture
Sekou Camara (b.–2012), most vernacular dances only consist of one short movement
pattern, or step, that is performed for the duration of the social event (2008). In order to
create choreographed versions of local dances, vernacular dances are often blended
together and embellished upon in order to construct a larger movement vocabulary for the
dance (2008). For example, what international audiences may recognize as the dance
Mandiani could be a combination of movements derived from Mandiani and other local
dances.
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There exists a small but growing body of research aimed at the identification and
classification of an African, or Africanist, dance aesthetic. The first delineation of a West
African aesthetic, dubbed “aesthetics of the cool”, was created by art historian Robert
Farris Thompson (1966; 1973; 2011). His considerations represent the first theoretical
framework through which to analyze dances of African and Diaspora origins, and
consequently have triggered an ongoing effort in dance scholarship to identify and
critically analyze the contributions of Africans and their descendants to global cultural
production. Marshall Stearns and Jean Stearns, in an effort to historicize the aesthetic
qualities of American jazz dancing, highlighted observable characteristics of African
dances that they traced in American jazz dancing (1979). Thompson’s and Stearns and
Stearns’ reflections functioned as a basis from which other categories have developed,
however their list is problematic in that it only describes visible aesthetic qualities.
Welsh’s seven senses provides a comprehensive description that incorporates the cultural
and spiritual contexts of the dances. Following Thompson, dance studies scholar Brenda
Dixon Gottschild outlines the premises of an Africanist aesthetic, derived from West
African dances, and its identifiable presence in North American theatrical and social
dance traditions (1998). Dance educator Sheila Ward’s set of descriptors extols the values
of incorporating African dances in K-12 curriculums, therefore her aesthetic categories
are geared towards pedagogy (2013).
Below are the descriptive sets created by Thompson, Stearns, Welsh, and Ward.
Thompson: West African Aesthetic of the Cool
1. Apart playing and dancing
2. Dominance of percussive concept of performance
3. Multiple meter
4. Call and response
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5. Songs and dances of derision
(1966; Rosa 2015, 26)
Stearns and Stearns: Characteristics of African Dances
1. Flat footed gliding action, dragging and shuffling the feet
2. Movement performed in a crouch, with knees bent and body bent at the
waist
3. Movement that generally imitates animals
4. Movement that exhibits improvisation, allowing for freedom of
expression
5. Movement that is centrifugal – exploding outward from the hips
6. Movement that is performed to a propulsive rhythm to give a swinging
quality
(1979)
Welsh: Seven Senses of African Dances
1. Polyrhythm
2. Polycentrism
3. Curvilinear
4. Epic Memory
5. Texture
6. Repetition
7. Holism
(1996, 72-81)
Ward: Aesthetics of African and African-Based Dances
1. Polyrhythm
2. Body isolation
3. Polycentrism
4. Grounded nature/quality
5. Speed
6. Repetition
7. Participatory/Communal
8. Vocal
9. Occurs in Circle Formation
10. Improvisation, Competition and Solo Performances
(Ward 2013, 33-34)
In order to examine how Acogny embodies selected West African aesthetic and
philosophical tenets in the Technique, I drew upon several, but not all, of the
aforementioned aesthetic characteristics. The following features were useful to my
analysis of the Technique. Polyrhythm refers to musical accompaniment that features
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layers of intersecting rhythm patterns, and the individual patterns are performed together
to create a complex rhythm. Movements often correspond to individual rhythmic
components of the larger rhythm. This describes the inseparability of dance and music in
vernacular dance forms. Polycentrism, a term introduced by Welsh, refers the
simultaneous movement of more than one muscle or joint group, initiating from different
centers of the body (1996, 75; Rosa 2015, 39). For example, movements that correspond
to one rhythm pattern may initiate from the shoulder girdle, while movements that
correspond to another rhythm pattern may radiate from the pelvic region. Another
characteristic involves the expressive isolation of muscle groups or body parts, such as
the buttocks, shoulders or torso (Ward 2013, 35). Dance are often performed with the
waist bent at a 45-degree angle (ibid.; Stearns and Stearns 1979), and many dances are
performed with the attending community members and/or dancers arranged in a circle
formation, such as the Bamana’s Kote dance.

Socially Constructed Bodies
French sociologist, Marcel Mauss, was among the first to theorize that the
observable habits of bodily movement are not intuitive, but cultivated in his famous 1935
essay, “Techniques of the Body” (2006, 77). In this essay, Mauss focuses on swimming
to elaborate his theory of “techniques of the body”, which he posits are the result of
instruction primed by social habit. He argues that patterns of quotidian movement, such
as walking, standing and eating, form an integral part of culture, and they differ
according to cultural specificity. These patterns of movement are the result of social
education or formal instruction in a particular movement practice. Mauss examines the
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practice of swimming during the span of his lifetime as an observational framework,
noting that the change in swimming and diving practices occurred as a result of the
change in instruction. For example, he explains that people were previously taught to
dive only after having learned how to swim. Only then, during diving instruction, were
swimmers instructed to open their eyes after submerging underwater. Mauss explains that
this practice changed over time, with new swimmers being encouraged to open their eyes
early during swimming instruction, as opposed to waiting until the swimmer began to
learn diving. Children learning to swim were taught to control their ocular reflexes early
in the process of acclimatization to water. Mauss further explains that every “attitude of
the body” reflects some specificity of cultural habit, such as differences in military
marching gaits in France as compared to Britain (ibid., 79).
Mauss offers the Latin term, habitus, as a way to understand the social nature of
bodily movement. He explains that habitus can be understood as more than acquired
ability or habit: “These ‘habits’ do not just vary with individuals and their imitations,
they vary especially between societies, educations, properties and fashions, prestige. In
them we should see the techniques and work of collective and individual practical
reason.” (Ibid., 80). French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu elaborates on Mauss’s idea of
habitus to examine how culture, meaning (“signs”) and social status are inscribed on
acculturated bodies (Bourdieu 1977; 1990). To Mauss’s idea of the habitus, Bourdieu
adds that it produces practices that reproduce cultural norms (“objective conditions of the
production of their generative principle”), and as such habitus is inscribed on bodies and
is visible in bodily practice (Bourdieu 1977, 78; Morris 2006, xvi). French philosopher
and political theorist Michel Foucault developed habitus into theories examining
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how discourses created by regulating power structures in society aim to manage and
control the behavior of the bodies within a society (1995). In Dance Studies, ample
consideration has been given to the habitus of repetitive social enactments
(performativity) that reinforce discursive social frames. For example, scholars have
explored how performativity creates cultural and personal understandings of gender
(Butler 1990), modernism in postwar American dance (Morris 2006), and
African American performance and hip-hop (DeFrantz 2014).

Embodiment
In Agency and Embodiment: Performing Gestures/Producing Culture, dance
studies scholar Carrie Noland describes embodiment as the “process whereby collective
behaviors and beliefs, acquired through acculturation, are rendered individual and “lived”
at the level of the body” (2010, 9). According to Noland, embodiment is not a fixed
moment of human experience in time and space, but rather it is a process of becoming. It
is a process that ebbs and flows, shifting in texture according to changes in social and
geographical environment, emotional state and sensuous encounter. Nolan suggests that
embodiment consists not only of one’s sense of living or being in the world, but it is
relational to the social behaviors and beliefs of the immediate community. Behaviors and
beliefs are acquired through acculturation and are reflected in behaviors of the body
(Noland 2010, 10).
Noland explains that the performance of acquired social practices can also inspire
forms of resistance (ibid., 20). Kinesthesia, which refers to the felt experience of moving,
encourages modification and, at times, rejection of socially constructed bodily behavior,
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which Noland refers to as kinesthetic feedback. This kinesthetic feedback is also visible
in dance, where artists choose to learn techniques of the body that are not only absent
from their habitus, but may even choose to acquire movement patterns, gestures and
dance techniques that challenge social mores. For example, Pearl Primus and Katherine
Dunham are only two of many choreographers who deliberately chose to step outside of
their habitus and focus on the acquisition and performance of bodily techniques that
challenged social expectations of black American women.17 I agree that bodily behavior
is socially cultivated, which is a constructivist view, however I must also consider
the possibility for human agency that also shapes corporeal behavior.

Anlo-Ewe Understandings of Embodiment: Seselelame
Anthropologist Kathryn Linn Geurts examines the Anlo-Ewe concept of
seselelame, which she translates as perception inside the body and flesh (Geurts 2005,
165). The Anlo-Ewe are an ethnic group whose homeland lies in the coastal area of the
Volta region of Ghana and the region surrounding the Keta Lagoon (Greene 1996;
Amegago 2009). Geurts analyzes seselelame in an effort to problematize neurobiologist
Antonio Damasio’s conception of human consciousness as individual rather than

17

Primus and Dunham, who trained in ballet and Western modern dance forms,
chose to focus on bodily techniques indigenous to Haiti and West Africa, respectively.
Despite society’s hypersexualized stereotypes of black women, both artists boldly
embraced the undulations and pelvic isolations characteristic to African derived dance
forms. Because Dunham and Primus were performance artists, their bodily behaviors,
codified through the acquisition of dance technique and amplified in choreography, were
highly visible during a period of heightened racial oppression. For further reading on
Dunham, see Aschenbrenner 2002; Kraut 2003; Dee Das 2017. For further reading on
Primus, see Schwartz 2011; Manning 2004; Foulkes 1995.
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intersubjective. Although seselelame is not new to Anlo-Ewe communities, in academia
the concept is just beginning to form roots. To date, scholars have theorized or
implemented the concept of seselelame in dance improvisation (Wray, forthcoming),
applied social work (Jude 2016) and the cultural elaboration of sensory integration
(Geurts 2002). 18 Although Geurts describes seselelame as embodiment or consciousness,
I posit that seselelame refers to the interoceptive and cultural elaboration of one’s lived
experience, which is intimately connected to the presence of others. Geurts states that
seselelame conceptualizes an intersubjective form of expression in which people interpret
their own sensory perceptions while simultaneously orienting themselves to the other
people in their environment, which suggests that individuals constantly negotiate somatic
modes of attention.
Seselelame in Anlo-Ewe dance is visible in the arrangement of dancing bodies in
space during Brekete Gatsi ritual performance. Performance ethnographer Senyo Okyere
states that while dancing Wu, a social dance that precedes ritual dances, performers dance
in a counter-clockwise circular formation (2015, 34). Okyere suggests that in Anlo-Ewe
culture, the counter-clockwise direction denotes “dancing toward life”, which embodies
oral tradition that defines the circle as wholeness and unity of the community (ibid.). The
combination of perception, understanding and recognition comprise seselelame, which
can refer to a wide range of human experience. Also non-dualistic, it can refer to physical
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Jude created the Seselelame Reflective Team Approach to Practice, in which
social workers encourage clients to develop an awareness of self through the exploration
of feeling in the body.
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sensations, such as sexual arousal or pain, or emotional sensations such as heartache or
passion. It can also be used to describe intuition, uncertainty, or inter-subjective feeling,
such as intuitive knowing between two people.
I gained from this section that geography is inscribed with social and political
discourses that shape bodily behavior. I also followed dance studies scholar Mark
Franko’s assertion that when dance and ideological movements develop in tandem, it is
necessary to examine the dance with respect to its social and political contexts (1995).
These theories affirmed the necessity to examine the socio-political context in which
Acogny developed her Technique.

Dance Technique
Theories on the ontology and discursive functions of dance technique vary. One
theory is that dance technique concentrates the goals of social conditioning into
regulated aesthetic systems. In the editor’s note of the third issue of Text and
Performance Quarterly (2000), dance ethnographer Judith Hamera states that bodies
function in service to techniques, which she describes as disembodied sets of protocols
(2). This suggests that dance techniques are superimposed onto bodies that follow
movement protocols as though mechanized. Hamera further states that technique serves
as a means to sculpting an idealized body. In what has become a sustained body of
scholarship on technique, Hamera seems to contradict her earlier assessment of dance
technique. In "An Answerability of Memory: "Saving" Khmer Classical Dance, Hamera
traces the residue of traumatic lived experience in Khmer classical dance technique. She
argues that dance technique is more than a set of protocols (which contradicts her earlier
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statement); she states that dance technique is an inscribing practice that connects
“subjectivities and socialities” to history (2002, 65). In this new valuation, Hamera
asserts that dance technique reflects the historical relationships between bodies in space
and time. She furthers this argument in Dancing Communities: Performance, Difference
and Connection in the Global City ((2007). Here Hamera argues that techniques and
aesthetics are local, affected and inflected by the social contexts in which they exist
(2007, 4). She envisions dance technique as a “pre-existing conversation between bodies,
history and desire”, and its vocabularies are lexicons of affiliation, rhetoric in motion,
facilitation interpersonal and social relations as it shapes bodies. (2007, 24: 5).
Dance studies scholar Susan Foster, in a chapter published three years prior to
Hamera’s editor’s note, argues that techniques are "whole disciplines" that aim to create
bodies based on ideals, and a body's participation in technique training renders it a “bodyof-ideas” (1997, 236). Foster argues that society's efforts to discursively shape the body's
behavior are methods of cultivating the body. This suggests that the behavior of a body,
after training in a technique, represents more than its kinesthetic appearance; its
movements reflect the ideals of its cultivation. In an analysis of one type of cultivated
body, the theatrical dancer, Foster examines the systematic transformation of bodies via
dance technique. Foster argues that through the repetition of codified movement
sequences, each dance technique creates three bodies: the perceived body, ideal body and
demonstrative body. The perceived body serves as a visual reference point for dancers
during training. The ideal body, whose perfection eludes dancers, consists of “fantasized
visual or kinesthetic images of a body, images of other dancers’ bodies, and cinematic or
video images of dancing bodies” (Foster 1997, 237). For Foster, the ideal body represents
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the epitome and goal of technique training for the dancer. The demonstrative body is that
which is perceived by others, and it also represents the labor of technique training; the
demonstrative body “didactically emphasizes or even exaggerates actions” in order to
improve upon or accomplish the goals of technique training (ibid., 238). She further
explains that one of the goals of twentieth century American dance technique training
was to create bodies capable of performing almost any kind of dance, which Foster refers
to as the “hired body” (ibid., 239).
Other scholars explore dance technique from constructivist perspectives, in
which dance technique serves as a system for reading the body’s social conditioning. For
example, scholars examine implicit cultural values in American ballet (Foster 1996;
Hamera 2005) and early American modern dance (Barr and Oliver 2016; Fensham and
Carter 2011). Performance philosophy researcher, Einav Katan, views physical
knowledge as an embodiment of cultural heritage that is determined by social traditions
(2016, 23), and dance ethnographer Yvonne Daniel asserts that aesthetic systems are
informed by belief systems, economics, politics and social discourse (2005, 54). A final
perspective on dance technique suggests that it provides a vehicle not only to read the
body’s social inflections, but also to make meaning of aesthetics. Hamera envisions
dance technique as the organizing power, the driving force of aesthetics. Aesthetic
principles, aesthetic values and aesthetic vocabularies organize how and where art
produces meaning in time and space (2007, 3).
I agree with Foster and Hamera that some Western theatrical dance techniques,
such as ballet, aim to advance idealized movement capacities of the body (for example,
extension, flexibility, nimbleness). However, African American and African-derived
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theatrical dance forms destabilize the idea that all dance techniques aim to create an ideal
body. In these dance techniques, there are idealized movement principles and aesthetic
objectives, but these are unrelated to the design, contours and shaping of an idealized
physical body. For example, the Umfundalai Technique was created by dance studies
scholar and choreographer Kariamu Welsh. In Umfundalai, the Kananga Arms movement
sequence positions the body at a 45-degree angle (waist bend) to pay homage to the Earth
and the ancestors. The waist bend is a critical aspect of Umfundalai and other Africanderived dance practices, yet it is in no way related to the advancement of an idealized
body. Rather, it is the embodiment of an African and African Diaspora philosophy.
Each technique Foster evaluates was made prominent by white dance makers.
This could be interpreted as a privileging of certain dance techniques over others. In
addition, Foster does not address the ways in which ballet and the techniques of Graham
and Duncan were influenced by African American and Eastern cultural influences, which
could have deepened her analysis of the techniques’ ideological foundations. Her focus
on modern/contemporary dances and ballet may disregard the many Western theatrical
dance techniques inspired by African American and non-American movement practices,
such as African-derived concert dance, hip-hop and tap dancing. In addition, Foster,
Katan and Hamera leave little room for dancers’ personal agency in the embodiment of
dance technique. In their consideration of the role of cultural influence on dance
techniques and their attendant value systems, these theories minimize (Hamera, Katan) or
ignore (Foster) the potential for dancers to transform technique.
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The aforementioned theories on dance technique proved invaluable to my
examination of Acogny; they created a foundation for understanding dance technique as a
mode of knowledge that emerges out of historical and cultural frameworks. An overview
of three dance techniques follows, which highlights how each technique is inflected by its
social climate. These techniques can be discussed in far greater depth than can be covered
in this dissertation, therefore only the features of the techniques most relevant to their
historicity are mentioned. Each technique helped me understand how values embedded in
kinesthesia give meaning to aesthetics in time and place.

Martha Graham Technique
Foulkes states that early modern dance choreographer Martha Graham, who was
born in in 1894 in Allegheny, Pennsylvania, is renowned as one of the foremost
choreographers of the twentieth century (2002, 29). Graham, like modern dance pioneer
Doris Humphrey, began her professional dance training under choreographers Ruth St.
Denis and Ted Shawn in 1916. With the assistance of Shawn’s professional network,
Graham launched her career in choreography and performance in the early 1920s
(Foulkes 2002, 30). Graham’s modern dance technique evolved out of her choreography,
and it focuses on the movements of the torso, which houses “the self and holds the source
of motivation and movement” (Heil 2016, 130). In a feminist critique of Graham’s
“freedom through discipline” philosophy to technique training19, dance scholar Johanna
Heil states that Graham Technique emancipated the female body by employing the torso

19

Graham’s adage was later adopted by Acogny, who teaches that her Technique
trains the body to achieve la liberté dans la discipline.
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and pelvis to enhance the body’s capacity for emotional expression (2016, 127). For
Graham, movements centered on the torso and pelvis functioned as a vehicle through
which the body could emote in dance.
Franko argues that the quality of Graham’s creative work evolved according to
the changing environment of the American political landscape; Graham’s aesthetic
shifted from formalist modernism in the early 1930s to emotivism and leftist political
themes from 1935 on (1995). By the 1920s, white women had made significant strides in
American civil rights; they voted, were represented in the workforce in larger numbers
than before and attended college (Foulkes 2002, 33). Women also dominated the modern
dance field during the 1920s and 1930s. Yet for the purposes of political effectiveness
and public sway, the white female dancer was expected to exude emotion, which many
felt would reaffirm the presumed weakness of her gender (Horosko 2002). Scholars argue
that Graham deployed a feminist strategy; she expressed formalism in her persistent
devotion to technical form in choreography, and later in the codification of her technique,
thereby circumventing (or attempting to) the threat of her work being dismissed as the
emotivist self-indulgings of a woman (Franko 1995; Heil 2016). Only after her career
was firmly established did she begin to designate emotional signifiers in dance, and she
achieved notoriety for expressionism in her dance technique. The Graham Technique is
undergirded by Graham’s political strategies to subvert sexism and later gain popularity
during a period of high patriotism (see Geduld 2010). Although I understand that
Graham’s focus on the torso and pelvis were in response to the socio-political climate of
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her time, her association of torso and pelvic movement with emotional expression skirts
dangerously close to white supremacist stereotypes of blackness and Africanness.20

Katherine Dunham Technique
Anthropologist, author and choreographer Katherine Mary Dunham was born on
June 22, 1909 in Chicago, Illinois (Clark and Johnson 2005, xvii), and died in 2006 in
New York City. Hailed as a leading pioneer of Dance Anthropology, Dunham studied in
Haiti, Martinique and Senegal, amassing a number of dances that she used for stage
productions. She created a repertoire of concert dances, which she began touring in 1938
with her production L’Ag’ya, and her repertoire evolved into a codified dance technique
over the course of her expansive career. According to art historian Kirsten Strom, the
Katherine Dunham Technique is a contemporary dance practice that fuses ballet, AfroCaribbean social and ritual dances of Haiti and Martinique (2010, 286; Park 2014).
Dunham Technique merges contractions and swings from modern dance, extensions and
feet placement from ballet, and Afro-Caribbean isolations, rhythmic patterns, and
accentuation of the joints (Strom 2010, 287; Manning 2004, 150). According to dance
studies scholar Albirda Rose, Dunham Technique features Progressions in Cultural
Context, which are movement patterns performed across the floor to corresponding
rhythms of a particular cultural group (2005, 492). The movement patterns consist of
specific dance steps that reflect the qualities and thematic content inherent to each dance,
such as the Haitian dances Damballa, Yanvalou and Zépaules.
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It is also possible that Graham’s aesthetic choices were influenced by her
mentor and teacher, Ruth St. Denis, who has been suspected of cultural appropriation.
See Koritz 1994; Desmond 1991.
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Dunham Technique was a response to the ideological climate of the 1940s in the
U.S., and an effort to resist denigrating stereotypes of African Americans. Dunham
created her Technique during a racially-charged period of segregation and negative
discourse surrounding the black body in dance, and it represents her response to racist
ideology that aimed to limit the range of black artistic expression. Manning argues that
“blackness and whiteness became perceptual constructs on stage, ways for linking
physical bodies and theatrical meanings, ways for reading bodies in motion” (2001, 488;
see also Lamothe 2011). Her incorporation of ballet, deemed the superior “high” art in
dance, challenged the perceived dichotomy that black bodies were disposed to raw
creative expression yet lacking in “disciplined” artistry, while white bodies had an
affinity for refined artistic expression that was further cultivated through training
(Manning 2004, 4). Dunham states that she wanted the Dunham Technique to “be just as
academic and disciplined as classical ballet and other art forms” (Aschenbrenner 1981,
154) and “as important to the white man as to the Negro…to attain a status in the dance
world that will give the Negro dance-student the courage really to study…to make of it a
more dignified art.” (Manning 2001, 488). Dunham challenged dominant ideas about the
black dancing body by codifying a dance technique that integrates Afro-Caribbean
movement patterns with ballet and modern dance. In creating the Dunham Technique, she
also demonstrated that Afro-Caribbean dances were equal in value to Western theatrical
dance forms.
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Umfundalai Technique
Dance scholar, author and choreographer Kariamu Welsh was born on September
22, 1949 in Thomasville, North Carolina. She was raised by her mother in the Bedford
Stuyvesant and East New York neighborhoods of New York City (Mills 1996, 42).
Welsh began studying dance in high school, and her entrance into professional dance
occurred when she auditioned and was accepted into the Manhattan-based Ron Davis
Jazz Dance Company (Mills 1996, 46). Welsh credits the years she spent training in
Dunham Technique with Pearl Reynolds, a second-generation Dunham dancer, as the
period that solidified her passion and devotion to dance (Glocke 2011, 256). She states,
“Studying the Katherine Dunham Technique…empowered me to be bold, daring and
self-actualizing as I took on this lifelong journey of developing the Umfundalai Dance
Technique.” (Glocke 2011, 258). The Umfundalai Technique, which she created in 1970,
is a contemporary African dance technique that is pan-African in scope. Umfundalai
draws upon movement patterns and techniques found in various African, African
American, Caribbean and South American dance traditions, and it is also inspired by
selected movement patterns found in Dunham Technique (Frichtel 2010; Glocke 2011;
Mills 1996). Classes are similar in structure to modern/contemporary classes in that
Umfundalai includes warm-up, center floor and across-the-floor exercises, but it is
distinct in that classes are infused with the spirit of pan-African movement and music
(Frichtel 2010, 64). For example, class begins after dancers perform the dobale, which is
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a term inspired by the Yoruba language that means to make a gesture of respect (Glocke
2011, 259; Frichtel 2010, 64).21
Welsh’s youth coincided with a period characterized by a number of ideological
movements and political activism, including Black Nationalism, the Black Arts
Movement, various forms of cultural nationalism. Reclamation of the black personality
and self-definition were common themes in African American social thought, and Welsh
states that her creation of Umfundalai was in response to this time of heightened racial
and African cultural awareness (Glocke 2011, 260). She was inspired by the cultural
movement for African Americans to connect with the teachings, philosophies and cultural
arts of Africa in an effort to empower their communities. According to dance studies
scholar and certified Umfundalai instructor C. Kemal Nance, Umfundalai means
“essence” or “essential” in Kiswahili (2014, 2). Welsh aims to use the “essence” of
African and Diaspora dances to support contemporary dance expressions, rather than to
replicate social and vernacular dances in neo-traditional choreography (Nance 2014, 2);
for Welsh, her journey in dance “would be to drink from the gourd but not to replicate the
gourd.” (Glocke 2011, 260). Welsh has taught the technique in Ghana, Nigeria,
Colombia, Jamaica, the UK, Brazil and all through the United States. Her philosophy of
“I see you” is to recognize all types of bodies, skin tones and talent. She states that
“everyone has rhythm even when they are on a completely different zone than everyone
else” (Welsh 2018). The Umfundalai Technique stands on the shoulders of the Dunham
Technique.

21

Welsh has received substantial recognition for her choreography and
scholarship; among many other accolades, Welsh is a Fulbright Specialist, Pew Fellow in
the Arts, a Guggenheim fellow and the Leeway Foundation’s “Change” Award recipient.
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Embodied Knowledge
Dance studies scholar Yvonne Daniel theorizes embodied knowledge in
relationship to the spiritual beliefs of Cuban, Haitian and Brazilian communities that are
communicated through ritual dance and music performances. In Dancing Wisdom:
Embodied Knowledge in Haitian Vodou, Cuban Yoruba, and Bahian Candomble, Daniel
examines the dance/music behavior of three African diaspora spiritual systems in order to
excavate the “often silent, nonverbal information that is embodied within lively and
dynamic dance performances” (2005, 4). She refers to the nonverbal information
expressed through ritual music and dance performances as embodied knowledge, which
she describes as “knowledge found within the body, within the dancing and drumming
body” (2005, 4). She states that in addition to music and dance, Vodou, Lucumi and
Candomble ritual performances reference history, philosophy, botany, religion and
cosmology. Embodied knowledge, for Daniel, refers to the expressed art practice (the
songs, chants, rhythms and dance movements) and the cultural, historical, philosophical
and cosmological information that informs the physical structure and aesthetics of the art
practice (ibid., 57). Daniel stresses the significance of sensory perception in dance,
asserting that dance is experienced through multiple sensory channels. She argues that
sensory stimuli are catalysts for processes of meaning making in dance, which is variable
and highly subjective; the performers, choreographer, and audience all assign meaning
based on their individual intentions, memories and sensorial relationship to the dance. For
Daniel, embodied knowledge is shaped by the performer’s sensorial experience and the
memories stimulated by sensation, which suggests that embodied knowledge is subjective
and deeply personal.
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Daniel argues that “As worshippers perform, they sense and learn…Worshipping
performers reenact what they have learned, what they have been told, what they feel, and
what they imagine. They re-present feelings, ideas, understandings, and knowledges.”
(2005, 66: 60). Central to Daniel’s concept of embodied knowledge is the cyclical
accumulation of knowledge, the display of cultural knowledge, and the dissemination of
information through performance. Audience members and other performers add to their
existing knowledge when they observe ritual dance performances, then continue the cycle
as they display and disseminate knowledge in their own ritual performances. This
suggests that embodied knowledge is an archive of kinesthetic, philosophical and
sensorial information that is constantly consulted during performance (ibid., 60). For
example, in Haitian Vodou, ritual dances frequently emphasize specific movement
techniques that are embodied representations of Vodou spiritual cosmology (Wilcken
2005; McAlister 2002; Wall and Hurston 1995). In ritual performance, the dancing body
employs a structured movement vocabulary that is specific to the cultural context in
which it occurs; the movements and accompanying rhythms have cultural and religious
meaning, conveying aspects of myth, history and narrative (Daniel 2005, 62).
Other scholars have varying interpretations of embodied knowledge. Behavioral
economist Robert Oxoby describes embodied knowledge as knowledge embodied
through motor simulation, which triggers motor regions of the brain and facilitates
understanding and recall (memory) (2017, 176). 22 The recall of knowledge, often
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The idea of embodied knowledge exists outside of the discipline of Dance
Studies, but it is not yet a highly theorized concept. I introduce Oxoby’s
conceptualization of embodied knowledge, even though it is oriented towards behavioral
science, because it is one of the few that is not entirely based on the socially-cultivated
aspect of bodily behavior; he acknowledges the role of individual nuance that impacts
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triggered by kinesthesia, is embodied memory. Oxoby does not theorize embodied
knowledge or memory in terms of acculturative behaviors that are expressed through the
body. For Oxoby, one’s level of identity affiliation is the catalyst that impacts their
retention and embodiment of knowledge, and therefore embodied memory acts on an
individual physiological level. Dance ethnographer Diana Taylor does not utilize the
term, embodied knowledge, but she conceptualizes a similar theory of the ways in which
we embody culture—the repertoire. She defines the repertoire as a treasury of embodied
memory, including performances, gestures, orality and other bodily behaviors, which
preserves and transforms meaning (2003, 20). She states that the repertoire consists of
“gestures and habits, in skills passed down by unspoken traditions, in the body’s inherent
self-knowledge, in unstudied reflects and ingrained memories” (ibid., 22). Taylor argues
that the repertoire allows us to trace influences and customs.
Similarly, dance scholar Kariamu Welsh argues that during the remembrance
or recreation of a technique, creative memory allows movements to resurface that are a
trace of the original (Forthcoming, 4). Welsh’s theory aligns with Taylor’s concept of the
repertoire in that vestiges of embodied memory remain in the body and are activated by
kinesthesia. Additionally, Hamera positions the body as an archive of technique, which
"contains and organizes the traces and residues dance leaves behind, and out of which it
forms again”. She further argues that more than physical movement fills the bodily
archive; emotional labor, relationships and trauma (such as injuries sustained while
dancing) also remain. The transmission of embodied knowledge, therefore,

how embodied knowledge is altered, changed according to an individual’s particular
identity affiliation.
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entails the dissemination of far more than a lexicon of movement vocabulary. Like
Daniel, Taylor states that performance, and all “embodied expression”, functions as
vehicles of transmission, which transfer social knowledge, memory and identity through
reiterated behavior (2003, 2: 16).

Selected African Conceptualizations of Embodied Knowledge
In “The Aesthetic Conceptualization of Nzuri”, Welsh outlines a Pan-African
aesthetic framework for African dances that underscores the important links between
culture, cosmology and artistic expression. "Spirit, rhythm and creativity derive from epic
memory (Welsh-Asante, 1985) or sense of ancestorism (Thompson, 1975) or race
memory (Larry Neal, 1972). African people can draw upon a collective aesthetic name
that, houses images, symbols and rhythms based upon history and subsequent
mythology.” This idea of epic memory and a collective aesthetic supports the idea that
dance and other forms of embodied expression contain and transmit cultural and
historical information.
An additional conceptualization of embodied knowledge, àwòrán, derives not
from cultural performance, but from the processes of creating visual art in Yorùbá
communities. Art history scholar Babatunde Lawal states that the “àwòrán” refers to any
two- or three-dimensional artistic representation, such as a painting or woodcarving, that
can range from naturalistic or stylized (2001, 498). Although the term is ostensibly short
and uncomplicated, in actuality it denotes a complex cycle of how artists embed social
information into sculpted or drawn artistic products. Lawal describes àwòrán as follows:
A contraction of à (that which), wò (to look at), and rántí (to recall, that is,
the subject), àwòrán is mnemonic in nature, identifying a work of art as a
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construct specially crafted to appeal to the eyes, relate a representation to
its subject, and, at the same time, convey messages that may have
aesthetic, social, political, or spiritual import (Lawal 2001, 498).
Àwòrán, which can be translated as “one who looks and remembers”, encapsulates the
creative process. For example, through a process of selection, subtraction and at times
modification, woodcarvers whittle away until they arrive at an image that recalls a
region’s iconography and style. Social mores, history and cultural values are
communicated in the form of sculpture, but the artist is not restricted by form; Lawal
argues that there is room for improvisation and personal stylistic modifications (ibid.).
Àwòrán refers specifically to a work of visual art, not a performance or dance technique.
However the notion of looking and remembering could be extended to dance as a
metaphor for how dance techniques negotiate historical and cultural information.
Another conceptualization of embodiment is visible in the creative process
undertaken by Bamana cloth dyers. Bogolanfini is a special kind of mud-dyed cloth
painted by women and worn during critical moments that mark transition between phases
of life; it worn as clothing by newly excised girls and women during their post-partum
period, and it shrouds the corpse of any woman who has given birth to a child (Rovine
1997, 41; Downing 2013, 73). 23 The seat of its secret knowledge is found in the
Beledougou region of Mali. Irregularities within bogolanfini designs, perceived as errors
to the untrained eye, are in fact a language of instruction embedded within the repetitive
geometric motifs of the cloth (Rovine 1997). These symbols transfer medicinal

23

Bamana or Bambara is an ethnic group concentrated in Mali.
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knowledge, historical facts and moral precepts for correct behavior, which only the most
trusted, expert bogolanfini artists are capable of interpreting (Brett-Smith 1984, 142).
144 ! SARAH CATHARINE BRETT-SMITH

Illustration 5. Kanin-juru-ka-jan-nyetan-ci-bolo message inscribed on Bogolanfini.
Figure 5. Detail of "ksnin-juru-ke-Ien-nyetsn-ci-boto" on Bogolanfini
(Brett-Smith 1984, 144)
made for the author by Fatmata Traore of KoJokani in 1978.

Theoretical Framework: Wòrándá
I created the Wòrándá theory to facilitate a better understanding of the process of
embodiment in African and Diasporic dance techniques and performance. In my research
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process, I encountered useful theories on embodiment and dance technique’s discursive
potential. A number of scholars, some of whom are pioneers in Africana dance studies,
explain the social functions and philosophical underpinnings of African vernacular dance
forms (Welsh-Asante 1996a: 1996b: 2003; Stearns and Stearns 1979; Ward 2013). Other
Africanist theories on performance, such as the work of dance studies scholars Brenda
Dixon Gottschild (1998) and Cristina Rosa (2015), illuminate how culture and politics
shape embodied practice in the U.S. and Brazil, respectively. Scholarship that examines
the embodiment of values in African American performance includes the creative work
of choreographers Jawole Willa Jo Zollar (Chatterjea 2004), Alvin Ailey (DeFrantz 2004;
Foulkes 2002) and Katherine Dunham (Kraut 2003; Manning 2001). However, we await
a theoretical framing that encompasses contemporary dance and performance in Africa,
and that elucidates the influence of historical and social contexts, cosmologies, and
personal subjectivity on embodiment. I created the Wòrándá theory to contribute to this
growing field of research on contemporary embodied practice in Africa and the Diaspora,
and I employed the theory to organize and guide my analysis of the Technique.
Wòrándá delineates the following elements of embodiment in African and
Diasporic dance technique and performance: (1) Aesthetic and Structural Design, (2)
Cultural Values, (3) Historical and Political Significance, and (4) Personal Agency. The
Wòrándá theory aims to identify how each of these four areas of investigation impacts the
development of embodied practice in specific temporal and geographical contexts. Its
segmentation into four parts creates a structured approach that ultimately demonstrates
the interrelationality between history, politics, aesthetics, cultural values, personal voice
and the development of dance practice. Interrelationality across aspects of the theory is
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significant because embodied practice contains and transmits social knowledge, history,
aesthetic ideals and values that are inflected by their local environment and modified by
the body in motion. Through kinesthesia, cultural information is recalled and
transformed, and embodied practice is imbued with meaning.
The term I created, Wòrándá, is a Yorùbá language composition inspired by
Lawal’s explanation of the creative process in Yoruba visual arts, àwòrán (one who looks
and remembers) (2001). The verbs wò (to look) and rán (short form of rántí—to
remember or recall) are followed by the verb dá (to create). The resulting term, Wòrándá,
describes the cycle of embodiment in African and Diasporic dance technique and
performance, where cultural beliefs, moral instruction and regional archetypes are called
forward, consulted, and new expressive forms are created that retain traces of that which
is recalled.24 I chose to construct a term based on àwòrán because its translation most
accurately describes common threads across creative processes in diverse African and
Diasporic art forms. For example, the process of making bogolanfini mirrors methods
employed by sculptors in Yorubaland. Similarly, many contemporary dance
choreographers in Africa adopt comparable choreographic devices that recall past
embodied practice as they create new modes of expression. Wòrándá is an
interdisciplinary research paradigm that prioritizes critical roles played by cultural values,
socio-historical conditions and the potential for transformation, alteration and rejection in

For example, dancers recall (deliberately or subconsciously) kinesthetic,
cultural and historical knowledge, which is filtered through the body and psyche. Choices
are made to accept, reject or transform cultivated techniques, and dancers then create
techniques inflected by cultural values and personal agency. The created techniques are
then disseminated through structured education (i.e., dance training) or social
performance, and the receptive bodies begin their own processes of embodiment.
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the embodiment of dance technique. While Wòrándá is inspired by a Yoruba concept of
embodied knowledge, it is not limited to the examination of Yoruba expressive arts.
Rather, it serves as a framework through which numerous African and Diasporic
embodied practices can be analyzed.
Wòrándá is informed by several theories reviewed in this chapter. One of its
foundational principles is Daniel’s consideration of the potential for movement to contain
and transmit social information. My use of this concept diverges from Daniel’s in that she
specifically references ritual performance in Brazil, Cuba and Haiti, while Wòrándá can
be utilized to investigate codified and non-codified movement systems in Africa and the
Diaspora, including secular, religious, social and concert dance expressions. As Taylor
(2003), Foster (1996) and Hamera (2002; 2005; 2007) demonstrate, dance techniques
carry silent, nonverbal information that is embedded within lexicons of movement.
Wòrándá is equally informed by Foster’s and Hamera’s assertions that dance technique is
locally inflected by its social context and shaped by historical power relations. I
incorporate Hamera’s later theories on dance technique (2002: 2005: 2007), which
emphasize the ways in which social, historical and political contexts shape dance
technique. These in turn shape bodies, leaving traces of history visible in its movement. I
add that dance technique organizes the socially-constructed meaning-making capacity of
aesthetics, providing a regulatory system by which they are utilized and interpreted.
Taylor, Foster and Hamera focus specifically on dance technique, and Daniel examines
embodied knowledge in ritual dance and music. Wòrándá extends their theories to focus
specifically on those developing in Africa and the Diaspora.
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Wòrándá borrows from African conceptualizations of embodied knowledge that
conjointly establish a pan-Africanist framework, which can be employed to uncover the
ways in which history and culture shape expressive practices. From a Nzuri perspective,
the collective aesthetic shared amongst related ethnic, regional and language groups in
Africa is often deliberately consulted and referenced in dance (Welsh-Asante,
1985). Therefore, codified and non-codified movement systems of African and Diasporic
origins invariably reference collective aesthetic styles, which may be of historical
relevance or current trends in regional performance. Additionally, the concept of àwòrán
and bogolanfini design methods demonstrate how intangible cultural beliefs and moral
instruction fuel the creative process in African visual arts and are visible its cultural
products (Lawal 2001; Downing 2013). While àwòràn and bogolanfini refer specifically
to handicraft, their creative processes are similar to that which occurs in embodied
practice.
One of the most significant elements of the Wòrándá theory is its emphasis on the
role of personal agency in embodied practice. Wòrándá asserts that culturally elaborated
values have the potential to forge an individual’s sense of identity and influence
expressive arts, however, the embodiment of culture is wholly subjective to the
individual’s potential for agency, transformation and receptivity (Feld 2005). In this
regard, àwòrán is significant in that it stresses the artists’ potential to improvise upon a
theme. For example, a dancer may intervene upon how a learned technique is expressed
(kinesthetic feedback), choosing to transform a movement or omit it entirely from a
sequence according to personal taste or as an act of social commentary.
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Following African-centered psychologists Faye Belgrave, Kevin Allison and Kobi
Kambon, I assert that any discussion of dance technique and performance in continental
Africa or its Diaspora should consider the worldview orientation of its original locale
(Belgrave and Allison 2009; Maat and Carroll 2012). From an African worldview
perspective, there are strong relationships between understandings of spirit, energy and
rhythm, and this connection is critical to any investigation of African or Diasporic
movement forms. Therefore, one element of the Wòrándá theory, Cultural Values,
acknowledges the potential influence of conceptualizations of energy and spirit on dance
technique and performance.25 Conceptualizations of spirit and energy contributed to the
development of ancient movement traditions, and when these practices evolve into
contemporary expression, they retain vestiges of the original; neo-traditional and
contemporary performance have the potential to contain migrations of movement and
energy. By encouraging researchers to consider the possible impact of local worldview
orientations on dance technique and performance, the Wòrándá theory promotes a
contextually-relevant analysis of African and Diasporic expressive arts.
The impact of cosmological beliefs on embodied practice is often visible in
secular, religious, social and concert dance. The clearest influence is found in ritual

25

This is not to suggest that all embodied practice in Africa and the Diaspora
actively engages or references cosmological beliefs that derive from indigenous
worldviews. There are certainly contemporary artists, such as Faustin Linyekula, who
adamantly insist that their work represents only their singular identities, not the cultures
from which they originate (see Scott 2010; Douglas et al 2006; Pather 2006). This is
Personal Agency in action, according to the Wòrándá theory. However, because beliefs
about energy and spirit remain powerfully operational in African and Diasporic cultures,
any discussion of embodied practice that originates in these regions should consider the
potential influence of indigenous cosmology —even if the research process reveals
practices that that diverge from local beliefs.
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performance. Daniel’s research, for example, suggests that performers in Brazil, Cuba
and Haiti employ the medium of dance to harness the spiritual energies of the Loa or
Òrìsà in hopes of transcending to higher states of being (2005, 61). Worshippers believe
that the dancing body manifests spiritual energies or divinities, who are identified by their
gestures and the character of their dancing. Many scholars have documented the practice
of dancing in pursuit of transcendence in various regions of Africa and its Diaspora, such
as in the Caribbean islands (Johnson 2011; Houk 2010), Cuba (Cabranes-Grant 2010;
Marcuzzi et al 1999) and West Africa (Beattie and Middleton 2004; Bongmba 2012;
Rosenthal 1998). Lawal explains this phenomenon as the rendering of the human body
into a masquerade, worn by the spiritual entity who inhabits the body during spirit
mediumship (2001: 1996).
The work of contemporary dance choreographers Zab Maboungou and Vincent
Sekwati Koko Mantsoe are additional examples of embodied practice shaped by
cosmological beliefs. Maboungou, who was born and raised in Zaire (now Democratic
Republic of Congo) works with the idea of being able to move energy through her body’s
connection to breath and rhythm, and she developed the méthode rythmique du souffle
(rhythmic method of breath) as a choreographic and performance tool (Lévesque 1994,
91). Dance studies scholar Melissa Templeton refers to Maboungou’s choreography and
creative process as embodied Africanist metaphysics (2017, 45). Maboungou states that
during performance, her dances are a non-verbal negotiation with the energies present in
the space, explaining that “It is a space that is inhabited…There are things already there.”
(Maboungou 2002). Similarly, the South-African born Mantsoe was raised in a family of
traditional healers called sangoma, which means diviner in Zulu, and his work is directly
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influenced by Ndebele and Zulu beliefs and ritual practices (Mantsoe 2002). Performance
studies scholar Karen Vedel asserts that theatre and ritual co-exist in Mantsoe’s
performances (2007, 91). Like Maboungou, Mantsoe invokes his perception of energetic
presences in the space prior to, and often during, performance. According to Templeton,
his work negotiates the spiritual power of movement, energy and the ancestors (2017,
95). Mantsoe and Maboungou demonstrate how contemporary dance techniques and
performance have the potential to be molded out of indigenous worldview orientations,
which underlines the importance of considering the role of energy and spirit in African
and Diasporic embodied practice.
In this dissertation, I employ the Wòrándá theory to facilitate an understanding of
the processes of embodiment in the Technique. The following matrix provides a visual
reference.

Figure 1. Wòrándá Theory of Embodiment
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The significant findings of each chapter are incorporated into the Wòrándá matrix, which
reappears in each summary or conclusion. The completed Wòrándá matrix, which can be
found in the conclusion chapter of this dissertation, visually represents the Technique’s
system of embodied knowledge according to the Wòrándá theory.

Summary
Marcel Mauss’s “techniques of the body” provides an introductory theory that
bodily behavior is socially cultivated, which is expanded by Foster, Hamera and Katan,
who posit that dance technique is the value-laden embodiment of cultural heritage. When
movement forms are embodied, the ideals of the cultural context in which they developed
are also transmitted via kinesthesia. The Wòrándá theory illustrates embodiment as a
flow between individuals’ receptivity and capacity to transform technique. It creates an
expanded view of what comprises embodied knowledge in African and Diasporic
movement forms, functioning as an Africanist theoretical tool that stresses the
embeddedness of historical and political events, cultural values and individual agency in
the creative process. Wòrándá is the culmination of my attempt to organize and
investigate the many important factors that influenced Acogny’s development of the
Technique during a momentous political and cultural revolution in West Africa. The
Wòrándá theory is employed in the following chapters to demonstrate how the Technique
is informed by cultural and political values, while also reflecting Acogny’s attempt to
respond to dominant ideologies of her time by creating a new idiom of dance
performance.
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CHAPTER 3
INTRODUCING GERMAINE ACOGNY AND LA TECHNIQUE ACOGNY
I had the instinct of Benin, but my gestures were from Senegal. You see, I
liked to dance. (Acogny 2016)

The Dancer: Enter Germaine Acogny

Illustration 7. Germaine Acogny in Sangook Yaakaar. 2011. (DaSilva, L. 2017, 172)

Germaine Acogny was born in in 1944 in Porto Novo, Dahomey (now Benin).
Her father, Togoun Servais Acogny, completed his studies in administration in France
and served as a fonctionnaire (colonial administrator) for the French colonial government
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(Da Silva 2017, 172).26 27 Acogny does not speak often of her parents, but she reflects
fondly on memories of Dahomey and her grandmother. Acogny believes she inherited her
worldview orientation from her life in Dahomey before Senegal. Most influential was her
grandmother’s spiritual guidance, which shaped Acogny’s sense of self and her approach
to dance.28 She shared memories of her grandmother with me during an interview.

Herstory: Maman Aloopho
My grandmother (my father’s mother), Aloopho, was a priestess and
dancer. She was a priestess of Òrìsà.29 She was from [Ile-] Ife, but she was
brought to Benin as a slave.30 To Dahomey. And she married a Fon. She
always inititated young girls and performed spiritual work, but she
couldn’t have a child of her own. Then one day she dreamed of water in a
jar (sacred water of initiation).31 You, you are initiated so you are familiar.
26

For discussions of the French colonial policy and its administrators in West
Africa, see Kolapo et al 2007, Edwards 2003 and Berlíner 2002.
27

Acogny’s father wrote an article for the Roman Catholic journal, Études, in
which he discusses Aloopho, her relationship with Togoun, and her religious beliefs and
practices. See Acogny, Togoun 1994.
28

I am aware that my focus on Acogny’s fascination with nature may bring to
mind derogatory colonial perspectives that associate black and brown peoples of the
world (Africans, Indians, Indigenous Americans) with a closer relationship to nature (see
Mudimbe 1988). My inquiry into this aspect of Acogny’s beliefs in no way assumes that
her interest in nature derives from her ethnicity. Rather, these ideas stem from Fon and
Yoruba worldviews that valorize the cosmos, ecosystem and people’s relationship with
nature. This discussion is solely intended to elucidate on how culturally elaborated beliefs
have informed Acogny’s design of the Technique.
29

Òrìsà refers to the pantheon of deities recognized by the indigenous Yoruba
spiritual system.
30

Ile-Ife is a major city in Osun State, Nigeria. In Ile-Ife, and throughout Osun
State, are found some of the highest concentrations of traditional religion
practitioners. Ile-Ife, according to Yoruba creation stories, is where civilization began.
31

This is a spiritual message interpreted by Aloopho, which led her to believe that
spiritual work could enable her to finally give birth to a child.
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So. She made a sacrifice Benin-style and my father was born—she was
more than 60 years old. But my father didn’t have the time to teach me her
spiritual work, but I know that I’ve received the things from my
grandmother. And they say that I am the reincarnation of my grandmother.
I think that I was inspired by her spirit because, if you have noticed, I’m
greatly inspired by nature. It’s something natural where I’m from. Because
you see African dance is a permanent dialogue with the cosmos. So, the
dances are influenced by the environment. The people who dance, the
fishermen, are inspired by the environment. I was also inspired by nature.
So it was like that that I began to create my technique. (Acogny 2016)

When Acogny was ten, she relocated with her father to Senegal (Da Silva 2017,
172), which was still a colony of France at that time. Acogny began school on the island
of Gorée, then later attended school in the Medina region of Dakar. According to
Acogny, her years of primary education in Senegal are what helped her develop a sense
of emplacement in Senegal, especially after she learned Wolof and became adopted by
the community (2016). After completing her primary studies, Acogny studied from 19621965 at L’École Simon Siegel in Paris, where she received her diploma in physical
education, sports and harmonic gymnastics (Acogny 1980). Her coursework consisted
of physical education, ballet, gymnastics and modern dance.
It was in 1962, during her first ballet class at Simon Siegel, that Acogny began
what she refers to as her revolution:
I started in 1962 to create this revolution [of contemporary dance in Africa
that] we are talking about. 1962. When I took my first classical ballet
class, the teacher said I have…[gestures to her buttocks]. And then she
told me to do this and I said ok, I will do it. [demonstrates a grand plié]
And after I said now, I do this…[demonstrates a modified grand plié,
moving her chest and buttocks rhythmically while she descends]. I did it
all, 4th, 5th position…And I take this and mix with what I am. (Acogny
2008)
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Acogny refers to this moment as the beginning of her development of the Technique.
The gyrating grand plié she boldly performed in ballet class, as an 18-year-old
woman, became known as the Grand Plié Acogny in the Technique. This is an example
of kinesthetic feedback in the creation of a dance technique. Acogny did not value the
aesthetic ideal of ballet that requires the pelvis to remain immobile and aligned with the
spine during a grand plié (Acogny 2008). When Acogny created her Technique, she
transformed the grand plié into a deep knee bend with rigorous pelvic gyrations.
Although the Technique was shaped by Acogny’s bodily repertoire of sociallyconstructed behavior (in this case, ballet), through kinesthetic feedback Acogny
transformed how she reiterated learned behavior.
Acogny returned to Senegal upon the completion of her studies in 1965, at which
time she relocated to the Casamance region with her first husband. Here Acogny studied
the dances of Balanta, Jola and Wolof communities until she divorced and moved to her
father’s home in Dakar. A divorcee and single mother of two children, Ghyslaine and
Patrick, Acogny began teaching physical education at the Lycée Kennedy de Jeunes
Filles in Dakar. To increase her financial ability to provide for her children, Acogny also
opened a school for dance in the backyard of her home. In an interview with me, she
recounts her story of leaving her father’s home, renting a house and starting her
first school for dance.
Herstory: Humble Beginnings
You know when we divorce in Senegal, you must go to your
family. So I moved back in with my family, but I wanted to be
independent. I was a physical education teacher at Lycee Kennedy at that
time. And I decided to open a school for dance to help me to have more
money for my two children. I took my bags and I rented a house at 58 Rue
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Raffenel in Dakar, and I opened a school for dance there. I remember my
first student was a mixed-race Vietnamese and Senegalese. I began to give
classes to have money for the end of the month. It wasn’t even to become
an artist. It was utilitaire (utilitarian, functional).
There were these women who were really extraordinary. One was
named Madame N’diaye. She had a clinic. She was a midwife. At that
time, after the colonization, people had a lot of serious mental complexes.
People thought that the white doctors were better. That the white
midwives were better. The dance teachers. Anyway, there was a Lebanese
person and also a French person who had ballet schools. I was the first
Senegalese to open a school of dance. There was the newspaper called Le
Soleil, and this woman wrote an article about me. And this woman,
Madame Ndiaye, saw the article. She had registered her children at the
ballet school. She came to me and said, I will bring you my children. And
she always brought her friends to do physical training (gym exercises).
And this woman helped me a lot. There was also a Lebanese woman. Her
name was Madame Schyke, and she brought all the Lebanese women.
Because it was not easy to make it (financially) at that time. It was a big
circle of friendship with the women. (Acogny 2016)
Acogny, as an emergent self-made, independent woman, created communities of
women in dance. By 22 years of age, she had relocated to a new country, studied in
France and Casamance, married, borne two children, divorced and become a single
mother and entrepreneur. For the next seven years, Acogny continued to teach African
dances at her home studio, and she furthered her dance training. She studied Martha
Graham Technique abroad over the course of two extended dance intensive workshops.
After a brief introduction to Graham Technique with dancer Yuriko Kikuchi in London,
Acogny completed her training with dancer Patricia Thomas at the Ailey School in New
York (Perron 2008, 16; Acogny 2017).32 When Senghor established L’Institut National
des Arts in 1972, Acogny was appointed the head of the division of dance, which allowed

32

Yuriko Kikuchi was a principal dancer in the Martha Graham Dance Company.
See Eichenbaum, Hirt-Manheimer and Schwartz 2008, 1-7.
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her to continue her research on African dances. She had a strong passion for dance
education, and a desire to live life on her own terms, as evidenced by her leaving the
family home to live alone with her children. For Acogny, these were the formative years
of her Technique. "In each country where I went, I learned the dances. And I integrated
them into my technique of dance. So it was in this way that I began to put together my
Technique—to put the patrimonial dances of West Africa in connection with the dances I
learned in Europe and the U.S” (Acogny 2016).
As a young West African woman, Acogny’s entrepreneurship typifies gendered
labor dynamics common to this region. According to African feminism scholar Ama Ata
Aidoo, three major historical factors influence the roles of African women: indigenous
African societal patterns, European colonization and post-independence leadership—
which includes not only political leaders, but also the spectrum of intellectual,
professional and commercial elites who influence policy (1998, 42). Acogny reflects the
spirit of independence and autonomy upon which many elites capitalized during this
period, and her ability to study abroad indicates that she had the financial means to travel
widely. In addition, Africana Studies scholar Ruth Simms asserts that African women as
not only workers, but entrepreneurs, is an ancient aspect of many African cultures (1981,
142), and that women in the West African region have a history of economic
independence acquired through trade and market relationships (Simms 1981, 142).
Scholars argue that in the West African region, women have not only been allowed to
work, but have been required to work outside the home in addition to fulfilling their
duties at home (Akyeampong 2012; Perry 2005).
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What is significant about Acogny’s activities at this point in her career is not that
she worked, as there were many female nurses and teachers in Dakar at that time
according to Acogny, but rather that she lived alone. It was her decision to leave home
with her two children that was bold and potentially subversive. During an interview,
Acogny recounted the story of having to beg her father for the right to leave the family
house, explaining that it was customary to return home after a divorce (Acogny 2017).
After much pleading, Acogny’s uncle convinced her father to grant her permission to
leave home, which demonstrates the power of controls implemented by patriarchy and
social custom. As African feminism and gender studies scholar Molara Ogundipe-Leslie
argues, it is the tyranny of gender roles that often hampers the social mobility of women
in Africa (1994, 210; Akyeampong 2012). Sociologists Francesca Marchetta and Davis
Sahn, who examined the relationship between education and fertility in St. Louis,
Senegal, argue that education leads to greater autonomy for Senegalese women (2012, 6).
In rural areas of Senegal where higher levels of education are less common, many
women’s capacity for self-making is dictated by their spouses and fathers (Sne 2015).
Acogny’s education, her family’s socio-economic status and residence in an urban locale
are factors that increased the likelihood of her self-governance.

The Duet: Acogny and Senghor
The first major turning point in Acogny’s career occurred in 1972, when through
luck and word of mouth, she met Senghor. Senghor heard about Acogny’s work by way
of his friend, Roger Garaudy, who was a French philosopher visiting Senegal (Acogny,
2016). Senghor sent his nephew and director of the Theatre Daniel Sorano, Maurice
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Sonar Senghor, to Acogny’s home to observe her work. He reported to President Senghor
that Acogny had begun to build something new and interesting with a basis of African
dances, but that he was unfamiliar with her style and needed another opinion to evaluate
its potential (Acogny 2016). Senghor privileged the performing and visual arts, and he
was in the process of building institutions where citizens could study the forms and
techniques of Africa. In 1975, Senghor accompanied Acogny to Brussels to teach in front
of his colleague, French choreographer Maurice Béjart (1927-2007), where she gave her
first formal class in the Technique at the Mudra Brussels Studio-School. When Senghor
and Béjart founded Mudra Afrique in 1977 in Dakar (modeled after Mudra Brussels),
they appointed Acogny its Artistic Director. According to Neveu Kringelbach, “Senghor
played an essential role in the development of the [dance] profession, not only with the
creation of the National Ballet, but also by the angle of the World Festival of Black Arts
held in Dakar in 1966, the creation of L’Institut National des Arts in 1972 and that of the
school of pan-African dance Mudra Afrique in 1977.” (Neveu Kringelbach 2007,
86). Although I would not characterize Mudra’s curriculum as pan-African, I agree with
Neveu Kringelbach that the establishment of Mudra and other institutions effectively
established the professional dance industry in Senegal by providing avenues
for professional dance training.33 A transnational collaboration, “Mudra Afrique played a
crucial role in preparing the ground for contemporary dance in Africa by training the first

33

The objectives of Mudra Afrique aligned with some, but not all, pan-Africanist
ideals, such as the advancement of the idea of blackness as a positive, collective identity
(see Rebaka 2015; Clarke 2012). However, I view Mudra’s curriculum as an extension of
Senghor’s métissage philosophy with a nationalist twist; dance classes included ballet,
Graham Technique and vernacular dances from the Casamance region of Senegal.
Interestingly, Francophone Africa’s premier school for professional dance training
excluded vernacular dances from other parts of the region.
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generation of ‘modern’ African dancers according to international artistic standards.”
(Sieveking 2014, 60). Located in Dakar, the urban hub and capital of Senegal, Mudra
Afrique offered training in ballet, Acogny Technique, Graham Technique and African
dance forms. The school initially received funding from UNESCO, the Calouste
Gulbenkian Foundation and the Senegalese state, but it closed in 1982 due to lack of
funding.

Herstory: Mudra’s First Performance
When we decided to do our first demonstration of dance, I created the
scenario and we put all the dance forms in it—ballet, my Technique, all
that we worked on at Mudra. The theme was the Yoruba creation of the
world through the Yoruba rites. So I gave them all the text, and the ballet
came, the contemporary came, the traditional dance came. And we showed
that at the end of 5 months of work at Mudra. In front of President
Senghor. It was in 1977/78. And everyone was surprised. We even did
ballet with drums. It was extraordinary. A great demonstration! I had
decided to have the women wear beads. The teachers didn’t understand
(one was from Cuba, another from Jamaica—he taught Graham at Mudra,
and another was French-Algerian). What is this? They said. And I said
well I am an African woman, and I’m going to have them wear beads. I
will not take them off. I was defended by Doudou Ndiaye Rose and Gelien
Gouja [Mudra’s musicians and accompanists]. They were on my side. And
I insisted on keeping the beads. Maurice Béjart came. He said wow, this is
formidable. This is a genius idea. So we kept the beads.
(Acogny 2016)
Acogny believed she was changing the character of professional dance in Senegal.
Her vision was to “put African dance in her place”, where African dance forms could be
accorded the same value as Euro-American concert dance forms. Her work at Mudra
Afrique was significant because it established contemporary African dance as a genre; the
Technique formed a large portion of the curriculum, and the existence of a modern
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African dance form defied expectations.34 In addition, Acogny’s Mudra appointment was
a great catalyst for her career because it established her as a dance educator and
chorographer. Her reflections on her first dance production at Mudra demonstrate her
desire to represent African dance forms as non-essentialist, and it also reveals her passion
for African cultural representation through body adornment.

Post-Mudra to Present
After Mudra’s closing in 1982, Acogny continued to teach and perform
internationally. Acogny joined Maurice Béjart in Brussels, where she organized
international workshops in African dances. She reflects on the closing of Mudra and the
rebirth of her career.
When Mudra closed it was hard for me, but I met Helmut [her husband]
and I began to give class everywhere, especially in France and Germany. I
started at zero. Some people knew me, and they gave me work but they
didn’t pay me well. I was 40, and I was beginning slowly to get my own
independence to teach my technique and perform everywhere. (Acogny
2017)

34

Da Silva states that Acogny received her inspiration to create her Technique
while working at Mudra Afrique (DaSilva, L. 2017, 186). This is inconsistent with one
published and two unpublished interviews in which Acogny discusses the Technique’s
early stages of development. Acogny taught her first Technique class at Mudra Brussels
in 1975, prior to the opening of Mudra Afrique, which implies that her Technique was
already developed enough to teach a professional course. To clarify, Acogny asserts that
she first gained inspiration in 1962 during her first ballet class at L’École Simone Siegel
in Paris, and upon her return to Senegal she began to develop her Technique (Acogny
2007: 2017: 2019).
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Mudra’s closing was undesirable, but it pushed Acogny to promote herself as an
independent artist. In 1985, she organized her first international workshop in the village
of Fanghoume in Casamance. This was the second major turning point for her because it
solidified links between her business enterprises in Senegal and her contacts in Brussels,
where she had spent 1982-1985 with Béjart, teaching her Technique and building the
foundation for a new business: international tourism and dance education. This workshop
became the model by which she would later follow when she founded Ecole des Sables in
1998. Acogny describes the international workshop they held in Casamance.
Ibrahima Sagne, one of the leaders in the village, adopted us. He gave us a
big piece of land where we constructed a house. And it was there that
dancers began to come from around the world for 4-week dance
workshops. Fanghoume was a small village of 200 habitants, near
Bignona. We cooked, the villagers played the music, and the workshop
participants lived in the homes of the villagers. It was there that I
concentrated on my technique. I would visit the sacred forest often and
really build my movements. It was us who began the first international
dance workshop in an African village. In 1985. Helmut and I began that in
Fanghoume. (Acogny 2017)

Another major turning point in Acogny’s career, which occurred in the same year
as her first Fanghoume dance workshop, was her founding of the Studio-École-BalletThéâtre du 3eme Monde in Toulouse, with her husband, Helmut Vogt (Neveu
Kringelbach 2014, 55). Teaching in Toulouse and throughout Europe, Acogny began to
achieve notoriety and success. In 1987, she worked with the singer Peter Gabriel, one of
the founding members of the progressive rock band Genesis, in creating her first solo,
Sahel. Peter Gabriel is one of the founding members of the progressive rock band
Genesis. She explains that Gabriel, after watching a film on Mudra Afrique, sought out
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Acogny with a request to play for one of her creations.35 Acogny states that other than
providing an opportunity to create a new piece, her work with Gabriel did not impact her
career greatly. A later solo, Ye’ou, which Acogny debuted in 1988, won the London
Contemporary Dance and Performance Award in 1991. In 1995, she returned to Senegal
to work toward building an international center of dance, École des Sables Centre
International de Danses Traditionnelles et Contemporaines d’Afrique (“EDS”). Acogny
held her first international dance workshop at EDS in 1998, with the aid of some of the
same international funding organizations that supported Mudra (Neveu Kringelbach
2007, 86). Acogny formed her first company, Jant-Bi, following the first workshop at
EDS. Jant-Bi, which disbanded in 2016 due to lack of funding support, was a huge
success on the international dance market.36
Acogny’s choreographic portfolio is a study in cultural blending and exchange,
experimentation and social commentary. Most of her choreography has been created in
collaboration with other choreographers. When I inquired about this, she explained that
the thematic content of her pieces reaches beyond the geographic borders of Africa, and
that collaboration provides perspectives that animate the work in interesting ways
(Acogny 2019). For example, Acogny co-choreographed Fagaala, which toured from
2003-2004, with Japanese choreographer Kota Yamazaki. Fagaala was inspired by the
genocide that occurred in Rwanda from April to July 1994. The piece was a fusion of
Butoh, traditional-based dances of Senegal and contemporary African dance, and it

35

Sahel is not a collaboration in the sense of shared project design. Acogny was
explicit in her explanation that she alone choreographed Sahel, while Gabriel produced
and performed the musical score (Acogny 2019).
36

See Appendix B for a complete list of Acogny’s choreographed works.
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toured with grand success throughout Europe, Africa, the U.S., Australia and Japan.
Acogny and Yamazaki received a Bessie Award in Contemporary Dance and
Performance for Fagaala. Another of her most noted creations is her 2008 collaboration
with Jawole Willa Jo Zollar, Les Écailles de la Mémoire (The Scales of Memory), which
toured in Europe and the U.S. This collaboration consisted of the seven West African
male dancers of Jant-Bi and the seven African American female dancers of Urban Bush
Women. Acogny later established an all-female dance company, Jant-Bi Jigeen, with her
son, Patrick Acogny, as Artistic Director. Jant-Bi Jigeen achieved some success touring
Afro-Dites Kaddu Jigeen in 2012, however they did not reach the level of success
previously attained by Jant-Bi. Jant-Bi Jigeen also disbanded in 2016 due to lack of
funding support.
During this time, Acogny continued to travel to France, where she was named the
Directrice Artistique de la section Danse d’Afrique en Création (Artistic Director of the
African dance section in creation) in Paris, where she organized and judged contests in
contemporary African dance until 2000. This contest provided an important platform for
young African choreographers to develop their work. From 2001 to present, Acogny
toured successfully as a solo performer. She received wide acclaim for
Tchourai, choreographed by Nigerian-French artist Sophiatou Kossoko, which toured in
several European countries, New York, Chicago and Shanghai, China until 2008. Her
self-choreographed solo, Songook Yaakaar, opened for the Biennale de la Danse in Lyon,
France in September 2010 and toured internationally. In 2014, French choreographer
Olivier Dubois choreographed Acogny’s solo Mon Élue Noire—Sacre No. 2, to the
accompaniment of Sacre du Printemps (The Rite of Spring) by Igor Stravinsky. Acogny
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later collaborated with film director Mikael Serre to create her solo, A Un Endroit du
Début, which she has toured internationally since June 2015. Her most recent project is
the dramatic comedy film, Yao, which is scheduled for release in 2019. Acogny’s career
as a choreographer and performer has been marked with significant achievements despite
personal and professional challenges.

Illustration 8. Germaine Acogny as a child. Year unknown. (Rebois 2014)
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Illustration 9. Mudra Afrique. 1977. (Rebois 2014)

Illustration 10. Germaine Acogny in performance. 2001.
Photo by Thomas Dorn. © 2019 École des Sables. Photo courtesy of the author.37
37

See Appendices E and F for copyright permissions.
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Illustration 11. Compagnie Jant-Bi in Waxtaan. 2006. Photo by Thomas Dorn.
© 2019 École des Sables. Photo courtesy of the author.

Illustration 12. Compagnie Jant-Bi Jigeen in Afro-Dites Kaddu Jigeen. 2012.
Photo by Thomas Dorn. © 2019 École des Sables. Photo courtesy of the author.
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Illustration 13. Technique Trainees dancing Pas de l’Aigle. 2011.
© 2019 Bernd Isecke. Photo courtesy of the author.

Illustration 14. Taking the Energy in Aloopho. 2010.
© 2019 Bernd Isecke. Photo courtesy of the author.
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Illustration 15. Taking the Energy on the rocks. 2010. École des Sables,
Toubab Dialaw, Senegal. © 2019 Bernd Isecke. Photo courtesy of the author.

La Technique Acogny
In this section, I examine the Technique according to the Wòrándá theory, which
asserts that African and Diasporic dance techniques and performance serve to regulate the
use and interpretation of socially-constructed aesthetic values. Through the Wòrándá
lens, the Technique’s aestheticism is the visible result of Acogny’s interpretation of
social values and philosophy. It is necessary to establish exactly what comprises the
Technique’s physical form and style as a basis for deeper investigation in the following
chapters. Therefore, this section provides a detailed description of the Technique’s
aesthetics, structure and philosophical underpinnings.38

38

See Appendix C for a glossary of all Technique terms.
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Structural Design
The order of the Technique is as follows.
Taking the Energy (Prendre L’Énergie)
Warm-Up (Échauffement)
Option 1: Sitting Barre 1 or 2 (Barre Assise)
Option 2: Standing Barre 1 or 2 (Barre Déboute)
Option 3: Combination of one Standing Barre and one Sitting Barre
Across the Floor (Déplacement)
Combination (Enchaînement)
Circle (Circle)

The Technique begins with a moment dedicated to communion with the energies of the
sun, the ground and all people in the dancing space (dancers, musicians and instructor).
This period of silent contemplation is called ‘Taking the Energy’. After removing shoes
and socks, participants gather in an uncovered area where the sun can shine directly on
their bodies, exiting the dancing space if necessary. If standing outside is not possible,
participants gather near a window to feel (or imagine) the energy of the sun. At the
instructor’s indication, participants then reconvene in the dancing space and form a tight
circle of standing bodies. They are encouraged to stand close enough that their toes and
sides of their feet touch those of their neighbors. After each person briskly rubs their
hands together, they place their right hand behind the neck of one neighbor (on the right)
and their left hand in between the shoulder blades of their other neighbor (on the left).
Participants stand with eyes open, feeling the movement of the circle and the warmth of
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their neighbors’ bodies. On the instructor’s cue, they disentangle from their neighbors’
bodies and place their hands on the ground. The participants’ bodies are fully bent and
their heads hang toward the ground. They then raise their bodies to standing, which
concludes’ Taking the Energy’. All dancers remain in the circle formation while the
musicians take their place on the outside of the circle.
L’Échauffement begins. Each movement is locomotive, and dancers alternately
traverse the periphery of the circle, approach the center of the circle and retreat away
from the center of the circle. L’Échauffement lasts roughly ten minutes depending on the
tempo of the accompanying music, and the entire sequence is typically repeated once or
twice. The instructor dances in the center of the circle while the circle promenades
around him or her. L’Échauffement is followed by one full sequence of either the Barre
Assise, the Barre Déboute or both standing and sitting Barres. Each Barre consists of
three sequences that each last approximately thirty minutes.39 After the Barre(s) are
completed, the instructor guides dancers to perform Déplacement across the floor in
diagonal lines. Déplacement consists of simple, short locomotive sequences that the
instructor choreographs based on the movements of L’Échauffement or the Barres. The

39

The Barres are named as follows:
Première Barre Déboute (First Standing Barre)
Première Barre Assise (First Sitting Barre)
Deuxième Barre Déboute (Second Standing Barre)
Deuxième Barre Assise (Second Sitting Barre)
Troisième Barre Déboute (Third Standing Barre)
Troisième Barre Assise (Third Sitting Barre)
For reasons that were not explicitly stated, the technique trainees were only taught the
first two standing and sitting Barre sequences. To my knowledge, Acogny has not yet
transmitted the third Barre sequences.
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Enchaînement follows, and it is comprised of longer, more complex movement sequences
that incorporate Les Pas Acogny or modified Barre movements. 40 L’Enchaînement may
be completed across the floor or in center floor position. To conclude the Technique
session, dancers return to a circle formation. Dancers stand close enough so that their
bodies touch along the sides, while the instructor either joins the circle or stands in the
middle of the circle of bodies. After a few short cool-down movements, which are often
hampered (and made comical) by the close proximity of other bodies, dancers offer
thanks to each other, the musicians and the instructor. This is nonverbal, and usually
consists of a gesture of thanks (such as hands in prayer position) a smile and direct eye
contact.

Naming of the Technique
The codified movements of the Technique are titled in French with some
sequences bearing Wolof names.41 Scholars argue that naming can function as strategy
for self-making. Ghananian drama theorist Awo Mana Asiedu states that for most African
peoples, a fundamental belief is that names express and define the identities and destinies
of their bearers (Asiedu 2011, 366). Poet and literary critic Niyi Osundare further
explains, “In naming the world we also name ourselves, evoking a recognizable, tangible
construct of…the human experience. Names serve as the door to the house of experience,
a guide to hidden meanings in the shadowy nooks of time and place. Names tell stories,

40

Les Pas Acogny are The Acogny Steps, which are 33 short, locomotive
movement sequences that are not included in either of the Barre combinations.
41
See Appendix D for a complete listing of the Technique’s movements in French
and English.
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liberate or imprison” (ibid., 368). Similarly, performance ethnographer Awad El Karim
M. Ibrahim argues that chosen language use can function as a marker of identity and
desire (Ibrahim 2003, 169).42 He explains that deliberate use of a language brings the user
into a social imaginary that is already constructed, one in which they identify themselves.
Acogny’s naming of her Technique in French suggests that she identified herself
as a woman of the Diaspora, whose studies in France were as fundamental to her sense of
embodiment as her upbringing in Dahomey and Senegal. This also signals her desire to
function in the international dance arena. French would be more widely understood than
an African language, and French would also function as a currency marking her as an
educated woman. It is important to acknowledge that Acogny is a transnational who, at
an early age, was forced to acculturate to the cultures and languages of Senegal. Acogny
explains in a documentary that she relied heavily on French because she had to learn
Wolof as a second language upon her relocation to Senegal (2014). Therefore, Acogny’s
use of French to name her Technique was not only a currency for identity association but
it was also a reflection of her own self-image.

Aesthetic Characteristics
The Technique focuses on the movement capacities of the spine and supporting
musculature, and it is based on movement techniques found in ballet, West African

42

Ibrahim conducted ethnographic research among young Francophone African
refugees living in Canada, who adopted the speech and mannerisms associated with black
Americans by mimicking behavior displayed in African American films and music. He
asserts that these young transnationals adopted what he refers to as “Black English” in an
effort to join the Diaspora, thereby becoming black in the performative sense.
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dances and Martha Graham Technique. Its fundamental principles are undulation,
vibration (which Senghor dubbed trémulation) and contraction. Although Acogny teaches
that the primary three movement techniques are those listed above, in the six years since
my training I have isolated several additional movement principles encouraged by the
Technique’s movement vocabulary. Below is a list of movement principles that I
compiled during the latter half of my time spent studying the Technique.

Field Note: Movement Principles
December 14, 2015
Upper Abdominal Contraction
Lower Abdominal Contraction
Lateral Contraction
Undulation
Trémulation
Tortion/Spiral
Isolation of Muscle Groups
Opposition
Elongation
Suspension
Momentum
Swing
Polycentrism
Rebound/Resonance
The aesthetic qualities of the Technique are varied, invoking vigor and
percussivity juxtaposed against fluidity, control and suppleness. Many of the Technique’s
movements are polycentric, a quality Acogny derives from several short dance
sequences, or steps, that are indigenous to the Senegal region and imported into the
Technique’s vocabulary. For example, Oiseau Djola (Jola Bird) is a movement of
Première Barre Déboute (First Standing Barre) that incorporates a galloping movement
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found in Jola dances.43 The arms often assume the Bras de Panier (Basket Handle Arms)
position, which renders the arm slightly curved (Acogny 2013, 4). Many movements are
performed with the waist at a 45-degree angle. While standing, the feet assume parallel
position, first, third or fourth position ballet, flexed position or pointed through the ball of
the foot (not the toes). Sitting foot positions include flexed, pointed through the ball of
the foot and La Position du Cocher (Coachman Position), which requires the heels to
touch while the feet flex outward (Cocher Ouvert) (Acogny 2010b, 3). Alternatively, the
bottoms of the feet may touch (Cocher Fermé).
Every movement of the Technique lexicon has a corresponding percussion
sequence or rhythm played on Sabar drums.44 The rhythm sequences of L’Échauffement,
which are repetitive rhythm patterns, are different from the percussive sequences played
for the movements of the Barre Assise and Barre Déboute. While L’Échauffement’s
rhythms are repetitive and urge the body across the circle, the Barres are accompanied by
short percussive phrases that accentuate the movement phrases. In addition, the beginning
and ending of each movement sequence are announced by a break in the rhythm.45 All
movement changes are signaled by variations in the musical accompaniment; rather than
counting repetitions, dancers wait until the rhythm fluctuates to indicate that the dance
sequence should be modified.

43

Jola is an ethnic group indigenous to the Casamance region of Senegal.

44

If Sabar drums are unavailable, the Technique can be performed to any musical
accompaniment, provided that the timing and tempo of each movement sequence are
respected.
45

The ‘break’ in neo-traditional West African dances, referred to as ‘l’appel’ (the
call) in Francophone regions, signals the beginning, end or changes to a dance’s musical
accompaniment. For more information on the break, see Sunkett 1995.
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As the Wòrándá theory states, aesthetics serve as a blueprint for dance technique
and performance, providing qualitative instructions for the execution of movement.
Aesthetics also function on a deeper level as they encode values in kinesthetic form. For
instance, the Technique’s aesthetic style may seem to be a superficial regulatory system
for the physical embodiment of the form, but close inspection reveals its articulation of
philosophy. One example is Première Position Acogny (First Position Acogny), in which
dancers are encouraged to stand with arms curved, spines elongated and with eyes that
display an open, focused gaze. This posture is based on the Acogny teaching that a
dancer’s eyes should look out into the world, while her awareness focuses on her inner
state of being, her breath and her sense of calm; this teaches that in life we must always
maintain internal awareness and control (Acogny 2010b). Silent, nonverbal traces of
history and culture (Daniel 2005; Hamera 2005) also lie beneath surface of the
Technique’s style; the Technique recalls a collective, shared West African aesthetic
(Welsh-Asante 1985) suggested by its use of polycentrism, percussive musical
arrangements and its reliance on the break. It also recalls the Graham Technique
contraction and the organization and structure of a modern dance class. The Technique’s
aesthetic gives form to cultural and personal values as the embodiment of philosophy.

Philosophical Foundation
The Technique is organized philosophically around acknowledging and
interacting with energy that is present in the ecosystem, cosmos and human body. The
Technique is based on the idea that life exists in nature, and human beings can commune
with the energy or life-force of nature. Acogny teaches, “The energy comes always from
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the ground. It resonates with the body—the pelvis moves in resonance with the energy of
the earth” (Acogny 2011, 1). Perhaps the clearest example of this philosophy in action is
the process of Taking the Energy.

Personal Narrative: Taking the Energy
My hair, which I wore in long two-strand twists, billowed gently
around my face and shoulders as I stepped up onto a foot-high reddishbrown rock. Facing the direction where the sun was rising, I found my
balance on the uneven surface and straightened my body. Before me were
5 or 6 people standing on rocks of their choosing, with Maman Germaine
at the very front of the group. From my peripheral vision, 3 people stood
on rocks to my right. As was my habit during these Taking the Energy
sessions, I took a long, slow inhalation and brought my gaze toward the
sun. I felt the warmth of the sun’s rays covering my body like a blanket;
patches of skin between my twisted locs felt exposed and heated, the skin
on my forehead began to feel dry and warm, a slight film of sweat
dampened my underarms, and the palms of my hands, which faced the
sun, started to tingle with an electric sensation. Just as the ball of my right
foot started to ache from the pressure of a misshapen section of rock, I saw
Maman Germaine turn 45 degrees to her right. We all followed suit, and I
felt the warmth of the sun cover the left side of my body. I closed my eyes,
breathed deeply and felt the rhythmic sensation of my beating heart.
Fascinated with its regular pulsing, I tried to see how many beats passed in
between each of my breaths. My left hand seemed to pulse in concert with
my heartbeat, and its strange tingling felt more pronounced than that of
my right hand. On cue, I rotated another 45 degrees and felt a blanket of
heat and light wrap itself around my back. I suddenly missed the orb of
light that was the sun, which was now absent from my vision.
In front of me was the small Salle Rouge dance studio and a side
gate leading out of the school. I closed my eyes and thought about the
worries that waited for me in the States. Where would I be a year from
now? What was I gonna do for money? After rotating a final time, I
followed Maman Germaine’s lead and lay belly-down across my rock,
taking its energy into my body. My gesture was more of an embrace than a
simple positioning of my body; could this rock, so resilient and
permanent—having withstood many rains, winds and scorching days in
the sun—offer me some of its wisdom? How could I become as
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unmovable as this rock? Could I possibly develop this rock’s longevity,
enduring life’s ups and downs, surviving it all unbroken? It felt as though
the rock pushed into me, as though by reverse gravity.
With the sun on my back and the rock holding me up, I extended
my limbs and played in the sand with my bare toes and fingers. I grasped
handfuls of sand mixed with tiny pebbles and rested the side of my face on
the rock. I felt...soothed. My doubts slowly abated; I imagined the scary
thoughts climbing out of my head and marching into the sand like little
black ants. I embraced the rock and sand and was embraced in return. I felt
supported, as though no matter what happened I would always be alright.
The surfaces upon which I lay had survived, therefore I, too, would
survive. I was a part of this Earth. I never had to worry how I would live.
This rock, this sand, this Earth would sustain me. I was this rock, and this
sand was my body. Heat and tingling spread up my arms and legs to my
back, which was covered in small droplets of sweat. Feeling small puffs of
wind as dancers walked by, I slowly brought myself to a sitting position. I
sent a prayer of thanksgiving to the rock, the sun and the sand. As I stood
and stretched my limbs, I noticed that my mental stream, which had been a
flood before lying on the rock, had slowed to a trickle. I felt extremely
calm. My heartbeat had slowed, and I felt physically and emotionally
strengthened. Walking slowly towards the covered dance space of
Aloopho, I turned to take a long look at the sprawling rocks we’d just left.
My body felt warmed to the bones. The tingling in my body and sweat on
my skin were proof. I was not the same leaving the rocks as I had been
before Taking the Energy. I had been changed by their calming, grounding
energies. Feeling centered and steady, I re-entered Aloopho, ready to join
the circle of bodies beginning to form in the center of the space. Ready,
excited to share this energy with the others. (Davis 2010b)
The observable actions of Taking the Energy consist of standing, sitting or lying
on large rocks, touching the bodies of other people and touching the ground. However, as
my narrative suggests, the embodiment of energy is a philosophical value encoded into
the process of Taking the Energy. The driving force behind the standing, sitting and
touching is a belief that life exists in the sun, the wind, the rocks and the sand, and that
this life force must be acknowledged prior to the commencement of human activity in
any space. Acogny’s use of energy in her Technique is an Africanist quality, and as such
it is recognizable and valued beyond its classification and use of Euro-American tropes.
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According to the Wòrándá theory, contemporary African and Diasporic
expressive arts have the potential to contain migrations of energy and spirit that stem
from indigenous conceptualizations of the earth, the cosmos and the universe. Based on
my training and numerous interviews with Acogny, I interpret the Technique’s reference
to energy as the vital force that gives life to animate and inanimate organic and cosmic
energies. Art historian Rowland Abiodun argues that in African cosmologies, matter is
viewed as the expression of energy or life force, and therefore dynamic energy, not
matter, is viewed as the true nature of objects (2014, 57-58: 1994, 69). For example,
within Yorùbá cosmology àṣẹ is defined as the energy that pervades all things in in
nature, and it is the authority that makes things happen. In his examination of the
junctures between Yorùbá linguistics and art, African art history scholar Babatunde
Lawal defines àṣẹ as “the vital principal empowering existence” (2001, 498; See also
Lawal 2012). The vital force is divine energy present in all forms of creation; humans,
animals and the Earth’s ecosystems all contain àṣẹ. Àṣẹ unifies all persons and things into
symbiosis. Dramaturg Omi Osun Joni L. Jones, who invokes Yorùbá theology to explore
theatrical jazz improvisatory performances, asserts that performance, words and dance all
have the power to invoke àṣẹ (2015, 200). Another example is the concept of nyama
(vital force) of the Dogon ethnic group, who view vital force as a fluid carried by the
blood and manipulated or charged by speech, where it becomes nommo (the vital force or
power of speech). In addition, the Fon of ancient Dahomey (now Benin) refer to the
concept of vital force as se or ace (Parés 2013). Unlike African cosmologies, the
Technique does not include a system of activating the àṣẹ, nyama or se of natural objects.
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However, it does require an acknowledgement that those forces exist as we attempt to
commune and dance with the energies of nature. The concept of the vital force is one of
the Technique’s most Africanist inheritances.
In addition to communing with nature, the sun, moon and stars represent the most
fundamental philosophical basis of the Technique; references to specific body parts
weave a connection between the physical human body and the cosmic bodies. Cosmic
representation in the body is symbolized by the designation of specific body parts; the
chest is referred to as Le Soleil (The Sun), the buttocks are La Lune (The Moon) and the
genitalia are Les Étoilles (The Stars). Acogny states, “The sun, moon and stars never stop
moving. The perpetual movement of the sun, moon and stars correspond to the perpetual
dialogue of the cosmos; this is a symbol of the procreative force of the universe.”
(Acogny 2012a). Acogny’s belief that dancing bodies move in perpetual dialogue with
the cosmos refers specifically to the motions of the pelvis and torso during
L’Échauffement. Just as the moon constantly orbits the sun, cosmic gases burn without
ceasing, creating the images of the sun and stars that are viewed from Earth. This is the
perpetual cosmic dance that the Technique encourages dancers to emulate, suggesting
that the body is a microcosm for the cosmos; the body’s sun, moon and stars never pause
as dancers execute L’Échauffement. L’Arbe de Vie [The Tree of Life] is another
important symbol of the body in the Technique, which furthers the philosophy that that
the human body is linked with the energies of the ecosystem. As Acogny notes,
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The spine is the Tree of Life, a symbol for nature and for the Technique—
the verticality of the ground and sky. In 1st position Acogny think of the
Tree of Life. There is a pull of energy upwards through the chest. The hip
is pulled down by the energy of the earth. The energy comes always from
the ground…resonates with the body. The roots stretch deep into the earth.
(Acogny 2011)

Summary
This chapter supplies background information on Acogny and the Technique that
will support critical examination in the ensuing chapters. A biography of Acogny first
establishes the influential role of her Dahomean culture and her grandmother, Aloopho,
on Acogny’s personal value system, and specifically her spiritual worldview. She became
acculturated to the rhythm of life and local customs in Dakar, Senegal when she was
relocated to Senegal at the age of 10. Acogny began her dance education in Paris, then
later returned to Senegal and studied the vernacular dances of the Casamance region. As
the artistic director of Mudra Afrique and later the founder of her own school for dance.
In addition to Acogny’s biographical information, the Technique is described in terms of
its aesthetic characteristics, structural design and philosophical foundation. Below is the
Wòrándá matrix detailing Aesthetic and Structural Design in the Technique.
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Fig. 2. Wòrándá Matrix Illustrating Aesthetic & Structural Design
in Acogny Technique

The visible components of the Technique include its movement principles (undulation,
contraction, trémulation), polycentrism and its modern dance style. Some of the cultural
values that inform its design are visible, such as ideas about nature (Taking the Energy),
which are culturally elaborated beliefs Acogny inherited from her grandmother and
Dahomean community. The following chapter examines the historical context in which
the Technique was developed.
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CHAPTER 4
PRELUDE TO A DANCE
History contains both what is imposed upon it - often an ideology - and
what confronts and transgresses it in an endeavor to maintain the ability of
human imagination to create with total freedom. (Araeen 2010, 277)
We know what African modernity is—it is the way Africans confront
everyday life in the aftermath of colonialism and decolonization. (Gikandi
2004, 23)
According to the Wòrándá theory of embodiment, the values dance techniques
encode and disseminate are intimately tied to the historical and political contexts in
which they develop. Therefore, an analysis of the Technique’s historical backdrop can
help illuminate how it embodies ideological and cultural values. Dance techniques
originate within specific historical moments that are colored by political realities that
enable and, at times, restrict the development of expressive modes. They are often
disseminated in geographical and political environments that vary greatly from their
original setting. For example, neo-traditional dances that developed during Senegal’s
independence era are now taught and performed throughout the African Diaspora
(Gittens 2012). Similarly, the Technique developed during the same period and locale,
and it is currently disseminated by certified Acogny dancers who live and work on 4
different continents. Removed from original context, a superficial glance at the
Technique reveals only its movement vocabulary and aesthetic style. Deeper examination
reveals how historical factors specific to Senegal’s independence era informed its content
and design.
Dance studies scholar Mark Franko states, “It is justifiable and necessary to speak
of dance as political in circumstances that are conjunctural, that is, in circumstances
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where forms of movement and socio-political life take shape simultaneously if apparently
independently” (2006, 38). In the case of the Technique, Acogny created its first
movement sequence, the Grand Plié Acogny, in 1962, and she taught its debut class in
1975. The intermittent years in which she built and codified the Technique correspond to
the initial period of Senegal’s political independence. It follows that the Technique
developed during a conjunctural moment characterized by independence, cultural and
political nationalisms, and the development of professional dance in Senegal. This
chapter investigates the connections between politics, ideology and arts
institutionalization and practice that enabled the birth of the Technique.

Négritude
During the years leading up to independence, African socialism, Pan-Africanism,
Négritude and other forms of nationalism spurred decolonization movements and quests
to reclaim and redefine black and African identities. In Senegal, Négritude was arguably
the most influential ideology that shaped social and political thought, influenced cultural
policy and spawned a period of modernism in the visual and performing arts (Harney
2004; Castaldi 2006; Neveu Kringelbach 2013). Négritude was a literary, cultural and
intellectual movement that heralded the start of Pan-Africanist literature among
Francophone writers in Africa and its Diaspora. Beginning in the early 1930s, the
movement developed within ideological exchanges between black Antillean and African
students who experienced anti-black racism in Paris and forced colonial administration in
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their home countries.46 There are several Négritude ideologies and numerous voices that
contributed to the movement’s development and trajectory, however the Martinican poet
Aime Césaire, Guyanese poet-activist Léon-Gontran Damas and Léopold Sédar Senghor
of Senegal are credited as Négritude’s founding fathers.
Each theorist of the triumvirate cultivated varying definitions of Négritude that
evolved according to the shifting political climates in Africa and the Antilles Française.
Léon-Gontran Damas was a poet and activist born in 1912 in Cayenne, French Guiana
(Miller 2014, 9). For Damas, the most egregious forms of oppression weighting down
blacks in the Francophone African Diaspora were colonial occupation and psychological
colonization—assimilation (or “brainwashing”, in his terms) into French ways of
thinking by way of the colonial education system (Rabaka 2015, 35). According to
historian F. Bart Miller, Damasian Négritude was characterized by ideologies of cultural
revolution and protest, which are evident in his poetic critiques of the Eurocentric
education system in French Guiana (2014, 12).47 Damas’s inflammatory writings against
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There are some lesser-known voices that contributed to the Négritude
movement, such as the Martinican sisters Jane and Paulette Nardal and a host of artists
and intellectuals involved in the American New Negro movement. For deeper reading on
the Nardal sisters, see Nardal and Sharpley-Whiting 2009; Sharpley-Whiting 2002. For
further discussions on the American roots of Négritude philosophies and activism, see
Stephens 2010; Irele 2010; Edwards 2009; Rabaka 2015.
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Négritude was an amalgamation of ideas that are often classified under a
singular label, however as a collective the movement was always pluralistic in its
expressions. I borrow the terms, Damasian, Césarian and Senghorian Négritude, from
historian Reiland Rabaka’s use of the term in The Négritude Movement: W.E.B. DuBois,
Leon Damas, Aime Césaire, Léopold Sedar Senghor, Frantz Fanon, and the Evolution of
an Insurgent Idea (2015, xi). There are differences among each of these poet-activists’
writings on decolonization, social and political change, and Rabaka stresses the
importance of differentiating between each theorist’s iteration of Négritude. See also
Harney 2010, 219.
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French colonial occupation caused his work to be banned in the colonies and seized in
Paris. For example, Damas was arrested in 1939 for his poem, “Et Caetera”, in which he
implored tiralleurs to cease fighting on behalf of France (Rabaka 2015, 35).48 Like
Damas, Aimé Césaire, who was born in 1913 in Basse-Point, Martinique, was also a
powerful advocate of political and psychological decolonization. Césaire understood
Négritude to be the awareness, acceptance and empowerment of blackness as a racial
identity (Baraka 2008, 981), and he advocated his Négritude philosophies via the political
milieu of Martinique. Although he never realized his aspiration of an independent
Martinique, Césaire advocated for decolonization of the French colonial education
system throughout his career as Mayor of Fort-de-France (Howe 2008, 313).

Senghorian Négritude
Senghor is the only Négritude theorist who became president of his politically
decolonized homeland. He was born in 1906 in the town of Joal, which lies in the SineSaloum basin of central Senegal (Irele 1977, 2). Dance ethnographer Francesca Castaldi
interprets Senghorian Négritude as a two-phase project marked by a shift in focus after
independence. She posits that the first phase of Senghorian Négritude was a dialogue
with European modernity that challenged French colonial ideology. The second phase,
which occurred during Senghor’s presidency from 1960-1980, was a dialogue with the
citizens of the recently decolonized Senegal about African modernity. By the time
Senghor assumed his position as head of state, his two-tiered approach to Négritude was
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Tirailleurs refers to African soldiers who fought for the French during WWI.
See Edwards 2003, 51-53 and Miller 1985.
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rife with contradictions; his early critique of French education and colonialism evolved
into manifestos encouraging Africans to embrace cultural blending as the path to
modernity (Jeffers 2009; Irele 1977; Rabaka 2015). However inconsistent, Senghorian
Négritude is important to my analysis of the Technique because its tenets correlate with
the Technique’s aesthetic design and philosophical underpinning, which illustrates the
sweeping influence of the ideology on the development of professional dance in Senegal.
The ways in which the Technique embodies its precepts suggest that Acogny was deeply
influenced by the ideology, therefore fluency in Senghorian Négritude is critically
important to understanding the values the Technique encodes. The next chapter discusses
the connections between the Technique and Négritude.
Three of the major principles of Senghorian Négritude are Africanité, métissage
and humanism. Africanité refers to the recognition and promotion of Africanness as a
positive identity construct and valorization of “the total of black Africa’s cultural values”
(Senghor 1961; Baraka 2008, 981). Senghor believed that continental Africans and
African descendants in the Diaspora share a distinct ethno-racial culture that is different
from, but not necessarily opposed to, white Euro-American culture. For Senghor,
knowledge and development of Africanité was an essential tool to resist European
domination (Jeffers 2009, 54). He taught that blacks would be incapable of knowing who
they have been, who they are and who they could become without critical knowledge of
the history of their African ancestors. Secondly, métissage was as central to Senghorian
Négritude as was the promotion of Africanité.49 Senghor embraced mutually beneficial
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Senghor’s articulation of métissage is not to be confused with postcolonial
notions of hybridity. These are two different conceptualizations of cultural blending with
different origins.
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intercultural exchange as the necessary route toward African modernity, asserting that his
Négritude was “essentially relation with and movement toward the world, contact and
participation with others” (Castaldi 2004, 189). Senghor believed that African
civilizations would stagnate and die, their styles crystallized into vacant forms, if they did
not borrow from others (ibid.). From a French language perspective, the verb, métisser,
means to crossbreed as in animal husbandry or plant hybridization. A mixed-race person
is called métis.50 Senghor’s utilization of the term, métissage (crossbreeding), as opposed
to mélange (mixing or blending), denotes the fertilization, gestation and birthing of a new
culture. He therefore envisioned an Africa that would take the civilizational values of the
black world and “actualize and fertilize” them with the technologies of Europe, so as to
create cultural exchange and unity without being made homogenous (Jeffers 2009,
55). By merging African epistemologies (arts, spiritualities) with those of Europe
(science, medicine, technologies), Senghor believed an African Renaissance would ensue
(Murphy 2016).
The third component of Senghorian Négritude that is most relevant to this study is
Senghor’s quest for the universal. He proclaimed that his Négritude was a new humanism
that, if integrated into all African societies, could unite Africanité and Francité into one
composite, Franco-pan-African culture, which would lead the way towards global unity
(Senghor 1963). Senghor conceptualized his vision for universality in the convergence of
the cultural products and epistemes of all of humanity, thereby creating an integrated
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Historian Hilary Jones discusses the impact of French imperialism on family,
race identity and social dynamics from 1820-70 in The Métis of Senegal: Urban Life and
Politics in French West Africa (Jones 2013).
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global civilization. Only métissage would create his humanistic vision of the
“Civilization of the Universal”, a concept borrowed from French philosopher and Jesuit
priest, Pierre Teilhard de Chardin (Diagne 2010, 245; Senghor 1963, 10). Senghor
expresses this ideal in a poem inspired by his visit to New York as a delegate to the 1950
United Nations General Assembly:
New York! I say to New York, let the black blood flow into your blood
Cleaning the rust from your steel articulations, like an oil of life
Giving your bridges the curve of the hills, the liana’s suppleness.
See, the ancient times come again, unity is rediscovered
The reconciliation of the Lion, the Bull and the Tree. (Vaillant 1990, 267)
Senghorian Négritude, specifically Africanité, was one of many nationalisms that
characterized the 1960’s decolonization era of West Africa. Cultural critic Ali Mazrui
defines nationalism as both a system of ideas and a pattern of sentiments and emotions
(2008, 21). As a system of ideas, which may be either distinct from or combined with
other ideologies, nationalism focuses on loyalty to some conception of a nation. Mazrui
states that nationalism as a “configuration of sentiments” involves competitive aspirations
for the empowerment of a particular entity, which may be a territorial state, an ethnic
group, a racial category, a religion or a continent as a whole (ibid.). Some examples of
sentimental nationalism are Senegalese Nationalism (territorial state), Wolof Nationalism
(ethnic), Black Nationalism (racial) or Pan-Africanism (continental). Historian and
literary critic Paul Zeleza explains that in African nationalisms, people are mobilized to
construct and promote group identity affiliations, historical agency and cultural
difference for the “invented or imagined community” (2008, 39). This kind of
nationalism serves to redefine a group identity or persona in a positive light in order to
counter negative stereotypical representation, and it functions as a beacon light for
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disenfranchised communities. Senghorian Négritude was a primary example of what
African literary critic Mark Mathuray calls “African cultural nationalism”, and what
Harney refers to as cultural primitivism (2004, 10), which aimed to dismantle colonial
power structures and revive the “true and pristine” traditions of an ancient and imagined
precolonial past (2015, 1106). Attempts to contain heterogeneous communities or
geographic areas, such as the entire African continent, under a single group identity are
problematic in that they promulgate essentialized notions of Africanness. However,
nationalist conceptions of Africa were and remain the foundation of many
movements in Africa and the Diaspora, such as Afrocentricity (Asante 1988; 2003), panAfricanism (Eze 2013; Dubois in Locke 1997; Delgado-Tall 2001) and Négritude.
Senghorian Négritude combines polemic attitudes—African cultural nationalism
and cosmopolitanism—in a contradictory and often confusing agenda and vision of
African modernity. Similarly, the Technique engages seemingly opposite notions of
cultural nationalism and cosmopolitanism in an assertion of modernity; the blending of
ballet and African vernacular dances can be seen as incongruous. African philosophy
scholar and cultural critic Kwame Gyekye explains that for Africa, post-independence did
not necessarily involve a rejection of all the features of colonial heritage, but it most often
involved the sorting out, selection and voluntary adoption of some values and institutions
of the encountered culture (1997, 26). This is evident in the Senghorian mandate: to
strengthen knowledge of African cultural values, blend African arts and spiritualities with
European science and technologies, and create a unified, global utopia. However,
Senghor’s idea of a universal civilization is impractical and offers no actionable
guidelines towards the fulfillment of his vision aside from his advocacy of métissage. In
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addition, Senghor’s concept of Africanité was founded on the notion of a distant, pristine,
precolonial past, of which no Africans have lived experience, as noted by South African
poet Ezekiel Mphahlele, who criticized "Négritude’s tendency to ‘romanticize Africa – as
a symbol of innocence, purity and artless primitiveness’” (Eyene 2010, 423).
Additionally, Senghor’s Africanité reaffirms colonialist ideas of Africa as primitive and
mired in ancient tradition. This essentialized configuration of Africa and its peoples is
one of Senghorian Négritude’s most criticized principles.
Alongside Senghor’s promotion of Africanité, Senghor incongruously extolls the
virtues of Africa’s colonial inheritance. He writes: “Without [colonization], Negro
Africans would by now have created more ripe and more succulent fruits. I doubt that
they would have caught up so soon with the advances caused in Europe by the
Renaissance” (Senghor 1964, 82). In this passage, Senghor offers a perspective on
colonialism that seeks to mitigate its damage by focusing on the merits of European
education, which in effect were the tools and consequences of colonization. He suggests
that colonization was necessary to create conditions for the possibility of future African
cultural advancement. Postcolonial scholar Simon Gikandi argues that Senghorian
Négritude sought legitimization by France even as it sought to carve a space for African
nations (Gikandi 2004, 21), which is another oft-critiqued aspect of his philosophy. South
African visual artist Ernest Mancoba captures the sentiment shared by many opponents of
Négritude as he famously declared: "I do not believe that we Africans... should need... to
show the white man how good we are at speaking or writing his language, performing in
his sports, learning his customs, manners and intellectual notions or to develop ourselves
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along the lines of his so-called ‘universality’, to be considered as human beings and his
equals.” (Eyene 2010, 434; Araeen 2010).

From Social Modernity to Aesthetic Modernism

Modernity in Africa
Perceptions of modernity in Africa are important to my examination of the
Technique because they reveal value judgements that are not explicitly stated by Acogny,
but that are nonetheless evident within the Technique’s system of embodied knowledge.51
Understandings of, and attempts to create, modernity formed the basis of Négritude and
other ideological movements that characterized Africa’s independence era. There are two
definitions of modernity that must first be clarified. The most common references to
modernity are Eurocentric and tethered to notions of cultural progress, while another
view of modernity can be defined as the inevitable outcome of sustained intercultural
contact within a given society that is visible in culture, infrastructure and politics (Hassan
2010). Art historians Gitti Salami and Monica Blackmun Visonà describe the latter as the
emergence of “cosmopolitan outlooks adopted by local cultures negotiating with one
another across vast geographic distances, and across gulfs of profoundly incompatible
cultural conceptions” (2013, 3). An examination of Eurocentric and broader definitions of
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I perceive the Technique is a social commentary on what it meant to be modern
during the early independence era. Acogny, like other elites, was exposed to the same
understandings of modernity that influenced Senghor. Ideas about modernity are visible
in the Technique to such a large degree that I devoted a significant portion of this study
(Chapter 6) to an analysis of modernism, the expressive aspect of modernity, in the
Technique.
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modernity helps demonstrate how notions of cultural progress influenced cultural policy
and modernization efforts during this period.
According to sociologist Wolfgang Knobl, Eurocentric conceptualizations of
modernity derive from ways of thinking that emerged during the European
Enlightenment, and they are best represented by modernization theory (2002, 168). Knobl
states that modernization theory emerged as a theoretical perspective to analyze
developmental problems in the “Third World”, finding traction in the social sciences,
economics and political science during the 1950s and 1960s (ibid., 160). Modernization
theories share a common set of assumptions. The first assumption is that modernization is
a global process that began in eighteenth century Europe with the Industrial Revolution,
and that modernization has affected the entire world since World War II. Secondly, and
most decisively, modernization is a teleological process that leads ‘traditional’ societies
across an expansive divide that separates them from ‘modern’ societies. Through largescale modernization efforts (in education, politics, infrastructure and cultural practices),
modernity would result. Lastly, modernization theories assume that ‘traditional’ societies
are characterized by a hegemony of outdated cultural practices which must be changed in
order to enable political and economic progress (Knobl 2002, 160). Modernization was
understood as the processes of cultural, institutional and political change that would lead
African societies into a modern time, which meant away from indigenous cultures and
towards mimicry of European cultures. In this theoretical view, as indigenous African
societies assimilated to European cultural practices and ways of thinking, they would be
catapulted into the modern era.
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However problematic, Eurocentric understandings of modernity influenced the
development of newly independent West African nation-states. The period of early
discourse on modernization corresponds to a heightened period of decolonization efforts
and the achievement of political independence throughout the West African region
(1950s and 1960s), therefore these ideas were prevalent among elites, intellectuals and
political activists. In an edited volume on modernity in Africa, historians Peter Geschiere,
Birgit Meyer and Peter Pels state that from the 1960s onward, an idea of unilinear
progress from tradition to modernity, which could only be achieved by the appropriation
of Western technology and political systems, remained a fundamental aspect of the
thinking African leaders, international donor agencies and citizens alike (2008,
5). African philosophy scholar Tsenay Serequeberhan argues that the period of colonial
rule “hammered into their heads” the idea of Western supremacy, which originated a
stratum of Westernized Africans who embraced—at least in part—European ways of
knowing (2012, 200). During the colonial era, Africans were encouraged, through
European education systems, media and propaganda, to aspire to the identity of a
‘modern’ and ‘educated’ subject, versus a ‘traditional’, ‘uneducated’ and ‘backward’
subject (Hess 2006). These ideas are Eurocentric discursive framings of the African
persona, and not to be mistaken for actual characteristics of the subjugated populations.
For Europe, the persona of a good colonial subject was one of resistance to negative
stereotypes by assimilation and conformity to European standards (Hess 2006). After
independence African elites, emerging leaders and scholars began to wrestle with the idea
of modernity, expressing desires for cultural progress and to “cease being ‘backward’ or
being held back by ’tradition’” (Geschiere, Meyer and Pels 2008, 1).
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The idea of modernity as a necessary and inevitable outcome of contact with
Europe has been debunked in African-centered (Gikandi 2002; Rathbone 2002; George
2003; Pawlik 2016; Nkwi 2015) and postcolonial scholarship (Chakrabarty 2002; Spivak
1999; Said 1994; Bhabha 1995). Historian Richard Rathbone refutes the idea that
progressive cultural change is only attributable to Western influence (2002, 22). He
states, “we need not to invoke the arrival of Islam and then Europeans for an
understanding of change; west [sic] Africans had been involved in those processes for
millennia, and the pseudo-scientific colonial vision of history-less peoples is nonsense,
pure and simple.” (ibid.). Art historian Henry John Drewal argues that long before the
contemporary “transnational, transcultural moment”, intercultural exchange occurred via
trade routes across the Atlantic and Indian oceans, shaping the lives and subjectivities of
explorers, merchants, enslavers and enslaved (2013, 23). He explains that Africa has
always been transitional, transforming and very often transcultural; for Drewal, the
definition of being “modern” is when culture is constantly being created, exchanged and
transformed anew, therefore African has always had its own iterations of modernity
(Drewal 2013, 23).

High Modernism and the State
In a dense interpretation of the logic driving selected modernization efforts of the
twentieth century, such as compulsory villagization in Tanzania, Mozambique and
Ethiopia, sociologist James Scott describes the ideological character of the nation state as
high modernism. Scott views state-led modernization projects as a type of social
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engineering (or state simplifications) in which society and nature are administratively
ordered and controlled (2005, 4). He defines high modernist ideology of the nation state
as follows.
[High modernist ideology] is best conceived as a strong, one might even
say muscle-bound, version of the self-confidence about scientific and
technical progress, the expansion of production, the growing satisfaction
of human needs, the mastery of nature (including human nature), and,
above all, the rational design of social order commensurate with the
scientific understanding of natural laws (Scott 2005, 4)…High modernism
is thus a particularly sweeping vision of how the benefits of technical and
scientific progress might be applied—usually through the state—in every
field of human activity.52 (Scott 2005, 90)
High modernism as it relates to early West African heads of state is defined by a central
desire to make the new nation states legible in Euro-American terms, therefore
embodying Eurocentric attitudes towards social advancement and the idea of teleological
progress towards mimicry of European culture. Proving legibility as a modern state was
the primary aim of many African elites and politicians of this era, and I believe this was
also one of the aims of the Technique. Acogny aimed to demonstrate that Africa could be
perceivably modern, and she employed dance as a medium to express a modern form of
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The concept of high modernism has been employed in various related, but
distinct, contexts. One use of the term (in literary studies and art history) refers to avant
garde European visual art and literature of the 1920s, while in studies of contemporary
popular culture it can refer to supposed aesthetic division between the avant garde and
mass culture. See Kavaloski 2014 and O’Sullivan 2017 for further examination. In other
scholarly literature, high modernism is employed to describe strategies to organize and
control bodies and land under colonial and/or national rule. High modernist ambitions
have been most prominently visible in efforts to legitimize state rule via land
appropriation and suppression of dissent. For a discussion of high
modernism’s ongoing implications in Ethiopian pastoral lowlands, see Asebe and Korf
2018. For Rwanda, see Dye 2016. My reference to high modernism is akin to Scott’s
description as noted in the preceding citation.
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African art. High modernism directly implicates the goals of modernization theory, which
at times were transposed into widely influential group identity configurations mandated
by the state. A prime example is Senghor’s Negro African.
I assert that Senghor conceptualized the Negro African in order to justify his high
modernist ideals for Senegal. In order to make African societies legibly modern, Senghor
believed that only European epistemologies could carve a path to cultural progress.
Senghor’s belief in the Negro Africans and their associated Black African Aesthetic is
clearly rooted in colonial thought, rearticulating stereotypical tropes of Africanness to
validate the necessity for métissage and the African Renaissance. Senghor conceptualized
the Negro African personality as one dominated by emotion and intimately connected
with nature in a primitive, visceral sense. He believed that “emotion is negro as intellect
is Hellenic” (Ansah 1993, 46). Senghor sums up his opinion of the Negro African as
follows.
It has often been said that the Negro is the man of nature. He lives out of
the earth and with the earth, within and through the cosmos. He is a
sensualist, a being solicited by his senses, without any intermediary
between the subject and the object, at once both subject and object. (Ansah
1993, 47).
According to Harney, Senghor believed in a Black African Aesthetic, founded on his
belief that the black soul (âme nègre) of the Negro African was inextricably linked to
‘traditional’, precolonial African cultures (2014, 220). Harney further explains that the
Black African Aesthetic consisted of the artist expression of indigenous value systems
and epistemologies, which he based on the cultural traditions of Serer and Malinke
peoples. The Aesthetic evoked images of a precolonial, mythic past in which spirituality
and artistic expression were interdependent and reflected a unified utopia (ibid.).
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Aesthetic Modernism
African art historian Salah Hassan states that similar to the idea of modernity, the
most common references to “modernism” refer to the period of European and American
artistic experimentation (Modernism) that occurred approximately from 1880-1940
(2010, 455). However, modernisms are plural and exist beyond the European and
American historical contexts. Modernism has innumerable global variants, as Salami and
Visonà suggest, and can be understood as modernity’s expressive aspect (2013, 3).
Hassan explains that modernism, in this sense, designates the representational, artistic
and aesthetic principles associated with social changes implicated by the process of
cultural adaptation (2010, 454). It is further characterized as a break from the cultural,
political or aesthetic status quo. Modernism entails the search for new modes of artistic
expression, and in the post-independence era it refers to the nation’s construction of new
modes of self-representation through the creation of new movements in the arts and
social life.
Scholars acknowledge a period of modernism in African visual arts, which in
Senegal coincided with independence and Senghor’s presidency (i.e., Senghorian
Négritude), that involved synthesizing elements of “inherited traditions” and the novel
techniques and forms of the present time (Picton 2013, 322). Senegal’s Ibou Diouf and
Pap Ibra Tall were modernist visual artists of the post-independence era (Grabski 2006;
Harney 2004), while in other parts of Africa modernist artists include Ernest Mancoba of
South Africa/France (Eyene 2010; Hassan 2010) and Nigeria’s Uche Okeke and Demas
Nwoko (Okeke-Agulu 2006). These artists studied the local art forms of his ethnicity
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and/or region, and they used local styles and iconographies to develop a new aesthetic
(abstract, avant-garde or cross-cultural) and formal style (Okeke-Agulu 2006, 26).

From Négritude to Cultural Policy
Senghor mobilized his Négritude ideology into cultural policy during his
presidential tenure. The ideological roots of Senghor’s cultural policy stimulated his
institutionalization of the visual and performing arts, and—by way of Senghor’s support
and Mudra Afrique—Acogny’s rise to prominence. Castaldi states that Senghor
privileged African visual and performing arts—which he viewed as vestiges of ancient
culture—as the most valuable contributions of Africans to humanity at large (2006).
Harney explains that Senghor believed “the African’s participation in the surrounding
world was most clearly expressed through the imagery and symbolism of artistic form”
(2004, 46). Senghor’s Africanité urged Africans to enhance their knowledge of
indigenous culture. His administration devoted 25 percent of the state’s annual budget to
the arts, which provided a sizeable budget for the creation of visual and performing arts
institutions according to art historian Joanna Grabski (2013, 277; Harney
2004). Immediately upon assuming the role of head of state in 1960, Senghor established
the visual arts school, Ecole des Arts du Senegal, which was the first arts school
accessible to Senegalese citizens.53 In addition to Ecole des Arts, Senghor created the
Manufacture Nationale de Tapisseries and the Musée Dynamique, which were all public
and state-funded institutions. For the study and exhibition of performing arts, Senghor
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Maison des Arts existed before École des Arts du Senegal, but Maison des Arts,
which was a private school that catered to French expatriates, was effectively
inaccessible to non-elites (Grabski 2013, 277).
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founded the National Theatre, which consisted of the National Drama Troupe, National
Ballet and Traditional Instrument Ensemble (Neveu Kringelbach 2013, 37). His
administration also created numerous civil servant positions for artists, which included
travel scholarships, studios and opportunities to exhibit their work for private and state
collections (Grabski 2013, 286). As Chapter 3 discussed, Senghor’s cultural policy also
mandated the institutionalization of the performing arts, which led to the establishment of
Mudra Afrique. Acogny’s artistic directorship of Mudra launched her career, and it
helped her form connections to international agencies that supported her later
establishment of Ecole des Sables.
Visual art produced in Dakar during this period, often referred to as the Ecole de
Dakar, has been linked to the creation of a government-sponsored canon of art produced
within the mediating frames of Négritude and nationalism (Harney 2002: 2004; Kennedy
1992; Snipe 1998). Harney states that Senghor promoted motifs of Africanité for study
and reproduction in Dakar’s visual arts institutions, such as masks, statues and combs,
that were derivative of local and continental African indigenous visual art practices. She
asserts that these motifs, and his establishment of the École de Dakar art academy, were a
plea to reclaim and revalorize Africa’s visual traditions, which were seen as remnants of
‘primitive’ art in the European marketplace and imagination (ibid., 10). Grabski concurs,
stating that Senghor’s Négritude rhetoric defined visual production via a top-down,
“totalizing metanarrative” that promoted the belief that an undefinable, modernistprimitive “African spirit” would influence the artists’ aesthetic choices (2005, 40).
Modernist artists during this period endeavored to create art that reflected only the
aesthetics and iconographies of indigenous African societies, and they were encouraged
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to avoid producing art in genres associated with Western academic art, such as still-life
paintings and portraits (ibid.: Castaldi 2006; Neveu Kringelbach 2013). Ironically, each
of the leading art instructors at the Ecole des Arts were trained in France (Iba Ndiaye and
Papa Ibra Tall) and the Congo (Pierre Lods) (Grabski 2006, 39), which demonstrates the
high value placed on French education even within a milieu that proclaims allegiance to
ethnic nationalism.

Senegalese Performing Arts: Dancing the Nation
Senegal’s National Ballet played a critical role in Senghor’s nation-building
project, which entailed the political appropriation of the performing arts in service to the
state. Dance ethnographer Hélène Neveu Kringelbach posits that Sengor created the
National Ballet in order to project his moral and political authority onto the global stage
(2012). Senghor needed to claim an aspect of indigenous cultural performance as a
marker of new nationality. The National Ballet became “the official embodiment of
Senegalese dance, invested by the state to construct, represent, and preserve the cultural
patrimony of the nation” (Castaldi 2006, 2). Participants in the National Ballet were civil
servants whose bodies, movements, costumes, voices and aesthetics were appropriated in
the service of national identity formation and advertisement. The National Ballet was sent
to perform around the world as the spectacle of modernization for Senegal, showcasing
the cultural wealth of a new nation that was made possible only by Senghor’s leadership.
The company traveled to Europe and the U.S. utilizing Senghor’s contacts and influence
from his period of study in Paris. The National Ballet was hugely successful, although
cultural misunderstanding or décalage was also a consequence of the company’s
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international tours (Edwards 2003, 13; Altaïr 2001, 132). At the first European tour in
1961, rave reviews were printed in the presses of UK, Germany and France and the tour
was extended by several weeks (Neveu Kringelbach 2013).
The National Ballet of Senegal was a part of a larger movement across West
Africa when heads of state, propelled largely by pan-Africanist ideologies, transitioned
indigenous performing arts into modern national and international spectacle. As newly
independent countries implemented cultural policy to valorize indigenous cultures, they
installed national dance companies who served as cultural ambassadors of the respective
nations for international audiences. The National Ballet movement changed the character
of dance in a significant manner for Acogny’s work; because of neo-traditional dance
troupe performances, dance became accepted as theatrical spectacle. Where dance
previously served as a function of social events in West Africa, National Ballet
performances primed Dakar for concert dance, which created a space for the development
of new forms of dance expression.
There is a strong pattern of political performance in the national ballet movement
that swarmed across West Africa from 1960-1970; heads of state promoted political
sovereignty strengthened by a narrative ofnational unity, and then sponsored
performances of national culture (i.e., choreographed indigenous dance, music and
theatre) in order to animate political rhetoric (Hintzen et al 2014; Cohen 2012). Senegal’s
National Ballet came on the heels of Guinea’s Les Ballets Africains as an act of
competition between Senghor and the Guinean president, Sekou Toure, who created West
Africa’s first professional, internationally touring African performance company (Cohen
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2012, 15; Gittens 2012).54 Guinea’s Les Ballets Africains was West Africa’s first largescale mobilization of citizens in the service of the arts, and it originated West Africa’s
neo-traditional dance genre. Other African nations followed Guinea’s lead, and the
movement was not limited to Francophone countries. To mention a few, scholars have
documented similar early-independence nationalist performance troupes in Kenya
(Franco 2015), Tanzania (Askew 2002) and Ghana (Nii-Yartey 2016; Schauert 2015;
Hintzen et al 2014). Performance studies scholar Esailama Diouf argues, “as newly
independent African countries took center stage in the global [political] arena, their
governments soon sponsored dance companies to serve as ‘cultural ambassadors’ for
their respective free nations” (2013, 47). The objective was to promote cultural diversity
under the pretense that nationality could neutralize difference.
Any major political or cultural event brings with it shifting group identity
configurations. African Studies scholar, Kwame Anthony Appiah, asserts that
independence caused a new group identity to emerge that has been shaped by a history of
pre-colonial contact with other cultures, colonial influences, and indigenous
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Dancer and dramaturg Fodeba Keita (1921-1969) developed the first neotraditional West Africa dance troupe in 1953, Les Ballets Africains de Keita Fodeba
(Green 2007, 60). Prior to founding his company, Keita, who was a supporter of
Senghor’s Négritude, staged plays in Paris that were at times openly political and anticolonialist with his Théâtre Africain (Neveu Kringelbach 2013, 36). Les Ballets Africains
de Keita Fodeba toured Europe and North America during the early 1950s, where the
company was known for its fusions of music, theatre and dance (ibid.). It is important to
note that Keita was trained by dramaturg Maurice Sonar Senghor (1926-2007) (nephew
of Léopold Sédar Senghor), who later would co-found the National Ballet of Senegal and
become appointed the director of the Thêatre National Daniel Sorano. Senghor, Sonar
Senghor and Keita were together in Paris prior to the creation of the Guinean and
Senegalese national ballets, therefore the national ballets emerged at least in part out of
shared intellectual and artistic exchange.
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epistemologies and gnoses (Appiah 2008). During the early years of independence,
African nations were thrust into the process of nation building. Political leaders and
African elites faced the task of transforming previously colonial territories, which were
characterized by ethnic and regional affiliations, into diverse groups of people united by
one national identity. National identity became a new affiliation for people who were no
longer French, British, Portuguese, Dutch, Spanish or Belgian colonial subjects; they
were suddenly the citizens of a new nation.
In Senegal, where identity associations were previously delineated according to
ethnicity, class, region and local community affiliations, this new discursive framing was
fabricated by the state and thrust upon its citizens. It was important for citizens of the
young nation to view themselves as a part of a united, sovereign nation, as opposed to
subjugated individuals under the constraints of French colonial rule. Nationality was
promoted as the unifying power, and this unification, this eradication of difference, was
only made possible by the Senghor’s power as head of state. Following independence,
Senghor and governing elites wanted to encourage diverse ethnicities and communities to
imagine the idea of one nation in order to construct a stable working state (Neveu
Kringelbach 2012, 146; 2013, 37). The construction of a national culture, and the
citizens’ acceptance and approval of the nation, was aided by the representation of
Senegal’s diverse cultures through neo-traditional performance; difference was
masqueraded as unity.55 Senghor needed citizens to see themselves as part of a unified,
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Although the National Ballet’s repertoire was purported to represent the diverse
ethnicities of Senegal, in actuality its ethnic representation was overwhelmingly
Casamançaise, which is linked to a state-led effort to represent the region and culture of
Casamance as the mainstay of Senegalese tradition in order to drive tourism to the region.
See Neveu Kringelbach 2012.
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whole and self-sufficient nation in order to boost the morale needed for economic growth
and stability; the representation of culture through the performing arts became central to
Senghor's narrative of national unity. Nationalized neo-traditional performance was an
affirmation of the power of the state to integrate disparate communities into a whole;
without the state, the people were individuals without the community that citizenry
provided, but because of the state (and specifically, Senghor’s power as head of state),
they were connected as one protected body. National identity implied wholeness,
togetherness, and above all, sovereignty from French colonial rule.56

Senegalese Classical Dance
I assert that Senghor’s creation of the National Ballet was an attempt to establish
classicisms in Senegalese dance, and an effort to develop a national canon of high art to
enhance his vision of a modern African nation. Art historian Alessandra Lopez y Royo
explains that the idea of classicism is a European notion, referring to aesthetic attitudes
and artistic traditions steeped in the legacy of an imagined European past (2003). She
further suggests that in the European context, classicism has always been a form of neoclassicism in which ancient Greek and Roman aesthetic ideals were re-conceptualized
and actualized in seventeenth and eighteenth-century dance, music and visual arts.57
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In an interview Acogny explains that independence did not impact her in the
same way that it may have affected other Senegalese artists; while she expressed pride for
Senegal’s new nationhood, she also saw herself as an adopted daughter of the nation and
therefore did not explicitly claim allegiance to political affiliations (Acogny 2019).
57

Neoclassicism in dance typically refers to the Greek revivalist dancing that
occurred in Britain and the Anglo-diaspora during the early twentieth century. In the
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Lopez y Royo suggests that although classicism as artistic category and mode originated
in Europe, the notion of classicism can be transplanted and localized in non-Western
contexts to illuminate how the appropriation of performing arts can signal a nation’s
pursuit of progress (2003). In Senegal, the development of the idea of classical dance was
realized through the creation of the National Ballet and its international touring of neotraditional performance. Like its European counterparts, classicisms in Senegalese dance
were neo-classical (neo-traditional) renditions of ancient, real or imagined, traditions
reconceptualized for the stage. The National Ballet’s performances consisted of
choreographed stage productions derived from vernacular performance, including
“codified movement” (most often dance and acrobatics), music, verbal arts, masks and
dress (Neveu Kringelbach 2013, 12), all of which were borrowed elements of ritual
ceremonies and social events observed by ethnic groups in the region. The
selection, deconstruction, and culling of transplantable movements, and the subsequent
amalgamation of these movements into choreographed routines effectively standardized
Senegalese dances as a part of official culture.
In order for Senghor to manipulate the function of performing arts to serve his
political narratives, the freezing of culture was necessary. According to dance studies
scholar Peter Mark, the establishment of cultural practices as folklore or classicism
implies their fixity and canonicity, despite the ever-changing nature of local culture
(1994). Similarly, dance critic John Martin posits that classicism is concerned with rules,
codes and categories that organize and define a civilization’s past (Morris 2006, 71). For

visual and fine arts, neoclassical style is often collapsed into romanticism, and it also
involved an enthusiasm for and replication of Greek and Roman forms and ideals.
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example, classical elements of culture, such as ballet or the compositions of Mozart or
Beethoven in the European context, are lauded and perceived as time-honored evidence
of cultural development; civilizations advance into ‘modern’ times, but preserve their
classical arts as anchors of their national, ethnic or regional identities. Canonized
elements of culture are valued because of their frozen state, which denotes timelessness.
They are to be cherished, protected and above all disseminated as representative of the
civilization’s highest artistic achievements. In Senegal, classicism embodied tradition and
ethnic identity, which needed to be upheld alongside national identity. In the Senegalese
context, cultural performances that previously occurred as a function of social events
were suddenly elevated as classical representations of local traditions. For example, the
National Ballet’s codification of the Lenjen dance became an emblem of Jola ethnic
identity on international stages (Neveu Kringelbach 2013).58 Lenjen could then be
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“Lenjen” may have variations in spelling, depending on the French or Jola use
of the term. It originates in the Casamançe region of southern Senegal and is currently
danced in Senegal and the Gambia. Little scholarly research exists on Lenjen, although
its re-contextualized form is popular in U.S. African dance communities. A contributor to
Attitude dance magazine, Fleuretta Waltrous, quotes the famous Senegalese-American
dance teacher Marie Basse in describing Lenjen as a celebratory dance (2009, 11).
Perhaps Lenjen is a dance of celebration, but it is also possible that it serves a function of
which we are unaware. In American African dance communities, most neo-traditional
iterations of West African dances are described as celebratory even when they serve other
purposes in their communities of origin. This reasserts a Eurocentric bias that
characterizes African dances as fun and entertaining, but devoid of embodied knowledge
and social function (for discussions on Eurocentrism in American concert dance, see
DeFrantz 2002; Monroe 2011). For example, the Mandiani dance is performed by girls in
Guinea after a long period of seclusion, and the performance of this dance concludes their
initiation rites into womanhood (Baegne 2018). In this context, girls dance Mandiani to
denote endurance and the ability to withstand pain; genital mutilation (or excision) still
exists in some rural parts of Guinea, and girls who vigorously dance Mandiani after being
cut are perceived to be strong enough to bear the pains of childbirth. However, in the
U.S., Mandiani is described simply as a dance of celebration.
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recognized and connected with Senegalese national identity because Jola people are
located in southern Senegal. Furthermore, Lenjen represents a classic articulation of Jola
traditional performance, which is accompanied by the false notion that Lenjen has
remained unchanged over time and untainted by external influences. However, staged
choreographies represent a snapshot, a fleeting moment, in the social life of a
community; as social conditions change, so do cultural performances, and they may
include the adoption of artistic or thematic references made possible by globalization and
cultural exchange.
Senghor’s mission to archive and classify indigenous dance traditions of Senegal
is also articulated in the mission statement and brochure for Mudra Afrique.
The purpose of Mudra-Africa was recalled on the day of its inauguration
by H.E. Mr. Léopold Sédar Senghor, President of the Republic of Senegal
and Chairman of the Artistic Committee of Mudra. “The aim, whatever
the field in question—art, literature, philosophy, medicine, an even the
sciences—is to establish firm roots in the values of negritude in order to
become more receptive to the values of other cultures, and, first of all, to
those of the Mediterranean cultures.” President Senghor said that, over and
above recording the steps and movements of Negro-African dances which
is the role of cultural archives, Mudra-Africa must “in an undertaking
made more delicate by the fact that it is more imaginative, incorporate the
steps and values of other dances in order to fashion from them a new
dance: one that is Negro-African, but is felt and appreciated by all the
different civilizations, because it shares in what is universal. (Mudra
Afrique Africa, 7)

Senghor envisioned Mudra Afrique to serve as a cultural archive that would record and
preserve the movements of black African dances, thereby creating a dance canon. The
classical Senegalese dances would then be fused with global dance traditions to create a
universal language of movement. Similarly, anthropologist Luciane Da Silva argues that
the National Institute of Arts, of which Acogny was appointed director in 1972, was
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intended to synthesize, or unify various African dances (2017, 174). According to
Senghor’s vision, the unification of vernacular dances would begin the process of
universalization and continue black Africa’s progress towards a globally unified
civilization.

Senegalese Performance Aesthetic: “African Dance Body Motif”
The National Ballet, perhaps unintentionally, established a Senegalese
performance aesthetic that created a discursive framing for Senegalese professional
concert dance—the aesthetic of neo-traditional dance performance. The National Ballet's
dances were fast, energetic and virtuosic.59 Movements were consistent with shared
aesthetics found in vernacular dances in the West African region, where subgroups of the
Mande ethnic/language group are located. Like its archetypal cultural performances, the
National Ballet’s repertoire incorporated polycentric movement and strong percussive
musicality to the accompaniment of polyrhythmic drumming. The dancer’s bodies were
often bent at the waist and the legs and knees were supported by parallel feet placement.
At times the legs splayed to the sides, while arm movements were vigorous. The National
Ballet's staged representations of vernacular dances contributed to what Diouf refers to as
the “African Dance Body Motif” (2013). She defines the African Dance Body Motif as
representations of indigenous African dance performance that exhibit common aesthetic
qualities and become aesthetic signifiers that shape foreign audiences’ expectations of
what African performance should entail. Zeleza argues that the role and impact of various
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See video clip, Pangols, of the Senegalese National Ballet at
https://youtu.be/z6SinXbIBss.
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forms of nationalism gave rise to not only the configuration of independent African
nations but also drove African social imaginaries (2008, 37).
In Senegal, dance was co-opted to serve nationalist aims, and this fed African and
Senegalese social imaginaries for audiences. As previously discussed, such
essentialization is problematic in that it subsumes individual artistic practices under the
framing of national, geographic or racial identities, thereby eclipsing other possible
modes of dance expression. However, in Senegal the “African dancing body motif” was
solidified as the official aesthetic representation of Senegalese dance forms. In addition,
the thematic content of the National Ballet’s repertoire suggested that African dances
were permanently tethered to ancient tradition, which aligns with Senghor’s vision of a
pristine pre-colonial Africa. According to Castaldi, the National Ballet functioned as a
vehicle of historical memory and continuity, linking the “newly independent state to the
cultural patrimony of a pre-colonial past, uncontaminated and cleansed of the influences
brought about by colonization” (2006, 9).
The neo-traditional performance aesthetic advertised what anthropologist Paulla
Ebron dubs “The Africa”, which is animated and repetitively framed by performance
(2002, 32). “The Africa” collectivizes the continent and “marks the importance of
representations that fix the continent as a homogenous object” (ibid., 1). Such
representations include dance, music, film and other embodied performance. Through
repeated performances of an imagined precolonial Africa, neo-traditional dance
performance contributed to audiences’ perceptions of “The Africa”. Hassan argues that
the idea of Africa is both an invention and affirmation of cultural characteristics and
values that shape the reality of Africa and its civilizations, which comprise an
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understanding of African realities that are different from those of other continents (2008,
107; see also Mudimbe 1988). He argues that the label, African, as a concept signals
commonality that supersedes heterogenous cultural and material realities (2008, 107).
The discursive framing of the African body in dance is one of the most important
background components to understanding the values encoded within the Techinque;
Acogny created her Technique in part to challenge perceptions of “The Africa”,
consistently stressing her concern for how Africa is represented, and for how these
expectations aim to limit her ability to express herself freely in dance.
The challenge of narrowly-defined representational frameworks is that on an
individual level, there will always be omitted subjectivities. While neo-traditional dance
was becoming the dominant aesthetic in Senegalese concert dance, Acogny and a small
number of performing artists began to develop a new paradigm of dance performance.
Senegalese dancers Jean Tamba, Ousman Noel Cisse, Mamadou Diop and Acogny each
sought to create dance forms that did not align with the neo-traditional performance
aesthetic (Neveu Kringelbach 2014). Each of these artists trained in Euro-American ballet
and/or modern dance forms and synthesized Euro-American techniques and aesthetics
with vernacular West African dances. Tamba referred to his personal mode of expression
as métiss dance (Osterweis Scott 2006, 476), Cisse called his dance, repede, and while
Diop did not label his dance, he was passionate about incorporating ballet, theatre and
vernacular dances to develop a new “modern Senegalese theatre” (Neveu Kringelbach
2014). Of these dancers, Acogny is the sole choreographer who codified her dance and
dubbed it a modern African dance technique. The existence of at least four
choreographers who worked outside of the neo-traditional genre emphasizes the need for
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representation in professional dance outside of what was normative during that period. In
addition, that fact that each of these choreographers fused Euro-American techniques
with their vernacular dances underlines the extent to which Senghor’s philosophy of
métissage influenced the development of professional and modern dance in Senegal.

Conclusion
Following the Wòrándá theory of embodiment, which stipulates that dance
technique is informed by historical and political context, this chapter outlines several
ideologies that motivated political and cultural change during Senegal’s independence
era. Below the Wòrándá matrix provides a visual reference.

Figure 3. Wòrándá Matrix Illustrating Historical & Political Significance
in Acogny Technique
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This chapter examines understandings of modernity and nationalism because they were
critical to the development of professional dance in Senegal, specifically as they relate to
Senghor’s implementation of his Négritude philosophies in Senegal’s cultural policy.
Senghorian Négritude advocated the creation of an idealistic society, the “Civilization of
the Universal”, which would be the common achievement of all races and civilizations
(Castaldi 2006, 189). For Senghor, the only way Africans could contribute to the
construction of this utopia was by strengthening their knowledge of Africanité. However,
for Senghor, Africanité lacked what only Europe could provide; European epistemes—
science, art, technology—elevated Africanité to a stratum reflective of true cultural
progress. Controversially, Senghor believed only métissage would elevate Senegal to a
state of modernity befitting a legally sovereign nation, which contradicts the cultural
nationalism of Africanité. These three tenets of Senghorian Négritude were highly
influential during a period of heightened nationalism (political and cultural) and artistic
exploration in Senegal.
Senghor’s approach to the cultural development of Senegal was characterized by
efforts to assert its new modernity. Scholars explain that notions of modernity represent a
binary that positions (1) cultural advancement towards mimicry of European civilization
on one end and (2) necessary cultural adaptation as a result of sustained cultural contact
on the other end. Perspectives on modernity are complex, and it is easier to elaborate
theoretical understandings of modernity than it is to pinpoint which theories were
actualized in the construction of infrastructure, institutions and individual artistic
endeavors. As this chapter demonstrates, in the context of 1962-1975 Senegal the
relationships between art, nationalism and modernism are inseparable; Senegal’s visual
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and performing arts were nationalist, modernist and tied to personal artistic aspirations.
Therefore, I assert that during early independence Senegal, perspectives on modernity
existed along a spectrum, not a binary, of social thought, where factors such as political
power, cultural values and personal mores influenced how these conceptions manifested
in the arts. For example, Senghor embraced European epistemologies and urged
Senegalese citizens to integrate their French colonial inheritance with indigenous culture.
His position as head of state granted him the political sway to advocate his Europeanist
understandings of modernity to an entire nation. On the other hand, visual artists in
Senegal, who did not hold power on a national level, chose to express what it meant to be
modern by re-forming indigenous artistic motifs. Senghor further asserted the new
modernity of Senegal through the creation of the National ballet, which was his attempt
to create classicisms in Senegalese dance that would be on par with French culture in
their fixity and canonicity. The National Ballet was a part of a larger movement across
Africa in which heads of state employed local performing arts traditions to animate
political rhetoric. A consequence of the National Ballet’s success in international touring
is that the “African dance body motif” performance aesthetic was ascribed to Senegalese
concert dance, which created a narrow definition of what professional concert dance in
Senegal could be. This neo-traditional performance aesthetic excluded the aspirations of
artists such as Acogny, Tamba, Cisse and Diop, who sought to express their modernity by
blending Euro-American and West African dance techniques and aesthetics.
The expressive aspect of modernity, modernism, as it was iterated in the visual
arts and modernism in dance took on two different paths. Senghor’s advocacy of
Africanité spurred the development of modernism in visual arts, in which artists
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implemented indigenous motifs in their work and avoided the use of European stylistic
norms. Conversely, modernism in dance, of which Acogny and her cohort are pioneers,
was characterized by deliberate efforts to blend European dance techniques and aesthetics
with those of West Africa. Both represented two sides of Senghorian Négritude:
Africanité in visual arts and métissage in dance. However, it is clear that exposure to
French education, or in the case of Acogny and her contemporaries, exposure to training
in Euro-American dance forms, impacted their decisions to explore different modes of
dance expression not represented in neo-traditional performance. Senghorian Négritude
and its vast influence on the aesthetic climate and cultural development of Senegal
created ripe conditions for Acogny to emerge as a dancer and educator.
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CHAPTER 5
THE POLITICS OF MÉTISSAGE
What sort of relationship can be established between dance and the
political such that politically alert methodologies can reveal more about
dance than dance itself is perhaps "willing" to reveal?...Does dance have a
"political unconscious"? (Franko 2006, 4)
The Wòrándá theory of embodiment posits that dance techniques are modes of
knowledge that encode cultural values into aesthetic systems. Social mores, popular
culture, ideologies, regional lore, language and worldview understandings give meaning
and value to aesthetic forms. Dance techniques, particularly those of African and
Diasporic origins, often involve references to local culture that translate differently when
disseminated in new contexts. Cultural references that are understood in one society, such
as gestures, can be completely illegible in another. Knowledge of local behavioral codes,
customs and beliefs can also enable or restrict creative freedom. For example, the
National Ballet served under the mandate to create dances reflective of the nation’s ethnic
and regional affiliations. In effect, the National Ballet operated in service to local
customs that dictated the content and aesthetics of its performances.
In this chapter, the Technique is examined from two angles: (1) as a strategy to
Africanize modern dance, and (2) as a nonverbal articulation of modernity. The
significance of the Technique’s métissage is considered in relationship to its historical
context. Finally, the Technique’s resonance with the aesthetic of Senghorian Négritude is
explored.
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Dancing Africa in a Modern Dance Technique
Categorization of ‘African’ and ‘West African’ cultural products, practices and
beliefs is a recurring issue in any discussion of African aesthetics. Given the nature of
cultural exchange, how can one define West African aesthetics and philosophies without
essentializing or romanticizing Africa’s cultural inheritance? It is impossible to cleanly
divide individual components of African cultural traditions into those indigenous to a
particular community and those that were imported from outside of Africa and woven
into the threads of social life. For example, Arabic and French words and phrases are
scattered throughout the use of Wolof language, which is spoken in Senegal, the Gambia
and Mauritania. Therefore, although Wolof is certainly recognized as an African
language, there are clearly extra-cultural influences that claim their place within common
language use. Some customs, such as the Ndëpp spiritual rituals of Senegal’s Wolof-Lebu
people or coming of age initiations of Senegal’s Jola, are more easily categorized as West
African, even though they may also include Islamic and/or European influences. Despite
the challenges of categorization, as Welsh argues, it is necessary to identify and
distinguish individual aesthetic identities lest we risk the obliteration of important
influences in the historical development of dance (2003, 246).60
African aesthetics are present in the Technique’s use of polycentrism and
isolation (Welsh 1996; Rosa 2015), dominant percussivity and multiple meter (Thompson
1996), polyrhythmic musical accompaniment, the 45-degree waist bend and the circular
arrangement of dancing bodies (Ward 2013, 34). Repetition, which Welsh argues is one
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One of the key aims of Africanist dance scholarship is to identify the presence
of African-derived movement styles in concert dance and ritual performance in the
Diaspora. See Dixon-Gottschild 1998 and Daniel 2005.
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of the most defining characteristics of West African dances, is a primary feature of the
Technique; the majority of its movement sequences are constructed in patterns of simple
repetitive movements (1996). L’Échauffement, which consists of continual torso
undulations and gyrations, is one of several examples of Acogny’s use of repetition in the
Technique.
African aesthetics stem from specific worldviews that are complete with
cosmological, axiological, epistemological and ontological principles. African-centered
psychologists Faye Belgrave and Kevin Allison define the concept of worldview as “a
way of thinking that organizes all aspects of one’s life, including intra- and interpersonal
thoughts and behaviors and one’s functioning in social systems and institutions in the
community” (2009, 32). They argue that worldviews inform how we experience the
external world, affecting our perceptions, feelings and social behaviors. African-centered
psychologist Kobi Kambon describes an African worldview as “a distinct conceptualoperational orientation to reality (or the Universe or Cosmos)”, which represents the
distinct principles of an African culture (Maat and Carroll 2012, 5). The Technique’s use
of African dance aesthetics signifies an Africentric approach to modern dance, which
Belgrave and Allison define as one rooted in the values, beliefs and behavior of the
indigenous people of Africa and its Diaspora (2009, 33).61
When asked on several occasions why she chose to incorporate African aesthetics
in her Technique, Acogny consistently responded that African dances are part of her
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Africentrism is not to be confused with Afrocentrism, which aims to promote
social change and well-being among people of African descent. It calls for transformation
of attitudes and beliefs among African Americans that would allow for a
new consciousness to emerge that evaluates all aspects of life from an African worldview
orientation.
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tradition. For Acogny, the explanation is as simple as that. African dance aesthetics and
their associated worldviews constitute some aspect of Acogny’s self-image and her
identity. Several Africana studies research paradigms emphasize the necessity of African
descendants to see their cultures reflected in artistic practice, and they affirm the value of
transforming vernacular culture into contemporary expression. For example, Welsh’s
Nzuri Theory stresses that the relationship between creativity, context and cultural
inheritance (worldview) is a critical component of African aesthetics; Nzuri argues that
the creation of African or African-derived arts is a negotiation of constructivism and
personal artistic vision (McDougal III 2014, 70). It was important for Acogny not only to
emulate an African worldview in her Technique, but to also co-construct her worldview
by causing African aesthetics to function in the milieu of modern dance.
Central to any African aesthetic, according to Africana Studies scholar Molefi
Asante, are form, feeling and rhythm, which derive from cultural consciousness (WelshAsante 2003, 247). Wòrándá theory further explains, as Welsh-Asante first established,
that because of the strength of epic memory that characterizes these communities, people
of African descent can draw upon a collective aesthetic that expresses the history,
spiritual and cultural values of their community. Therefore, Acogny pulled from the
“aesthetic bank” of Africa (Welsh-Asante 2003, 248) in order to express epic memory,
capturing her interpretation of the collective feeling and rhythm of West African culture
in the form of a modern African dance technique.
The presence of African spiritual beliefs in the Technique further demonstrates
Acogny’s infusion of modern dance with an African worldview. L’Echauffement (WarmUp), which is described in Chapter 3, involves a moment communion with nature prior to
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beginning the Technique’s warm up session (Taking the Energy). This period of silence,
reflection and sensing creates an intimacy with the sun’s warmth, the ragged edges of
rocks and the grainy feel of the sand that sets the tone for the Technique’s subsequent
warm up sequence. Taking the Energy embodies the fundamental philosophy of the
Technique—that life exists in nature, and that kinesthesia can serve as a vehicle for the
embodiment of organic and cosmic energies. The foundational component of indigenous
African worldviews is the belief that life exists in nature (MacGaffey 2000, 234). African
religion scholar John S. Mbiti posits that in various African spiritual philosophies, the
invisible world is symbolized or manifested by natural objects and phenomena (1990,
56), and Taking the Energy is the embodiment of this fundamental belief. In addition, all
movements within the lexicon are symbolic of the interrelationality between the body and
nature, and all of the movements reference the manipulation of energy in the body.
Acogny teaches us that through dance we can embody the energy of the ground, “the
ground, la terre, is our essence— to give energy and to take this energy” (2010). For
example, in Terre et Ciel (Earth and Sky), we are taught that the energy of the ground
enters our bodies through our feet, traverses the length of our bodies and flows out of our
chests to the sky. The Technique’s core focus on energy is one of its most prominent
African inheritances because this concept is also central to numerous African
cosmologies.
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Acogny’s Modern African Dance
Acogny exclaims during an interview, “I wanted to know what Africa could give
to modern dance!” (2016). Her creation of a modern African dance technique fits into the
broader context of cultural nationalism that characterized Pan-Africanism of the 1960s.
Africanization, according to poet and cultural critic Nhlanhla Maake, involves the active
enactment of cultural characteristics common to many indigenous African societies, such
as the importance of group life, kinship, chieftainship, ritual and the notion of character
as beauty (2008, 26).62 The concept originated in the field of African historiography, and
it entailed reaching back to ancient models and moral teachings (Karenga 2013; BrizuelaGarcia 2006, 86). As a social movement, Africanization is commonly associated with the
first president of Guinea Sekou Toure’s philosophy, Toward Full ReAfricanization,
which gained notoriety in the 1960s. He called for a re-Africanization of “persons,
practices and institutions”, which, like other Pan-African claims, is echoed in the Back to
Black ideology that drove the Black Arts Movement in the U.S. Acogny’s strategy was to
Africanize her interpretation of a Euro-American dance idiom, thereby proclaiming that
the African cultural inheritance was as valuable as those of Europe.
Her intentions are consistent with other African cultural nationalists who came to
prominence after independence, such as the Ghanaian playwright Mohammed ben
Abdallah (1944-), who created the theatre technique Abibigoro. Abibigoro, which
expresses a wide African aesthetic and centers on characters and themes from throughout
the African continent, reflects Abdallah’s Pan-Africanist agenda. Drawing his inspiration
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See Abiodun 2014 for an examination of the Yoruba conceptualization of ìwà
(character) as the epitome of èwà (beauty).
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from Pan-African thinkers like W.E.B. DuBois and Kwame Nkrumah, Abdallah
expressed a desire to capture an authentic African theatre, and his notion of authenticity
referred to theatre that has meaning for African people and reflects and advances its
present and its future (Asiedu 2011, 371). Like Acogny, Abdallah blended a European
technique with indigenous performance; Abibigoro fuses indigenous Ghanaian
storytelling techniques, including the use of dance, mime, music and audience
participation, with a those of the German theatre practitioner Bertolt Brecht (Asiedu
2011, 374).
In the following interview, Acogny shines with cultural pride as she describes her
commitment to building the Technique from a base of African dances. She also
acknowledges the spiritual component of the Technique, describing her practice of the
Technique as potentially transcendent.
HerStory: At Home with Acogny Part 1
As is our custom, I called Maman Germaine as soon as I arrived in
Senegal in order to properly coordinate our schedules. She’s a busy
woman and I have lots to do while I’m here, but she’s agreed to yet
another interview so…I called her. I’m still trying to overcome my anxiety
of speaking French over the phone—to HER, of all people. What if I can’t
understand? I read lips to mitigate a significant hearing loss in my right
ear, and my hearing aid is useless in phone conversations. Over the
phone, I can’t see the speaker’s lips! So I worry that I might miss
things…and in a foreign language I don’t want to confuse the ‘p’ and ‘t’
and ‘b’ sounds! But for some reason I could always understand Maman
Germaine. This is the ‘Maman’ in her title for me: I learned French in
order to understand her during Technique training, and like a mother, her
words are those that first became clear to me. I get over my ego and make
the call. On the phone, we inquire of each other’s health and families, then
we make the interview appointment. And that’s that. “See?”, I chastise
myself. The essence is to understand and be understood.
I arrive on a sunny, humid afternoon. The rain is coming soon. I
can smell it. The exterior walls of her home are built of the same red rocks
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that are ubiquitous in the Senegalese landscape. Her home is massive,
almost intimidating. I knock on the heavy metal door and she calls out that
I should let myself in. Upon entering, I greet her with a smile and sukal,
which is a quick knee bend that denotes respect for an elder or titled
individual in Senegalese custom. She returns my smile, grasps my right
hand and touches her right shoulder to mine. I have never seen her ‘hug’
anyone any differently. In the States, men greet each other this way…kind
of like a brother man hug. So I’ve always perceived this shoulder bump as
a sort of masculine thing to do.
After more greetings and questions regarding each other’s family
and health and so on, Maman Germaine calls out to her cleaning lady to
bring us bissap and water to drink .63 Maman Germaine is a portrait of
elegance, class and fierce femininity. She’s dressed in her usual uniform—
faded chaya pants, which are huge dropped-crotch pants that taper
towards the ankle. This pair of chaya are heather gray and seem to be a
part of a jumpsuit. She sits like a dancer, with her shoulders pushed down
away from her ears, her neck long, back straight and gestures graceful.
Today I sit on her couch and she sits across from me in a carved wooden
chair. After an introduction that consists of me updating her on the status
of my research, I ease into my questions for this session.
OD: I’m trying to understand the period during which you developed La
Technique Acogny.
GA: When I came back to Senegal I went to Casamance to teach sports. I
opened my first school in 1968 at my home on Rue Raffenel in Dakar. I
started giving classes to amateur dancers, and that’s where I continued to
develop and focus on my Technique…I came back to Senegal in 1965,
and the first choreography I did was European because it was what I knew.
So by the time I started my school I really started to transform what I
knew and combine it with my inspiration from nature. You know—the
soleil, lune? And I combined it with West African dance. Yes that was an
important period for my Technique. And when I started teaching at Mudra
Afrique, I taught my first class for professional dancers from Africa. I
taught my Technique. They were excited—they said “Wow, this is
something new!” So it was comforting and encouraging. We did ballet, I
taught my Technique, we did Graham. And I realized that yeah…my
Technique is ok!
She laughs, spreading her arms in a ‘why not?’ gesture. I chuckle along
with her, noticing a rare shyness in her comportment. It occurs to me that
for a woman who is obliged to speak frequently and assertively about her
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Bissap is a tea made from hibiscus flowers. The same drink is referred to as
sorrel in the Caribbean.
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work, humility undergirds her self-confidence. This is nice to see. She
sobers, clasps her hands around her knee, and remarks:
GA: You know Graham [Technique] is good but I am proud to be African,
and I am proud to do something for African people. Also something else
that happened during my early years with the Technique—I was in China
teaching and my students there said when they do my Technique it gives
them energy. They say that when they do Graham, they get tired. But
when they do my Technique they feel energy. And this old tai chi master
told me he feels energized when he does my Technique. At that time, I
thought he was just trying to find something nice to say. But now, I know
exactly what he was talking about because I also feel this energy.
OD: Well, you feel it.
GA: Yeah.
OD: It’s a meditation. At least for me it is.
GA: Yes for me too. And you know I’m very happy you are AfroAmerican because you can explain to your people what you feel. When I
was at Alvin Ailey—well some people there are like this you know?
She lengthens her neck, turns her nose upward, sticks her chest out and
mimics prancing in her seated position. We laugh.
GA: I told Helmut, “I don’t want to come back here.” I felt like they
judged me, like they didn’t understand or appreciate my Technique.
OD: Who?
GA: Most everybody. Maybe they are like that towards everyone. Very
proud. Especially the blacks.
OD: I remember you told me how African Americans tend to respond to
your Technique.
GA: Yes they want their traditional dance. Or their ballet or some other
kind of modern. But they cannot accept that my Technique has all of these
types of dance in one form (Acogny 2018).
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Acogny’s narrative reveals a major objective of cultural nationalism, which is the
rejection of negative or limiting tropes of blackness or Africanness. She refers to teaching
her Technique at the Ailey School, and feeling slighted by dancers (particularly African
American dancers) who could not accept that African dances and ballet could coexist
within a modern dance form. Although she does not indicate a specific temporal
reference to better situate her narrative (there are currently several codified and noncodified ‘African contemporary’ styles), Acogny has reiterated her dissatisfaction with
perceptions of her Technique since our first interview in 2010. Her statements during
several interviews suggest that she battled preconceived notions of Africanness and
African dances, being met with expectations that dance of African origins should
conform to certain aesthetic constraints (as advertised by Africa’s ballet nationals). She
comments that she felt this expectation the strongest in the U.S.: "It was difficult because
they didn’t understand that I wasn’t doing traditional dance. I said to them that I know
my roots. I am my roots. But if roots don’t evolve, they can die... They wanted the
traditional dance. But at that time, it was jazz, it was traditional and modern.” (2017).
Acogny hoped to challenge the idea that Africa only produces ‘traditional’ dances by
creating a technique that is not only recognizably African but also identifiably modern.
Neveu Kringelbach argues that misperceptions of African dances were created
and promulgated through a long history of the objectification of black moving bodies.
From the mid-nineteen century onwards, dancing Africans were perceived as emotionally
driven, controlled by mysterious forces in nature and outside of the body, as opposed to
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individual agency and creative intelligence (2003, 15). Nineteenth and twentieth century
writings crystallized stereotypes of African as primitive and Other. For example, the
French weekly magazine, L’Illustration, published the following description of West
African performance in 1931.
Africa appears as more direct, simpler, closer to the primitive
instincts…And the dancers form the Ivory Coast appeared. Almost naked,
wearing a loincloth around the hips and bracelets around the ankles, they
were laughing, showing their white teeth. On their heads were feathers or
some sort of savage headdress …they [Habbes from Bandiagara]
performed for a long time, evoking through their cries, their calls, their
songs, their gestures and their dances the wild beasts of Africa. (Neveu
Kringelbach 2013, 18)
Historian Brett Berlíner asserts that the mass press circulated stories about savage
Africans to justify and win popular support for the colonial conquest and civilizing
mission in Africa. Advertisements presented blacks as comic and physically grotesque.
Science and literature typified blacks as dangerously sexualized, while anthropologists
determined that blacks were at best a primitive breed of mankind, or at worst sub-human
2002). According to Castaldi, Africans were viewed as unsophisticated and
underdeveloped; nineteenth-century European philosophy classified dance as irrational,
then used colonial representations of African dances as evidence of the primitive
character of Africans (2006). “Instead of being expressed through complex intellectual
representations and a rich vocabulary, their emotional states become actions…of which
dance is, after all, a privileged form.” (Neveu Kringelbach 2013, 16).
Castaldi suggests that in some ways the National Ballet reinforced existing beliefs
about primitive Africa, as their stagings of folkloric and historic events in Pangols (which
they performed during their first decade) served as a marker of Senegalese tradition; the
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staged villages, references to pre-colonial war leaders and the Gao Empire signified fixed
tradition that was “external to modernization” (2006, 64).64 Like the National Ballet, for
all Acogny’s intentions to refute negative stereotypes, her Technique may inadvertently
reaffirm them. The Technique requires dancers to commune with nature prior to
L’Échauffement, and Acogny is known to advocate intimacy with nature in her teachings.
This can also be attributed to a strong modernist influence, which is discussed in Chapter
6. However, to dancers without a full contextual understanding of the Technique, the
Technique’s preoccupation with nature may support beliefs about African dances as
emotionally-driven and controlled by forces outside of the body.

Dancing Ballet in an African Technique
HerStory: At Home with Acogny Part 2
GA: I like ballet. It is its own dance style. When I see ballet, it can touch
me and I enjoy it. I also like classical music. I even choreographed to
Sacre du Printemps (Stravinsky’s “Rite of Spring”) when I was in Brazil.
You know it?
OD: Yes.
I remember watching her piece, Z, which she choreographed for the Bale
da Cidade de Sao Paulo dance company in 1995.
GA: But I take my roots, you know! You can be black and do ballet
well…why not? There are African dancers that dance ballet very well.
That’s no problem for me. But you must also respect the dances where you
come from—you cannot forget where you come from. You can’t exchange
traditional dance for ballet. You can’t try to be what you are not. But you
can do traditional dance, no problem. You can do ballet no problem. It’s
all just dance. For me, the good dance is dance.
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The Gao Empire, which preceded the Songhai Empire, existed from the
fifteenth to the seventeenth century (Gomez 2018; Castaldi, 2006, 64).
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She interrupts herself to talk to a second cleaning lady who has just
entered the house. In Wolof, Acogny asks her to bring us a new bottle of
bissap—and to make sure that it’s good and cold. She recently met my
husband, who raved about the bissap she served us during an earlier visit.
She has insisted that I bring him a whole bottle to himself—to her son, as
she calls him. If I were fairer skinned, my face would be red. I am so
pleased that my eyes smart with wetness as I remember the warmth with
which she and Papa Helmut received him. I feel warm inside, grinning
and thanking her in Wolof as I accepted the large, cold bottle.
OD: Now I have a question for you. Why choose ballet? What does it
mean for you to include ballet in an African modern dance technique?
GA: Well for me, I use what is in my body. If it’s there, I can use it. This
is the same for all artists. Look at Picasso. He came to Africa, he was
inspired by our culture. He took our culture and did something different
with it. His way. And nobody says why? It’s the norm. When white people
come and take our techniques, the world says, “Ahh! Good!” So why can’t
we use their techniques? Me? I do ballet. I use ballet positions in my
technique because I like it. But we Africans who use European techniques
are criticized. We must fight this. It’s about using what we have and what
we like to make a new thing. I don’t have a problem fighting. I fight all the
time.
OD: I understand. Another question: Who was the first to do
contemporary dance in West Africa?
GA: They say that it was Marie Rose Guiraud in Cote d’Ivoire.65 She was
in the United States and she married a black American musician. There
was also Elsa Wolliaston. But she was in France. I was here and she was
in France. Maybe I was the elder of contemporary dance here but I think
each of us was working toward something similar. I think these women
called their dance Afro-something. But for me, I called my dance moderne
(modern). It was la danse des temps modernes (the dance of modern
times). (Acogny 2018)
Our interaction during Parts 1 and 2 of this interview reveals our
relationship dynamic. I always start out a little timid…her presence is so
strong. She’s simultaneously like a baobab tree and the water that runs
over it during the rainy season. Composed and unshakeable in her
fortitude. Massive presence. Like a baobab, many have taken shelter in the
shade of her branches. She did, after all, start a whole new paradigm of
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See Doudou 2014 for a biography of Marie Rose Guiraud and Cron-Faure 2009
for an interview with Elsa Wolliaston.
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dance performance in Senegal that has created numerous opportunities
for dancers of African origin as well as for lucky non-Africans like me.
Her age and experience command you to think carefully about what you
want to say before opening your mouth. Well, for me at least. I was raised
in a home with my mother and grandparents…not showing the utmost
respect for your elders would earn you a swift meeting with the switch or
the belt. Maman Germaine has that formidable presence that makes me
defer to her as an elder first. But at the same time, her energy is fluid,
liquid. She has a vulnerability that I sometimes forget is there. An
emotional quality that reminds me that she is teacher AND mother—like
she actually cares about you and your children, about how lovely your
wedding pictures are, about whether your knee ever healed completely,
about whether or not you’ve stayed in touch with her during the past year.
Like she cares about the state of the world, about the insults hurtled
against her in the past, about the way people have misunderstood her,
about those who studied her Technique at Mudra Afrique and went on to
teach it under the misnomer “Afro-Jazz”. Those things matter to her, and
one conversation with Acogny can reveal each of these aspects of her
personality.
Like water, her energy can change direction very quickly. Our
interview sessions are a dance between roles and emotions. At the start, I
feel as though she is the elder and I am the child. As the topics of
conversation excite, anger or otherwise stimulate her emotionally, I
become her confidante and she mine; we air out the problems of the past
year, we relive injustices of the past, and we feed each other’s ire with
snorts and exclamations of agreement. By the end of the interview, I am
convinced that we are comrades in war, soldiers marching into battle side
by side.

Illustration 16. Omilade Davis receiving certification for completing the second
Technique Transmission Workshop. 2011. © 2019 Omilade Davis.
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The Ballet Worldview and the Technique
Ostensibly, the Technique appears to be a social commentary directed at
hegemonic colonial thought, reclaiming Africanness in a positive light. However, the
Technique may be subject to similar criticism as Senghorian Négritude due to its blend of
cultural nationalism and métissage. The Wòrándá theory states that aesthetics articulate
and standardize personal, ideological and cultural values. What values are suggested by
Acogny’s use of ballet in her Technique? Does her use of ballet communicate values
similar to those of Négritude? In this section, I investigate the extent to which ballet
informs the Technique and how it impacts the Technique’s system of embodied
knowledge.
Ballet, like the West African dances Acogny imported into the Technique, is
derived from specific worldview orientations. Dance anthropologist Joann
Kealiinohomoku first published a study in 1969 that examines how ballet reflects the
cultural traditions within which it was developed (2001 [1969]).66 Her study served
critical functions in bridging the gap between anthropology and dance, encouraging selfreflexivity in the scholarly treatment of dance, and laying the groundwork for new dance
Think how our world view is revealed in the oft recurring themes [in ballet
choreographies] of unrequited love, sorcery, self-sacrifice through long
suffering, mistaken identity, and misunderstandings which have tragic
consequences. Think how our religious heritage is revealed through preChristian customs such as Walpurgisnacht, through the use of biblical
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In her critique of the current literature on dance of her time (by non-dance
scholars), Kealiinohomoku rightly challenges the use and connotations of labels such as
'folk dance' and 'ethnic dance'. However, she appears to accept the labels, 'primitive' and
'primitive dance', without critique. While references to non-white rural communities as
primitive were common practice when her article was first published, I question why
Kealiinohomoku, as an anthropologist familiar with writings on ’natives’ and ‘primitives’
of Australia and the South Pacific, did not point out the negative connotations of
‘primitive’ and ‘primitive dance’.
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themes, Christian holidays such as Christmas, and the beliefs in life after
death. Our cultural heritage is revealed also in the roles which appear
repeatedly in our ballets such as humans transformed into animals, fairies,
witches, gnomes, performers of evil magic, villains and seductresses in
black, evil stepparents, royalty and peasants, and especially, beautiful pure
young women and their consorts. (Kealiinohomoku 2001 [1969], 75)
Kealiinohomoku and later, Susan Foster (1996) and Judith Hamera (2005), situate ballet
as a product of multiple, predominately European worldviews that are mirrored in ballet’s
thematic content; ballet references European pre-Christian rituals and mythology and
idealized body images (the verticality of lifted, extended bodies and straight lines created
by long, slender legs and uplifted torsos). It also reflects Russian, French and American
influences, as well as important changes made by Russian-American choreographer
George Balanchine, who was inspired by the aesthetics of African American social
dances and the athleticism of African American dancers on whose bodies he
choreographed during the mid-twentieth century.
Ballet’s thematic content appears to be absent from the Technique. Acogny did
not employ a methodology to find the essence or ‘specificité’ of the ballet movements she
imported into the Technique, which is unlike her method of searching for the essence of
West African dances. Instead, ballet movements are modified and inserted into the
Technique vocabulary with Acogny’s name as an appendage. Examples include Pas de
Bourrée Acogny, Port de Bras Acogny, Grand Plié Acogny, Première Position Acogny
and Chassé Acogny. With the exception of Première Position Acogny, which is the stance
from which several Technique movements initiate, each of the stated examples would be
nearly identical to their ballet counterparts if not for the addition of undulations or torso
and pelvic gyrations. Among Technique practitioners, Première Position Acogny is
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recognized as one of the most paradigmatic Technique postures; the arms (bras de
panier) are stylized in a relaxed, curved position, the hands are either flexed with palms
facing the ground or cupped with palms facing the sky, the spine is elongated and the
femurs rotate outward to produce the turnout of the knees, ankles and feet that is common
to ballet. Scattered throughout the lexicon are ballet’s second, third and fourth feet
positions, curved ballet arms (Le Baobab), and démi pliés. It appears that ballet’s
presence in the Technique is limited to the physical control over the body that ballet helps
dancers to develop. The ballet aesthetic is visible in the Technique’s use of grand and
démi pliés and its emphasis on elongation of the spine and legs. However, ballet’s
idealized body is not promoted by the Technique.

Illustration 17. Première Position Acogny. 2010. École des Sables. Toubab Dialaw,
Senegal. © École des Sables. Photo courtesy of the author.
Although Acogny borrowed superficial elements of ballet, omitting its thematic
content from her Technique, her use of ballet can be interpreted as incongruous to her
cultural nationalist intentions. Kambon’s Worldview Paradigm Analysis states that the
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adaptation of another’s worldview is unnatural and poses fundamental issues for Africandescended individuals (McDougal III 2014, 42).67 Similarly, African feminist Oyeronke
Oyewumi argues, “the foundations of African thought cannot rest on Western intellectual
traditions that have as one of their enduring features the projection of Africans as Other
and our consequent domination” (Oyewumi 1998, 23). Ballet is a product of EuroAmerican cultural and intellectual traditions, therefore Kambon’s and Oyewumi’s
critiques are worthy of consideration in relationship to the Technique. Acogny aimed to
express a new image of a modern Africa, utilizing a Euro-American classical dance form
to define her vision of an African modern dance technique. From an Africana worldview
perspective, this raises similar questions as those related to Senghorian Négritude; must
Africa borrow from Europe in order to be modern?68
Kambon’s and Oyewumi’s arguments strictly limit the potential for African
subjectivity to indigenous worldviews, which negates the powerful and transformative
impact of non-African (European, American, Arabic, Hispanic) cultures on African
experiences of embodiment. The Technique represents Acogny’s subjectivity, which is
not solely based on African indigenous worldviews. In the Maussian sense (2006), ballet
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See Carroll 2010 for a genealogy of worldview analyses in Africana Studies.
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Ballet was not the only option for Acogny, who studied dance traditions of
several parts of West Africa during the developmental years of her Technique. For
example, if Acogny wanted embody the qualities of lifted, extended bodies and straight
lines, she could have highlighted the artistry of any one of several stilt dancer societies
found in Igbo communities of Nigeria and most Mande subgroups in West Africa. Stilt
dancing is the epitome of verticality (a quality Acogny admires in ballet), grace and
balance; dancers perform at great heights, frequently while supporting the weight of a
mask. This is one of many options Acogny could have chosen that would be consistent
with her desire to “put Africa in her place”, without the friction associated with
borrowing from Europe to advance African cultures.
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is one of the techniques of Acogny’s body, and it constitutes a part of her habitus along
with the African dances she acquired during training. It is also important to note that
Acogny did not simply import ballet movements into her Technique, but rather, she
renovated them. I argue that Acogny’s transformation of ballet demonstrates not her
capitulation to a European episteme, but rather her attempt to intervene upon the form;
rather than force her body into the ballet mold, she changed the mold, marking selected
movements with her signature pelvic gyrations and spine undulations.

Dancing at Disjuncture: The Négritude Aesthetic
The Négritude Aesthetic oscillates between the Black African Aesthetic, which
promotes the cultivation of art derived from indigenous motifs, and métissage, which
encourages cultural blending across African and European epistemes. The Technique
corresponds to both ends of this spectrum; not only does the Technique fulfill Senghor’s
vision of the Black African Aesthetic in its use of African movement principles, but it
also is a direct aesthetic formulation of his métissage and humanist ideals in its
integration of African and Euro-American dance techniques. For instance, in an interview
in Germaine Acogny: Théâtre de la Ville, Acogny describes her collaboration with her
husband, Helmut Vogt, in the planning and building of École des Sables.
I think that the North and the South when they meet, a European and an
African, who have a respect for the cultures of each other, we manage to
do something big. Something that the politicians have not arrived to do: to
make an Africa united by the dance to fight for an Africa of tomorrow.
(Acogny 2014)
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Scholars challenge the idea of a cohesive, singular African identity held together by
geographic origin, but the narrow identity framing of continental Africans was a common
theme in political rhetoric of this era. Acogny’s statement supports one of the foremost
tenets of Senghorian Négritude, Africanité, which is a socially-constructed, albeit
positive, group identity framing, that envisions a distinct ethno-racial culture for
continental Africans and their descendants in the Diaspora (Baraka 2008). In addition,
Acogny’s aspirations to see Africa united by dance echoes Négritude’s humanism.
Dance techniques not only embody culture, but they also reflect the individual
artistic vision of their creators. Individual rationales can bleed from one ideological basis
to another, as Senghor demonstrated in the migration of his Négritude philosophies from
nationalist to essentialist to Europeanist. From her personal perspective, Acogny used her
body’s movement repertoire in order to create a new dance that reflected the temps
modernes. But when viewed within the larger context of what it meant to be moderne
during the early years of Senegal’s independence, Acogny’s use of ballet in her
Technique could be interpreted as a strategy to attain and communicate the Eurafrican
modernity promoted by Senghor—or Francité.
I highlight this seeming contradiction, not to level a negative critique of Acogny,
but rather to illustrate the massive influence of modernization theory on African elites
during the independence era. Like the high modernist schemes of Senghor, Toure,
Nkrumah and other key players in West African modernization projects, the Technique is
one of many tactics aimed at creating a legibly modern state complete with the
accoutrements of a civilized, advanced (or advancing) culture. Cultural critic James Scott,
recounting the aesthetics of modernity, states that in order for a society to be
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recognizably modern, it would typically contain a legal system, public health, education,
infrastructure, fine and performing arts, and a classical era preserved in artistic cultural
products (2005, 55). He further explains that the aesthetics of modernity value regularity
and neatness in urban planning and structure and clarity in artistic products. This attitude
towards regularity and neatness stems from Enlightenment era thinking, which promoted
a strong aesthetic known for straight lines and visible order (2005, 55).
In Danse Africaine, Acogny writes,
The artistic movement into which I insert my own work, even though it is
deeply rooted in popular traditions, is not at all a return to roots. On the
contrary, we pursue a way that is altogether different and resolutely urban,
reflecting the modern context within which so many of us Africans of our
time must live and move and have our being. The Africa of skyscrapers,
the Africa of international alliances. (Acogny 1980, 25)
Acogny’s statement supports a high modernist philosophy of cultural
advancement as described by Scott. It reveals a desire to represent a conceptualization of
Africa characterized by markers of progress: urbanization (as opposed to rural
settlements), infrastructure and central governance (versus traditional rulership) and
independent economic strength and stability (as opposed to colonization). She asserts that
“[dance is] the sacred forest of the modern time…because you have to base yourself in
your roots, not to regulate but to advance” (Acogny 2014). Echoing Scott’s description of
the aesthetics of modernity, Acogny states that she imported the rigor and structure of
ballet into her Technique to facilitate an organized study of modern African dance (1980,
3). With its highly organized, codified lexicon of movement sequences and its mandate
for orderly, clean spacing between dancing bodies, the Technique embodies the ideals of
high modernism. Contrastingly, with pride Acogny firmly stated during an interview that
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Africa has always been modern, arguing against the notion that Europe brought
modernity to Africa (2019; Knobl 2002). Yet Neveu Kringelbach argues that Acogny’s
use of ballet, a classical European dance form, suggests that she was influenced by
Senghor’s “evolutionary view of African arts” (2013, 15). I assert that in the context of
1962-1975 Senegal, Acogny’s métissage was an articulation of modernity as she
understood it. It was a kinesthetic expression of what it meant to be modern from the
perspective of a worldly, educated woman. Understandings of modernity were largely
informed by modernization theories, therefore it is expected that notions of cultural
progress would influence the performing arts of this era.
The modern dance genre makes the coalescence of two cultural templates not only
possible, but functional as a system to train the body. Because it operates as a modern
dance technique, the Technique has the capability to be disseminated universally because
of its emphasis on form; this is in contrast to the neo-traditional and vernacular dances
from which it is derived, which emphasize the localized social function of dance as well
as aesthetics and technique. Welsh argues that in order for an aesthetic to function as
universally applicable, then it must integrate various cultural representations into its
aesthetic frame (failure to do so would produce elitist, racially and/or culturally biased
modes of expression that falsely claim universality) (2003, 249). The Technique, by its
implication as a studio-based modern dance form, claims universality, therefore its fusion
of worldviews serves to make it more accessible and culturally legible across social
contexts, which is yet another correlation between the Technique and Senghor’s desire to
advance Africa towards the Civilization of the Universal.69 Additionally, cultural critic
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My use of ‘universality’ refers to applicability across social contexts.
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Vernon J. Dixon argues that from a Eurocentric perspective, phenomena are dichotomous
(either/or—something apart and united), while from an African worldview perspective,
phenomena are diunital (both/and) (Carroll 2010, 115). I believe that while the Technique
blends two seemingly contradictory worldviews into one aesthetic system, from an
African worldview perspective, there is a space for indigenous epistemes to coexist with
those of the European colonial inheritance. One might even argue that, in its diunitality,
her adoption, adaptation and integration of ballet into her modern African
Technique suggests an African approach to modernity.70 For Acogny, the idiom of
modern dance is the place where the fusion of cultures becomes possible; it is not an easy
juncture, but it is possible nonetheless.

70

Postcolonial theorist Homi Bhabha, refers to this as a “hybrid” or “third” space,
where cultural products embody characteristics of both indigenous and colonial cultures.
See Bhabha 1995 [1994]. For more information on third space theory, see Vygotsky
1962.
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Illustration 18. Germaine Acogny. Year unknown. Photo by Jean Lebreton.
© École des Sables. Photo courtesy of the author.

Conclusion
In examining Acogny’s blending of West African vernacular dances and ballet in
her Technique, I am reminded of the optical illusion that occurs when an item is viewed
from different angles. During my visit to Senegal in the summer of 2018, I was gifted
with a beautiful, iridescent cut of bazin riche, an expensive cotton fabric that is woven,
dyed, waxed and cut to make only the most formal Senegalese attire. If I spread the fabric
on the floor and examine its color, it appears dark copper in color with shimmering gold
undertones. But if I drape it over my arm, catching the sunlight from the window as it
gently sways, the fabric takes on a purplish hue. Two different perceptions of the same
piece of fabric result from different vantage points. Like my prized bazin riche, the
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Technique is iridescent, taking on varying hues when viewed from different angles. From
an Africentric perspective, the Technique expresses African cultural nationalism that was
common among West African artists of this era. In the context of Négritude’s influence
on aesthetics during Senegal’s early years of independence, the Technique takes on a
political role in fulfilling Senghor’s vision of métissage. Another angle, aesthetic
modernism, produces yet another interpretation of the Technique as a part of an
international movement in dance. Contradictions surface as varying viewpoints misalign,
but each is a part of the whole of the Technique, and each perspective illuminates the
Technique’s significance in the historical, political, geographical and temporal contexts
in which it was developed.
This chapter explored how West African cultural values and ideologies influenced
the Technique’s design and philosophical foundation. Below is the Wòrándá matrix as it
relates to cultural values in the Technique.

Figure 4. Wòrándá Matrix Illustrating Cultural Values in Acogny Technique
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The Technique is a method of cultivating the body that demonstrates how values
embedded in kinesthesia are significant in time and space. In the context of 1960s
Senegal, Acogny’s use of West African dance aesthetics implies cultural nationalist
intentions, while her utilization of ballet correlates to Senghor’s métissage philosophy.
As a system of embodied knowledge, the Technique encodes cultural,
historical, philosophical and cosmological information that shaped its practice, structure
and aesthetics (Daniel 2005, 57). Like àwòrán and bogolanifi, the Technique recalls
regional iconographies while conveying variations on—and transformations of—local
archetypes (Lawal 2001; Downing 2013).
The Technique operates from an African worldview orientation that is evidenced
by its integration of African aesthetics and spiritual beliefs. African aesthetics are visible
in the Technique’s use of polycentrism, isolation of muscle groups and body parts, use of
a circular arrangement of bodies during L’Échauffement, and reliance on polyrhythmic
musical accompaniment. The belief that life exists in nature is a foundational philosophy
of the Technique, and this concept constitutes a principle aspect of most indigenous
African cosmologies; some conceptualizations of the vital force include àṣẹ of the
Yoruba, se of the Fon and nyama of the Dogon. Acogny’s efforts to Africanize her
interpretation of modern dance align with Africentric and cultural nationalist aims. While
prioritizing the use of vernacular dances in her Technique, she aimed to refute the idea
that dances of African origin should adhere to a prescribed aesthetic that eclipses the
potential for a modern African dance technique to exist.
The presence of ballet in the Technique poses a challenge to Acogny’s cultural
nationalist intentions. Ballet stems from Euro-American worldviews that are predicated
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on a long history of conquest and domination of Africans and the perception of Africans
as inferior, savage and bestial. Dance techniques are modes of knowledge, and scholars
such as Kambon and Oyewumi censure the creation of African modes of knowledge
based on European thought. Acogny’s nationalism is noted, however, she is not immune
to the influence of modernization theories, which assume that all societies are
teleologically aimed towards mimicry of Europe. Acogny aimed to represent an Africa
that was legibly modern, and her use of ballet in her Technique is an assertion of her
vision of modernity. Ultimately, the Technique is a kinesthetic articulation of Senghor’s
Négritude Aesthetic, which attempts to capture the Black African Aesthetic on one end
while promoting métissage on the other. Although difficult to reconcile, for Acogny
modern dance is the place where the joining of the African and Euro-American
worldviews becomes possible.
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CHAPTER 6
PERFORMING MODERNISM
There were certain people who said, ‘Germaine Acogny is staging a
coup!’ To which I responded, ‘Ahhh, but I bring the coup with elegance.’
(Acogny 2016)
The Technique is informed by ideological movements, such as Négritude and
cultural nationalism, which circulated during Senegal’s early years as a nation. Another
movement with global iterations, aesthetic modernism, is described as the expressive
aspect of modernity, whereby artists seek to develop new artistic forms in response to
cultural and political change (Drewal 2013; Salami and Visonà 2013; Hassan 2010).
Acogny’s modernism reveals itself at the conjuncture of artistic practice and the historical
and political climate of early independence Senegal. Acogny used essentialization,
formalist reductionism and her own kinesthetic interpretations of the natural as aesthetic
devices to challenge dominant expectations of the African body in dance. She thereby
staged a modernist intervention on the genre of African-based dance forms, which
suggests that she aimed to assert her personal agency in the face of limiting discursive
frames.
This chapter is guided by the fourth component of the Wòrándá theory, Personal
Agency, which asserts that African and Diasporic dance techniques and performance are
shaped by individuals’ active transformation and rejection of acculturated kinesthetic
behavior. I assert that Acogny’s modernism reflects her efforts to respond to limiting
tropes of performance during the nascence and acclaim of West Africa’s national ballet
movement. The chapter begins with an exploration of the relationships between
Négritude, the National Ballet and Acogny’s development of the Technique. Acogny’s
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essentialization of West African dances is then investigated by way of her focus on the
specificités (essential, defining features) of dance. After exploring the Technique’s
preoccupation with the ‘natural’, my personal narrative, “Searching for the Essence” is
analyzed, which elicits further examination of Acogny’s use of essentialization. Finally,
formalism and standardization in the Technique are discussed.

Acogny’s Modernism
As explained in Chapter 4, modernism is a concept that operates in global
contexts as artists negotiate changing social and political terrains. Modernism must be
always examined in relationship to some historical context, and the particulars of each
socio-historical setting dictate the specific character of aesthetic modernism that
manifests. Broadly defined, modernism refers to the ways in which aesthetic strategies
are enacted in relationship to politics, social power inequalities and aesthetic
representation (Hassan 2010, 455; Salami and Visonà 2013, 3). Culturally-specific
iterations of modernism, such as the American, French or German modernist movements
in dance, can operate across national and cultural boundaries through its ideological
impact on transnational artists. For example, dance studies scholar Hannah Kosstrin
explores how choreographer Anna Sokolow disseminated American modernist ideals
(compounded by communist rhetoric) through performances in the USSR, Mexico and
Israel during the mid-twentieth century (2017). Aesthetic modernism as an artistic and
critical concept is not limited to any particular racial, temporal or geographic context, but
rather, it describes a revisionist attitude towards some aspect of official culture and its
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manifestation in an artistic product or style. What all aesthetic modernists share is the
search for a new mode of expression, as their art reflects their respective modernities.
The historical backdrop of Senegal’s early years of independence created ripe
conditions for the emergence of Acogny’s revisionist approach to dance. The
independence era ushered in a period of modernism in the arts that aimed to recreate how
African visual and performing arts were aesthetically represented.71 Senghor’s Négritude
cast a wide influence over the performing and visual arts, and it molded an artistic
climate in Dakar based alternatively on métissage (cultural blending) or the Black
African Aesthetic (African motifs). Senghor transposed his Négritude ideology into
cultural policy soon after Senegal’s independence, which facilitated the
institutionalization of the performing and visual arts and the political appropriation of
indigenous performance in service to the nation state. The National Ballet was designed
to promote a certain image of Senegal: that of a country progressive enough to have
preserved its own classicisms in art. In so doing, the National Ballet also disseminated an
image of the nationalized body as one mired in ancient tradition (2006). A consequence
of the National Ballet’s touring and success is that it created expectations
among international audiences of African performance that still exist today. Diouf
dubbed this neo-traditional performance trope, the African Dance Body Motif (2013).
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Acogny’s modernism is more closely aligned with the aims of American
modernism in dance than with the goals of Senegalese modernism. Senegal’s visual
artists were equally motivated by Négritude and cultural nationalism, and they searched
for a new mode of artistic expression based on predominantly African motifs.
Contrastingly, Acogny’s creative approach blended essentialization of West African
dances with Euro-American techniques, which distinguishes her work from other
modernist artists of Senegal’s independence era.
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I refer to this discursive framing as the Senegalese Performance Aesthetic. Acogny
speaks out against the prescribed ‘traditional’ aesthetic for African dances as a limiting
representational frame.
During the independence era, all [West African] countries created their
folkloric ballets that toured everywhere. And that is the problem with
Africa. Africans engage this image [of traditional Africa] and they want to
keep it, preserve it. Then audiences and foreigners are surprised when they
see something modern, something not traditional coming out of Africa.
But we have to say that Africa is contemporary. We cannot preserve this
traditional image of Africa like a living museum. (Acogny 2014. Emphasis
Acogny)

It appears that one of Acogny’s primary intentions in creating the Technique was to
challenge the expectation that dances of African origin should follow the African Dance
Body Motif. Her sentiments echo those of scholars who assert that the category
of “African Dance” is associated with aesthetic expectations rooted in colonial histories
(Lassibille 2010; Johnson 2012).
It may seem logical to focus on Acogny’s incorporation of Graham Technique
into her own as an indication of Acogny’s modernism, since Graham’s work has also
been described as modernist (Franko 1995, viv). However, Acogny’s use of Graham
Technique involved small modifications to characteristic Graham movements, such leg
positions and the abdominal contraction. Similar to Acogny’s use of ballet in her
Technique, mimicry—not modernism—more accurately describes Acogny’s borrowing
from the Graham lexicon. Acogny’s distillation and standardization of the West African
dances she studied are far more significant from a modernist perspective. Modernism is
always in relationship to specific cultural and historical moment, and Acogny’s
modernism is prompted by a desire for aesthetic freedom during a period of heightened
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nationalism in the performing arts. Her modernism is also characterized by a revisionist
attitude towards the representation of the African body in concert dance. Professional
dance was not only political, as a kinaesthetic advertisement for the power of the nation
state (and Senghor), but it followed the neo-traditional style made popular by the
National Ballet and the myriad of local dance troupes that formed after its founding.
Options were few for professional dancers during this period, and dancing as a vocation
meant conformity to the Senegalese Performance Aesthetic and the nationalism that
undergirded it. In creating and subsequently disseminating her Technique in Europe, Asia
and South America, Acogny thrust her work onto international stages—as a
representation of her individual artistic vision, not that of the nation—and into the
modern dance arena.
Acogny’s modernism is further characterized by a desire to create a new dance
language that conformed to her body’s kinesthetic ability. During an interview, Acogny
describes her experience studying ballet at École Simon Siegel in Paris, where she was
first inspired to renovate selected ballet movements to accommodate her body’s capacity
for movement. She states, “Even when I took ballet class, the teachers would tell me that
I had a big butt. So I said you know, I have my own culture, so why not do ballet my
way? This is where I made the Grand Plié Acogny. That was the beginning of La
Technique Acogny.” (Acogny 2018). Acogny rejected the ballet aesthetic value that
favors inconspicuous buttocks and flexible foot and ankle joints; Acogny’s feet resisted
the full elongation of its muscles, tendons and ligaments that would create the
paradigmatic ballet foot point, and her buttocks, being prominent, could not be ‘tucked’
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under to visually confirm perfect pelvic-spinal alignment.72 Acogny modified the ballet
grand plié to conform to her body’s ability and her artistic vision. The Grand Plié
Acogny accentuates gyrations of the pelvis and torso while descending to a full knee bend
with knees splayed to the sides. Other movements in the Technique, such as the Trois Pas
Chassé avec Essuyer Plante du Pied (Three Step Chase with Wiping of the Bottom of the
Foot) require the dancer to point her foot from the ankle to the ball of the foot, leaving
the toes relaxed.73
The Grand Plié Acogny is significant in that it illustrates the role of subjectivity in
the acquisition, development and dissemination of dance technique. The Wòrándá theory
of embodiment emphasizes dancers’ potential to reject or transform technique, asserting
their own agency in the face of acculturation. According to Wòrándá, Personal Agency is
where transformation happens; regardless of the mandates of dance technique training,
the dancer reserves the right to accept, reject or transform techniques. The potential for
social commentary lies in the dancer’s ability to intervene upon existing techniques to
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Ballet privileges the ‘ballet body’ for women, which is described as a short, thin
body type with lean, long muscles and little body fat. It's essentialization of the perfect
ballet body is hotly contested. See Dixon-Gottschild 2012 and Pickard 2015.
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Conversely, a ballet pointed foot requires the foot to point from the ankle
through the tips of the toes, resulting in an arched foot whose line is uninterrupted by the
relaxed, splayed toes encouraged by the Technique.
See https://youtu.be/vgGIGkI-O5o to view the Grande Plié Acogny.
See https://youtu.be/Cm-dgdheijE to view Trois Pas Chassé avec Essuyer Plante
du Pied.
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communicate her resistance to aesthetic or cultural values. Rather than conform fully to
the ballet aesthetic, Acogny chose to transform ballet with movements akin to her body’s
repertoire of vernacular dances.
In the Diasporic context, Acogny’s modernist interventions are not unique. Dance
studies scholar Thomas DeFrantz asserts that dance is always circumscribed by “the
peculiar geographic, historical, and racialized circumstances of its performance” (2004,
145). Several black choreographers of this era opposed limiting or negative
representation of the black body in concert dance, and interestingly, each of these
choreographers blended Euro-American dance techniques with their own vernacular and
social dance traditions. Each of these artists expressed a modernism, augmented by
cultural nationalism, that was relevant to the social conditions in which they lived and
worked; they, like Acogny, were black modernists who asserted their own agency in the
face of official culture. Senegal’s Jean Tamba, Mamadou Diop and Ousaman Noel Cisse
each sought to create a new medium of dance expression reflective of their individual
subjectivities. The neo-traditional dance aesthetic disseminated by West Africa’s ballet
nationals contributed to audiences’ strict expectations of “African Dance”, to which each
of these artists responded by transforming Senegalese dances into métiss dance, modern
Senegalese theatre and repede, respectively (Neveu Kringelbach 2014; Osterweis Scott
2006). In Ghana, Francis Nii-Yartey accomplished a similar transformation by
choreographing “African modern dance” for the National Dance Company of
Ghana/Ghana Dance Ensemble; one of his creations, Images of Conflict, was in
collaboration with Acogny (Nii-Yartey 2016; Schauert 2015). Similarly, Jamaica’s Rex
Nettleford devoted his career to the development of Jamaican, and later, a Pan-Caribbean,
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modern dance. As co-director of the National Dance Theatre Company of Jamaica,
Nettleford believed that the local dance traditions of Jamaica were archives of Jamaican
heritage, asserting that dance was a means of survival during more than 300 years of
enslavement and colonialism. Like Acogny, Nettleford dedicated himself to the
distillation of the essences of local cultural forms as they were expressed in dance,
language and music. Nettleford fused his interpretation of the essential qualities of
Jamaican social dances with ballet, Dunham Technique and Graham Technique
(Nettleford 1985, 20).
In the United States, choreographers Katherine Dunham and Alvin Ailey were
among the most important forces in the development of black modern dance. Dunham,
who created a dance technique and choreographic repertoire based primarily on dances of
Haitian origin, endeavored to counter dominant tropes of blackness performed in concert
dance; blackface parodies of African Americans were commonplace as late as 1940, as
well as a general belief in the absence of an African American cultural heritage
(Aschenbrenner 1981). Later, Ailey’s work built upon the foundation laid by Dunham
and choreographer Pearl Primus, which solidified black concert dance as an artistic genre.
DeFrantz argues that in Ailey’s Revelations that debuted in 1960, Ailey’s black
modernism mapped rural southern spirituality and black culture on the concert dance
stage (2004). He asserts that the 1962 television broadcast of Revelations demonstrated
black dancers’ capacity to “inhabit” concert dance technique, which was an aesthetic
reclaiming of not only black performance but the black personality (ibid., 21). Acogny is
similar to other Diaspora choreographers, such as Primus and Dunham, who chose to step
outside of their habitus and acquire bodily techniques that challenged social expectations
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of black or African women (Dee Das 2017; Kraut 2003; Manning 2004). Although the
Technique recalls regional movement archetypes, it also reflects Acogny’s intervention
upon how selected movement techniques are expressed.

Formalist Reductionism in the Technique: Dancing the Essence
HerStory: La Specificité
The essence of dance…what that specificité? I took the Sabar dance. Do
you see? I took this movement right here [she dances the femur rotation of
Sabar74] to put inside contemporary dance. This is the essence of Sabar
dance. When you know the essence, the base of a dance, you can create
another dance. It about reflecting deeply on the essence of a dance in order
to create a dance [for] tomorrow. We rediscover these qualities of Sabar,
but they are different from the Sabar dance. This is now. I am creating a
dance of today…one that I cannot invent by myself. I take what I have. I
take what is good from my ancestors and I keep it, I change it, I use it in a
different way that is now. I haven’t invented this specificité, but I use it in
my own way. My ancestors have more wisdom than I have, but I also have
my own knowledge. I take theirs and combine it with my own…and voila!
You must all think about the essence of dances. (Acogny 2012c.
Translation mine)
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See https://youtu.be/gTNI6DSzaOU for a comparison of a Sabar movement that
features a femur rotation, followed by two movements in the Technique that feature a
similar femur rotation.
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Illustration 19. Germaine Acogny in Un Endroit du Début. 2015. Photo by Thomas Dorn.
© 2019 École des Sables. Photo courtesy of the author.

The narrative above is an excerpt from a special lecture Acogny gave during the
filming of a documentary about her Technique. She often urged us students to search for
the specificité of all the dances we had ever learned, and to use those qualities in our
choreography. On that day in late February 2012, we transmission students had been
tasked with performing the entire Technique lexicon over the course of four hours of
intermittent filming, correction and repetition. Midway through the process, Acogny
interrupted the filming with a lecture on the notion of specificité or specificity, which the
Oxford English Dictionary defines as the quality or state of having a special, peculiar or
particular quality or characteristic (the French definition of specificité is the same).
Acogny taught that each dance, regardless of origin, has its own essence, and that the role
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of Acogny-trained dancers is to discover this for herself or himself. 75 As I would later
understand, the idea of a dance’s essence is subject to individual interpretation. Acogny’s
efforts to find, and then codify, the essence of West African dances was in response to
aesthetic conditions relevant to the period and locale in which she developed the
Technique. Therefore, although Acogny claimed that certain specificités of West African
dances were among their most definitive characteristics, in reality these specificités only
reflected Acogny’s subjective understanding of each dance’s essential qualities.
Historically, modern dance has been characterized by a number of efforts to
reduce dance to its most essential qualities, particularly by pioneers in Euro-American
modern dance forms. For example, the evolution of American modern dance techniques
was driven by dancers’ efforts to essentialize and express emotion into movement
(Franko 1995, viv). Dance studies scholar Gay Morris further explains that modernism in
American dance began around 1900 as a fight for aesthetic goals, and it originated among
the avant garde, who were primarily white women.76 Searching for freedom of expression
unrestricted by the aesthetics and structure of ballet (which Martin describes as a
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Acogny uses ‘essence’ interchangeably with specificité.

76

A major limitation of much of the literature focused on modernism in American
dance is that the authors focus solely on white American modern dancers and disregard or
minimize the roles played by non-white choreographers such as Primus and Dunham,
whose modernism was colored by race and class. Literature that examines the
contributions of non-white modern dancers have yet to theorize from a modernist
perspective. In addition, the influence on modern dance of African American music and
vernacular and social dance forms is often discussed as an afterthought, which diminishes
the importance of the parallel development of modern dance and black concert dance
(Manning 2004; Shea Murphy 2007; DeFrantz 2004). Noted modern dance
choreographers from Duncan and St. Denis to Graham appropriated expressive modes
that stemmed from minority communities, incorporating these idioms into their
movement vocabularies (see Dixon-Gottschild 1996).
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spectacular movement style dedicated to physical form, not corporeal meaning), early
modern dancers such as Isadora Duncan (1877-1927) and Ruth St. Denis (1879-1968)
searched for forms that communicated essential life experience (Morris 2006, 71). Franko
describes the Duncan-Graham-Cunningham cycloid as the progression, and later
diminishment, of expressivity in dance; Duncan worked to spontaneously communicate
emotional intent in dance, Graham formalized expressive movements into a codified
technique, and choreographer Merce Cunningham (1919-2009) subsequently
marginalized expressive intent in his dances (ibid.). Morris asserts that reduction to
essential qualities is the most salient trait of modernism in American dance (2006, xiv).
Dance studies scholar Julia Foulkes argues that second-generation modernism in
American dance (post-1919) developed in reaction to the economic and cultural changes
caused by World War I and the advent of the machine age (2002, 2).
In a similar manner, Acogny aimed to reduce African dances to what she believes
are their essential, irreducible qualities. During the many interviews I conducted with
Acogny, as well as during my Technique training, Acogny spoke of dance’s essence as
though it was common, widely accepted knowledge that an essential quality of dance
could be isolated. As she explained during HerStory: La Specificité, Acogny studied
dances of the forest and Sahel regions of West Africa, including dances of Wolof, Jola
and Bambara communities. During a later interview, she explains further: “I didn’t want
to use them in the same way that people dance them in the village. I wanted to transform
them. I use the essence of these techniques to create my own technique.” (2018). She
accomplished her “transformation” by way of formalist reductionism of the dances she
studied. Through a process of distillation Acogny arrived at three principles of
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movement: contraction, undulation and trémulation (vibration).77 Each of these
movement techniques are centered on the spine and supporting musculature, and they are
the kinesthetic objectives of every Technique sequence.
Acogny created a comprehensive movement system that clearly builds on three
movement techniques, however undulation, contraction and trémulation represent
Acogny’s own interpretation of the specificités of forest and Sahel dances. Other
perspectives, like Welsh’s Umfundalai, offer varying delineations of the most salient
qualities of West African dances. In addition, at least four scholars have created
descriptive sets of African vernacular and social dances, and even these have notable
differences (Thompson 1966; Stearns and Stearns 1979; Welsh 1996; Ward 2013). In the
Technique, other perceived specificités are featured in various movements of the lexicon,
such as the femur rotation described in the aforementioned narrative. In La Giraffe (The
Giraffe), Sabar’s femur-rotating dance sequence (the supposed essence of Sabar) is
imported unchanged into the step. In another example, the femur rotation is extracted
from the Sabar sequence and danced repetitively during L’Échauffement. Again, these
represent Acogny’s subjective understanding of what constitutes dances of the forest and
Sahel regions, and her efforts exemplify how through kinesthetic feedback she
endeavored to transform culturally elaborated dance practices into those reflective of her
own vision.

77

Senghor dubbed the vibrating quality present in several Technique movements
as trémulation, thereby making his contribution to the naming of the Technique.
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The Technique and Nature: Dancing the ‘Natural’
Like Acogny’s essentialization of West African vernacular dances, she sought to
imbue her Technique with what she perceived to be the essence of non-human natural
and cosmic entities. This is another important element of Acogny’s modernism. She
describes her intentions in an interview: “Sometimes I’m inspired by animals and nature.
Animals, flowers, the wind and trees. When I look at the trees, I see them dancing. So I
dance too” (2018). She further explains that many of the Technique’s movements “came
to” her during her first extended sojourn in Casamance (Acogny 2016). She spent many
hours in the forest, listening to the sensations that arose during periods of communion
with nature. This suggests that Acogny sought to create movements that were an
unconscious, involuntary process born of affect and animated by the body’s motion. Her
efforts to embody animals, the wind and trees in her Technique correspond to the idea of
“embodied meaning” in dance, in which the Barre sequences and Pas Acogny (Acogny
Steps) all aim to incarnate nature as opposed to representing its visual qualities.78
For example, Le Fromager, Le Baobab and Le Palmier signify Acogny’s
impressions of trees that grow throughout the Senegal region. Étoille de Mer, Le Cerf and
La Dromadaire embody Acogny’s perceptions of the qualities of local animals. The
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According to Morris, one of the aims of early modern American dance was to
remove dance’s reliance on anything but the body, which was a dual strategy to challenge
the nature of representation of the body in art, while attempting to gain some autonomy
from other art forms (2006, xv). She conceptualizes “embodied meaning” as an
imperative to give tangible form to, rather than visually represent, an idea (ibid.). An
example of using movement to represent an idea is waving one’s arms to symbolize the
movement of a tree branch. An “embodied meaning” approach would be to search,
during the choreographic process, for movements that exemplify what a tree branch feels
like. The emphasis here is not on the visual aspect of the kinesthetic representation of a
tree branch, but rather, its affective elements.
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Technique pays homage to the cosmos in numerous movement sequences, such as JantBi, Le Pas de la Pluie, La Tourbillon and Tremblement Soleil-Lune. Other sequences
capture the specificités of quotidian life in West Africa. Auto Stop represents the
pedestrian activity of waiting at the bus stop, while Teup Dal imports a local children’s
dance into the Technique. Piler-Ecraser reflects the gestures performed by women who
use a mortar and pestle daily in their preparation of family meals. Acogny emphasizes the
trémulation of the torso that is a consequence of pounding the heavy wooden pestle.
Finally, the Technique integrates culturally-legible gestures in La Marche de la Prière
Malinké, Soleil-Lune Wolof, Port de Bras Wolof and Enchainement Youza Ecole des
Sables. The latter is derived from a popular dance in Senegal, Youza, that circulated
among amateur and professional dancers during 2012. That year, Acogny added
Enchainement Youza Ecole des Sables to the Technique’s lexicon celebrate the
playfulness of her students.
For the purposes of this discussion, below are translations of the aforementioned
Technique movement sequences. See Appendix D for translations of all Barre and Pas
Acogny movements.
Table 1
French-English Translation of Selected Acogny Technique Sequences
French

English

Le Fromager

The Kapok Tree

Le Baobab

The Baobab Tree

Le Cerf

The Deer

La Dromadaire

The Camel

Le Pas de la Pluie

The Rain Step

Auto Stop

Bus Stop

Teup Dal

Teup Dal (children’s dance)
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Soleil-Lune Wolof

Wolof Sun and Moon

Le Palmier

The Palm Tree

Étoile de Mer

Starfish

Jant-Bi

The Sun

La Tourbillon

The Whirlwind

Tremblement Soleil-Lune

Sun and Moon Trembling

Piler-Écraser

Mashing and Crushing

Port de Bras Wolof

Wolof Port de Bras

La Marche de la Prière Malinké́

The Malinké Prayer Walk

Enchainement Youza École des Sables

École des Sables Youza Combination

Table 1. French-English Translation of Selected Acogny Technique Sequences

Ideas of the natural, like other constructivist elements of the Wòrándá theory of
embodiment, are social constructs that vary according to one’s habitus. From a Maussian
perspective, movements intended to embody interpretations of the natural are not
intuitive, but rather they constitute a myriad of “techniques of the body” that are
performatively cultivated (2006). Noland’s theory of embodiment further explains that
dance techniques often reflect the performance of acquired social practices (2010).
Therefore, Acogny’s perceptions of the natural stem from culturally elaborated beliefs
that she attributes to her childhood in Dahomey (2016). 79 Like Acogny’s understanding
of the essence of West African dances, her ideas of the natural are subjective, and they
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The philosophy that dance can be expressive of energy is also one of the
Technique’s Africanist inheritances; in many African dances, particularly those
performed for ritual purposes, movement is believed to express the inclinations of divine
energies. The Technique is not a ritualized form of movement, but there are similarities
between Acogny’s almost transcendental approach to developing her Technique and
ritual dancing in Africa and the Diaspora. In the case of the Technique’s focus on nature,
Acogny explicitly defines her Technique as a secular form in Danse Africaine. See
Daniel 2005 and Acogny 1980.
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further demonstrate her attempt to assert personal agency in her Technique. Acogny’s
infusion of Fon ideas of the ‘natural’ into her Technique reflects her acceptance and
rearticulation of culturally elaborated beliefs.
Scholars argue that the idea of the natural has historically been a complex,
contested notion with more than one incarnation in modern dance (Huxley & Burt 2011).
Perspectives on what constitutes the natural in dance range from anatomically-oriented
movement, to that which is associated with ancient Greek lore to social dance practices
that are accessible and informally (“naturally”) disseminated (Buckland 2011). Early
American modern dance choreographers, like Duncan, drew inspiration from the belief
that ancient Greeks shared an intimacy with their natural environment (Macintosh 2011).
Other choreographers developed movement systems purported to respect the “basic
principles of [anatomically-aligned] movement” (Worth 2001, 161). For example, Mabel
Elsworth Todd’s (1880-1956) teachings on ‘natural’ posture and body alignment laid the
foundation for future pioneers of somatics in dance, Moshe Feldenkrais (1904-1984) and
Bonnie Bainbridge Cohen (1943—) (ibid.). According to dance studies scholar Rachel
Fensham, mid-century modern American dance was characterized by the belief that
dance could be “shaped by observation of the nature world and therefore reflect it”
(Fensham 2011, 2). This attitude towards the ‘natural’ in dance involved efforts to
capture the qualities of nature in movement, or to contemplate the role of natural forces,
such as gravity, on the human body in motion. An example is the Doris Humphrey
Technique, which encodes her philosophy that ‘natural’ movement echoes the intrinsic
forces of nature; a notebook of Humphrey’s states that “all natural movement must
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follow that law of nature—of which water is the best example to follow as it most nearly
approximates the capacity of our rhythm and phrase length” (Main 2011, 100; Stodelle
1978).
Personal Narrative: Searching for the Essence
I’ve wanted to explore Acogny’s idea of finding the essence for a long
time, so I set up a little experiment for myself. During training, we were
given a set of movements and told to go and find the essence of one or two
movements, then choreograph a sequence based on what we found. There
was no right or wrong to this exercise, but I honestly had no idea what I
was doing. And the environment was all wrong for this kind of intimate,
personal movement exploration. We would claim a place on the floor to
use as our ‘private’ dance space, then start working. But there was no
privacy and no space to get completely free to play with the movement.
Now that I’m no longer training in the Technique, I want to give this
exercise another shot. I want to understand what it means to search for,
and possibly find, the essence of a movement.
I’m in our living room, which I’ve converted into a home dance studio (we
actually do our ‘living’ in the den). Thankfully the house is empty, so I get
to be as loud and clumsy as I want to be. Nobody’s watching me except
Aminata, who I’m certain wouldn’t bear a Senegalese name—or any name
at all—in her homeland. Aminata is brass reliquary guardian figure, a
beautifully carved 4-foot brass and wooden ancestral icon from the Bakota
ethnic group of Gabon. Maybe she’ll summon my ancestors to help me
find whatever this specificité is all about. The room is bare of furnishings,
and the hardwood floors are shiny and inviting to my bare feet. Today I’m
working with Tasole, which is a dance I learned during a 2008 trip to
Bamako, Mali. So I crank up a cd of Tasole’s rhythm, which I’d recorded
during that trip, and I set out to see what the movements held for me.
Repetition. Working from my memory of four movements, I dance to the
beat. The sound echoes throughout the room, bouncing off of my ear
drums. My initial impression is that my balance is off. I’m out of shape.
Geez, I forgot how much turning goes on in Tasole…so maybe the essence
of this dance is vertigo? As I move through the sequences, careful to spot
all my turns, I find my center and the disorientation passes. I can feel the
rhythm coursing through my body as I dance, taking me back to
Dumanzana village in Bamako. I smell spicy goat cooking and the
metallic odor of the dirt roads beyond the residence. I remember my
teacher Sally’s broad smile and the supportive energy of the musicians.
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Dancing through my recollections of that summer, I start with one
movement and dance it over and over again. I don’t count the repetitions,
but instead I listen to my body to know when I own that movement. The
start of each movement is less of a study, and more of an exercise in
reacquainting my body with its nuances. It’s like having tea with an old
friend that I haven’t seen in years. How are you? What’s new? What of the
family? Each movement tells me its inner workings. How much energy to
put into a turn so that I end facing left or right. Which foot to begin a
tapping sequence so that my weight lands on the proper leg that would
prepare my body to initiate the movement again. When to breathe in so
that I jump high enough to land on the beat. It’s nice to meet Tasole again.
After I complete the first set of repetitions, I stop to sip a little water. I
glance over at Aminata. She seems to approve.
I begin again. This time, I’m ready to investigate the movements more
deeply. My muscles are warm and a thin film of sweat coats my forehead
and back. The volume of the music seems to have gotten louder (Aminata
must have turned it up when I wasn’t looking). I move through the
sequences again, and this time I’m floating inside the rhythm. The rhythm
changes in tempo throughout the recording, and I feel something different
as I dance the movements slow, mid-temp and fast. Slowly, slowly, I start
to understand my old friend Tasole in a way that I had not before.
I feel the commonalities between the four movements, and I also notice
their differences. They are all polycentric sequences that incorporate arm
swings and rotations, and quick tapping foot patterns. Each of the four
movements involve turns, and they each make use of the body’s
momentum to perform quick directional changes. Three out of the four
movements are two bars (or one 8-count) in length, while the fourth
movement lasts for four bars (two 8-counts). One of the movements
position the torso at a 90-degree angle, two of the movements require that
the torso bend to a 90-degree angle and rise to an upright position
repeatedly, and the fourth movement requires the torso to remain at a 45degree angle throughout the sequence.
It’s enough to make me wonder which of these movements is the original
Tasole. I know that what I’ve learned is neo-traditional, therefore these are
probably derivative of one or two movements that make up the original
repertoire. Could the shared traits point to some essential qualities of
Tasole? The turning, the bent waist, the foot patterns? I imagine that the
turns and the percussive foot tapping are more likely features of the 1960s
Tasole that was co-opted by dancers in Mali’s national ballet. Tasole
originated as a masquerade dance, which are typically danced to
emphasize the features of the mask. When dancers wear large masks, the
feet become the focal point of the dance because the dancer’s upper body
is usually occupied with supporting the mask (Sunkett 1995).
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My body tells me the techniques required to execute the movements. If I
drop my knees before a fast turn, my center of gravity concentrates in my
lower torso and pelvis, which enables me to make precise turns. I feel my
arms carving out the space surrounding my body as I drop the weight of
my arm to make full arm rotations without stressing my rotator cuffs. This
uses the momentum built by the weight of my arm as it drops and
recovers. I focus my waist bends not on my back, but rather, on the weight
of my head, which becomes heavier as I bend. I engage my abdominal
muscles to ‘catch’ my upper body as I descend, which allows me to bend
and rise quickly without the weight of my body tugging at my lumbar
spine.
The whole session lasts about 45 minutes. I turn down the music and
stretch, feeling as though I’ve just returned from somewhere far away. I do
not find one specificité, but rather, I perceive many essences, many
specificités. Some are related to the way the body must support itself when
executing the movements, such as the knee dropping and arm rotations.
Some are related to the common traits shared by the four movements I
investigated, such as the foot patterns. How can any one of these traits
unequivocally define the whole of Tasole? Each quality that I discovered
seems to have equal importance. These movements would take on a
completely different character were any single trait removed. I now
understand what it means to search for the essence of a dance, but I think
what you find is what seems essential to your body. I sit on the floor, bend
my left knee and lean towards my extended right leg. I study Aminata,
feeling my hamstring lengthen as I contemplate the idea of specificité. She
stares blankly in agreement.

My experience searching for the essence of Tasole gives rise to questions about
Acogny’s essentialization of the dances from which she derived her Technique. I do not
doubt that undulations, contractions and trémulations are common physical techniques in
dances throughout the West African region, but I believe one’s understanding of the
essence of a form is subjective. My exploration of Tasole demonstrates how challenging
it can be to isolate individual physical techniques operating within polycentric movement.
At the conclusion of my search, I was able to isolate several aesthetic qualities and
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physical techniques that are important aspects of Tasole, but I could not locate one trait
that outweighed the others in importance. For me, each of essences that I found were
equally necessary to the execution of this dance.
My experience does not negate the possibility for definitive characteristics of
dance to exist. To return to a previous example, Sabar dancing is known to exhibit at least
one essential quality, the cinq temps.80 Three Senegalese dancers and one musician of
géwël lineage agreed that the most idiomatic feature of Sabar is the cinq temps (Seck
2018; Bertrand 2018; Balde 2018; DaSilva, Iñas 2018).81 Similarly, Sabar dancing has
been examined by performance studies scholars and ethnographers, with ethnography
Eleni Bizas giving ample consideration of the cinq temps as a critical element of the form
(Bizas 2014, 107. See also Penna-Diaw 2005; Castaldi 2006, 80; Gittens 2012;
Dessertine 2010). Acogny, however, posits that the essence of Sabar dancing is the femur
rotation that occurs in the middle of the cinq temps sequence. This movement is often
extracted from the cinq temps and danced repetitively during solo performances at Sabar
gatherings. Perhaps a more egalitarian approach to understanding the specificité of a
dance is one based on popular, as opposed to personal, opinion. This does not negate
Acogny’s lived experience finding the essence of Sabar or any other vernacular form, but

The cinq temps is often considered the core movement sequence of Sabar
dancing, from which many individual movements are derived. It involves a kick followed
by a series of energetic jumps and leg rotations that is 5 counts in length, hence the name
cinq temps. See Penna-Diaw 2005, 208-212 and Castaldi 2006, 80 for detailed movement
analyses of Sabar dancing, including jumps, posture and body adornment.
80

81

Géwël refers to the hereditary, non-noble Wolof caste of oral historians
(referred to as griots in French) who are musicians, storytellers and genealogists (PennaDiaw 2005, 205-206).
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rather, it offers additional perspectives that undermine the notion of one irreducible
specificité that defines a movement practice. For me, it is probable that specificités exist
in the plural.
The training a dancer receives becomes a part of his or her body’s kinesthetic
knowledge, and when dance techniques are recalled in practice, they filter through the
body’s own capacity to execute form. Therefore, Acogny’s ability to recall and reproduce
the techniques in her body’s repertoire is dependent on her body’s own response to
conditioning. As my narrative demonstrates, the positionality of the dancer is critical in
shaping his or her perspective and ability to execute a dance form. For example, I learned
Tasole during a three-week period of study in Bamako. Although I had already practiced
and performed neo-traditional West African dances for 10 years, my body was organized
for American life; I studied dance in a studio, as opposed to learning vernacular dances
all my life at festivals, weddings and ceremonies. I did not have the movement
vocabulary of Tasole that my teacher, Sally, certainly possessed. I received a few
movements of Tasole that were taught during those three short weeks, and even those
were transformed by my body according to its kinesthetic potential. This underlines an
important aspect of dance in general: the phenomenology of dance is wholly subjective.
Because of its subjective nature, it is difficult to pinpoint specific qualities in dance that
are so synecdochically significant that they cannot be replaced or further distilled. But
there is a place for subjectivity in art. From her perspective, Acogny’s specificités are
crucially important elements of the West African dances she studied, and she allows
others to find their own interpretations of the essences of dance techniques.
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Standardization and Formalism in the Technique
Acogny codified her interpretation of the essential qualities of West African
vernacular dances into a movement system, which standardized the undulations,
contractions and trémulations of the West African dances she studied. Russian-French
dance critic Andre Levinson asserts that codification provides a standardized form that
can be transplanted to various choreographic works (1991). The Technique, unlike the
vernacular forms from which it is partially derived, is not a cultural product in the manner
of Jola and Wolof dances, which occur as functions of social events. Standardization,
therefore, permits the Technique to be disseminated globally in the manner that modern
and contemporary dance forms can be taught in studios, devoid of context. It is her
codification of the Technique that distinguishes Acogny from other choreographers who
were active during Senegal’s early years of independence; Jean Tamba, Ousman Noel
Cisse and Mamadou Diop named their fusions of vernacular and European performance
techniques, but none codified their movement styles, nor did they assign the label of
‘modern dance’ to their dances. The Technique was also intended to serve an archiving
function; Neveu Kringelbach states that Acogny desired to preserve Senegal’s
“traditional dances”, and codification was her strategy to archive some of the physical
techniques associated with these forms (2013, 55).
The reduction of socially-embedded, vernacular dance forms into essential
movement principles that prioritize the dancing body is what gives the Technique its
most formalist aspect. Acogny decontextualized the dances from which she derived the
Technique’s movement principles. The Technique centralizes the bodily form itself, with
its primary emphasis on undulation, contraction and trémulation. This is in contrast to
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West African vernacular dances that privilege ethnic regional affiliation and neotraditional dances that prioritize national representation. The Technique is similar to
Graham Technique (also described as formalist in Franko 1996) in its use of the
abdominal contraction, but it differs from its predecessor in that Graham engages the
contraction in order to formalize emotional expression, while the Technique engages the
contraction to serve as the central force from which all other movements initiate.82 “I
chose the torso because in certain African dances, the torso plays an important role. For
me, it was to bring something new, a life, a pulse, the power of the torso” (Acogny 2014).
In this statement, Acogny explains her objective: to extract the torso’s functional and
aesthetic features from the dances she studied and build a dance that privileges the torso.
Acogny’s standardization of African movement techniques further distinguishes the
Technique from social and vernacular dances, which Malnig argues are learned
informally and through social networks, such as gender or vocation-based groups (Malnig
2009).
Dance anthropologist Luciane DaSilva argues that the Technique reflects
Acogny’s desire to build a universal African dance (2017, 176). I concur with her
suggestion that Acogny strove to unify various African movement forms, but I diverge
from DaSilva in that I do not interpret Acogny’s efforts as a search for one universal
African dance. Acogny aimed to find commonalities among the vernacular forms in
which she trained, then to formalize those techniques into a movement system that
functions within the milieu of modern dance; formalization was a strategy to gain
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View https://youtu.be/rhPkK5f7LRw for an example of some of the
Technique’s movement sequences that originate from abdominal contractions.
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mobility within the arena of modern dance.83 To clarify, Acogny’s stated claims do not
support the assertion that she endeavored to represent all of the dances of Africa. During
an interview, Acogny exclaims, “I wanted to know what I could give to modern dance... I
wanted to know what Africa could give to modern dance!” (2016). Acogny appears to be
concerned with inserting African-derived physical techniques into the modern dance
idiom, not the universalization of African dance forms. She clearly states in several
sources that her training is specific to the Sahel and forest regions, which negates the panAfrican connotation of a universal African dance (Neveu Kringelbach 2013; Acogny
2017: 2018). Acogny’s modernism lies in her essentialism, but her essentialism does not
appear to include the goal of reducing all of Africa’s movement forms to one universal
dance.

Conclusion
Acogny combines reductionism and Senghor’s métissage into a hybrid method
that resulted in the codification of her Technique. Acogny engaged a reductionist
approach to building her Technique; through a process of extraction and refinement,
Acogny reduced the dances she studied to what she believes are their most essential,
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Acogny’s transformation of vernacular dances to operate within the paradigm
of modern dance is not unlike the strategies employed by other choreographers of her
time, such as Welsh, Rex Nettleford of Jamaica (1933-2010) and Francis Nii-Yartey of
Ghana. Although Dunham rose to prominence one generation before Acogny, Dunham
also transformed vernacular forms into a movement system that she inserted into modern
concert dance. The work of these choreographers is significant in that it suggests a trend
encompassing black choreographers in the Diaspora from 1945-1970: modernism in
black Diaspora modern dance forms is concerned with the representation of vernacular
dance traditions on the concert stage. This is a provocative topic for further research. For
a discussion of Nettleford, see Nettleford 1985 and Sörgel 2007. For Nii-Yartey, see NiiYartey 2016.
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irreducible elements: undulation, contraction and trémulation. Although Acogny, Graham
and other choreographers promoted essentialism as a useful tool in dance, my
autoethnographic account suggests contradictions. Acogny’s concept of the specificité
carries the implication that there can only be one essential feature of a dance. However,
subjective interpretations of the specificité suggest that a dance can actually contain
several paradigmatic qualities of critical importance. Furthermore, Acogny’s rejection of
the ‘ballet body’ and her subsequent transformation of the grand plié and other ballet
movements demonstrate her efforts to transform acquired techniques of the body to
accommodate her body’s capacity for movement. The Technique’s codification and
standardization permits its dissemination across global contexts. Its undulations,
contractions and trémulations represent stripped-down movement techniques that are
sanitized of the social and historical relevance of the vernacular dances from which it is
partially derived. Its removal of context formalizes the Technique, prioritizing the
physical form of the torso.
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Figure 5. Wòrándá Matrix Illustrating Personal Agency in Acogny Technique

This chapter investigated Acogny’s use of essentialization, formalist reductionism
and movements that express ideas of the natural in her Technique. She employed these
aesthetic devices in order to stage a modernist intervention on professional West African
concert dance, kinesthetically demonstrating that dances of Africa are not bound to
limiting representational frames. Aesthetic modernism is a concept that manifests
globally as artists respond creatively to cultural and political change. As Harney and
Grabski have already established, modernist ideals manifested in the arts scene of
Senegal’s first decade of independence (Harney 2004; Grabski 2006). The modernism of
Senegalese visual artists of this period differs from Acogny’s in that they endeavored to
create art based on Senghor’s conceptualization of the Black African Aesthetic. While
visual artists privileged the use of African motifs and the rejection of European styles,
Acogny pursued a new mode of artistic expression based on her essentialization of
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African dances and the fusion of African and Euro-American dance forms. Acogny,
whose kinesthetic knowledge included training in ballet and Graham Technique, resisted
the dominant Senegalese Performance Aesthetic, seeking to reshape the discursive
framing of ethnicity, regionalism and nationalism as advertised by the National Ballet’s
successful touring neo-traditional performance. Concerned that prevailing ideas of
African dancing promoted the image of a purely traditional Africa, Acogny committed to
advancing the notion of a contemporary Africa as demonstrated by her modern African
Technique.
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CHAPTER 7
CURTAIN CALL: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
No way is ever definitive, no truth ever final. (Okri 1990, 488)

Figure 20. Germaine Acogny gesturing in Un Endroit du Début. 2015.
Photo by Thomas Dorn. © 2019 École des Sables. Photo courtesy of the author.

Summary
This study was inspired by my observations during Technique training in Senegal.
I questioned Acogny’s fusion of ballet with African dances in an attempt to understand
the Technique’s historical significance and Acogny’s artistic vision. I brought my
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questions with me into graduate study, where I began to view the Technique as a system
of embodied knowledge shaped by cultural and ideological influences. I suspected that
the Technique captured a historical Diasporic moment in which artists and activists, in
response to changing political circumstances such as decolonization, engaged notions of
Africanness, Blackness and modernity. Correlations seemed to exist between the
Technique’s philosophical foundation and Négritude, cultural nationalism and
modernism in dance. Therefore, I embarked on this research journey with two
overarching questions in mind: How does the Technique reflect the social and political
contexts in which it was developed, and what values inform its embodied knowledge? I
specifically set out to uncover how the Technique engages with ideas of modernism as it
is expressed in dance, and I also hoped to understand how Acogny embodies tenets of
West African cultural and ideological movements in her Technique.
Methodologically, I felt a strong need to fully represent myself as a student of
Acogny’s and researcher of the Technique. Although Acogny is featured in several
written and filmed interviews (Acogny 1992; 2002; 2007; 2014), there is little published
research on the Technique. To date, DaSilva’s dissertation and Acogny’s Danse Africaine
remain the only two sources. As one of few who has trained extensively in the
Technique, I believed that my personal knowledge would provide a valuable component
to the research; I had not only my kinesthetic training, but also field notes, lecture notes
and access to unpublished documentaries and videos collected over 8 years. Therefore, I
chose to carve a path through which my understanding of the Technique could provide
some insight into its philosophical foundation and aesthetic design. Ethnographer
Carolyn Ellis’s teachings on autoethnography were useful in that they provided a method,
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theory and precautions that guided this study (2004; Ellis, Adams and Bochner 2010).
Denzin and Lincoln’s guide on qualitative research combined with O’Reilly’s iterativeinductive interview method further structured the project design (Denzin and Lincoln
1994; O’Reilly 2009).
With a partial methodological approach in place, I endeavored to find theoretical
framing to guide my study. I quickly found myself wading in a pool of theories that only
partially elucidated my research questions. Some of the earlier suggestions for my
research included theories on Black Dance, and these proved unsuitable for my
examination of the Technique. Black Dance theories examine the development and
historical significance of dancers, choreographers, creative works and techniques that
emerge within Diaspora contexts, such as scholarship on Jawole Willa Jo Zollar
(Chatterjea 2004), Alvin Ailey (DeFrantz 2004; Foulkes 2002) and Katherine Dunham
(Kraut 2003; Manning 2001). However, the socio-cultural environments in which these
artists came to prominence vary greatly from that of Acogny. Therefore, I initially
approached the study from a perspective that supersedes cultural context—that of the
body in embodied, physical practice. I was pleased to find theories in Dance Studies that
view dance techniques as socially constructed cultural products. Beginning with Mauss
(2006) and later adding Hamera (2000: 2002: 2005: 2007) and Foster (1997), I began to
envision the Technique as a mode of knowledge that is locally inflected by values
circulating in the locale of its origin. The Technique’s relevance to the social and political
impact of Senegal’s independence became clear, and correlations between the Technique
and understandings of modernity, nationalism and Négritude began to surface.
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The research process revealed that the Technique could not be fully
comprehended from a constructivist perspective that minimized the potential for active
individual subjectivity; Acogny’s efforts to transform the techniques of her body are of
equal importance as the impact of culturally-elaborated beliefs on the Technique.
Therefore, I reached across disciplines, finding traction in Art History, to grasp concepts
that acknowledged not only the embodiment of cultural values but also artists’ capacity to
transform acquired techniques (Rovine 1997; Downing 2013; Brett-Smith 1984; Lawal
2001). These merged seamlessly with Noland’s conceptualization of embodiment and the
body’s potential for kinesthetic feedback (2010). Continued interdisciplinary research in
Africana Studies, specifically the subdisciplines of Psychology and Religion, addressed
the embodiment of cultural values and the embodiment of spiritual concepts,
respectively, from Africana worldview perspectives (Belgrave and Allison 2009; Maat
and Carroll 2012; Abiodun 2014; Jones 2015; Parés 2013). Each theory contributed to my
understanding of how the Technique is not only shaped by culture and politics, but also
how the Technique represents Acogny’s attempts to resist dominant expectations of the
African body in concert dance. Read together, re-contextualized and applied to the
examination of dance technique, I arrived at the Wòrándá theory of embodiment.

Wòrándá Theory of Embodiment in Acogny Technique
This study was structured according to the Wòrándá framework. The Technique
was analyzed according to each of Wòrándá’s four elements of dance technique:
Aesthetic & Structural Design, Cultural Values, Historical & Political Significance and
Personal Agency. Wòrándá states that dance techniques and performance in continental
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Africa and its Diaspora encode and transmit social knowledge, history and aesthetic
values, which may be transformed through kinesthetic feedback. Kinesthesia recalls and
disseminates social information, thereby imbuing dance techniques and performance with
a cultural elaboration of the knowledge, philosophies, beliefs and values which circulate
in the locale of its origin. Therefore, in Acogny’s development of the Technique, social
knowledge is lived at the level of her body and disseminated through performance. Below
is the completed Wòrándá matrix detailing embodied knowledge in the Technique.

Figure 6. Completed Wòrándá Matrix Illustrating Embodiment in Acogny Technique

The Technique’s Aesthetic & Structural Design consists of three major movement
principles, which are undulation, contraction and trémulation (vibration). It is derived
from a base of predominately Wolof, Jola, Sorse and Malinké dances, which are
combined with modified ballet and Graham Technique movements. It begins with a brief
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period dedicated to Taking the Energy of the natural environment, the cosmos, dancers
and musicians. The Technique’s aesthetic composition includes polycentrism, the 45degree waist bend, reliance on polyrhythmic musical accompaniment and the use of the
circle formation, which are all characteristics of West African vernacular dances. Other
movement techniques include weight suspension, elongation of the torso, tortion (spiral),
and a focus on abdominal support. As the visible component of dance technique, the
Technique’s aesthetic features may appear to be superficial in scope, however further
investigation reveals how the Technique is shaped by its temporal, geographical and
cultural contexts.
According to the Wòrándá theory, my analysis of the Technique cannot exclude
the impact of the historical and political context in which it developed, which are
summarized in the above matrix under Historical & Political Significance. Acogny
began developing her Technique in 1962, which was two years after Senegal attained
political independence from France. The historical, political and aesthetic climate of
Senegal’s early years as a nation created ripe conditions for Acogny to debut her
Technique. Specifically, the Négritude philosophy of Senegal’s first president, Léopold
Sedar Senghor, and its vast influence on the cultural development of Senegal created a
politically-charged but aesthetically fertile historical moment that made Acogny’s work
possible. Senghor was one of the founding fathers of the Négritude movement, and as
head of state he transposed his Négritude ideology into cultural policy. Senghor’s vision
of an African Renaissance led to his establishment of the National Ballet and the
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institutionalization of performing and visual arts. He advocated two contrasting aesthetic
models, the Black African Aesthetic and métissage, that guided the development of visual
and performing arts during his tenure.
Senghor’s creation of the National Ballet had the effect of establishing a
Senegalese Performance Aesthetic, which created a narrow discursive framing for
professional dance. Acogny descended upon a professional dance scene that was
characterized by a neo-traditional dance aesthetic, which may have reaffirmed preexisting negative tropes of Africanness for audiences (Ebron 2002; Castaldi 2006). In
interviews, she repeatedly argues against dominant expectations that limit African dance
expression to vernacular, social and neo-traditional discursive frames (Acogny 2007;
2014). Asserting her Personal Agency in the face of the prescribed neo-traditional
aesthetic, Acogny utilized essentialization, formalist reductionism and movements that
express her idea of the natural as aesthetic tools, as she challenged dominant expectations
of the African body in concert dance.
The Wòrándá theory posits that the Technique is a mode of knowledge that is
inflected by Cultural Values that give meaning to its aesthetic form. Acogny, whose
initial success as a choreographer and dance educator is due in part to the aid of Senghor
and Maurice Béjart, infused her Technique with an African worldview that is suggested
by its core focus on energy. The presence of African spiritual philosophies and African
aesthetics in the Technique suggest that Acogny aimed to Africanize her interpretation of
modern dance. Ultimately, Acogny fulfilled Senghor’s vision of métissage and humanism
through its integration of African and Euro-American dance techniques. The milieu of
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modern dance is where the coalescence of two cultural templates becomes possible, as
the Technique enables Acogny to express an artistic vision that represents multiple layers
of her subjective experience.

Limitations
One of the challenges of this study was my overwhelming need to examine every
possible angle of the Technique, however the Wòrándá theory’s segmentation of dance
technique into four components allowed me to approach this potentially complicated
study in an organized manner. The Wòrándá theory, however, is not without limitation in
that it may risk oversimplification of the process of dance technique embodiment. In
actuality, dance is not characterized by neat borders that separate acts of reception,
modification and transmission, and there are not always conscious choices involved. This
suggests another challenge to categorization, particularly when examining cultural
phenomena via theoretical lenses; categories bleed together. I learned that a balance must
be struck between potentially rigid theoretical framing and the reality of dance practice.
In conversations with Acogny, I would suddenly be struck with the realization that my
research involves an actual person, a living human, who does not live by a strict set of
rules for choreographic engagement.
Implications for Future Research
This study suggests the potential for future investigations of modernism in
African and Diasporic expressive arts. We are indebted to the work of dance studies
scholars Susan Manning and Thomas DeFrantz, who touched on the modernist
interventions of African American choreographers during critical pre- and post-civil
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rights contexts (Manning 2004; DeFrantz 2004). However, opportunities for scholarly
examination exist regarding modernist approaches to Diasporic dance outside of the U.S.
context. This dissertation’s investigation of modernism within an African movement
form underscores the usefulness of the concept as a lens through which connections
between politics, culture and dance practice can be made. This also contributes to
ongoing efforts in Africana Studies and Dance Studies to challenge limited
understandings of modernity and modernism as solely European and American
phenomena (Hassan 2010; Salami and Visonà 2013; Drewal 2013). In addition, the
hybrid methodology employed by the study suggests potential for future research that
creates a dialogue between the lived experience of an embodied practice and its historical
and social relevance. Finally, the Wòrándá theory holds future promise as a theoretical
lens through which movement practices in Africa and the Diaspora can be examined,
particularly in settings where political and cultural change occurs alongside innovations
in embodied practice.
Final Reflections
Personal Narrative: Modifications and Limitations
I’m dancing. This is a good thing. Well…maybe not according to my
doctor. But it’s good for me!
This experience of moving is vastly different from those which informed
the earlier stages of my dissertation. Before, I had full use of my body.
Not so much now.
I hurt.
I’m moving through a simple Technique Échauffement sequence…just
enough to keep my body limber. I’m in our dining room-turned-dancestudio again, and Aminata stares at me as if to ask why I’m torturing
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myself. I tore my anterior cruciate ligament a month ago, and although
physical therapy has helped tremendously, I do not trust my knee. So
Aminata is justified in giving me an accusatory glare. To ease the pain in
my patella, I bend ever so slightly into the knee bends that comprise onehalf of the warm-up. I dip just a little, again and again. I feel mobile and
strong, but it will take time, surgery and prayer to regain full functionality.
I modify the sequences that may aggravate my knee, changing the
movements as much as necessary but keeping the essence of the phrases
intact. You know…the torso contracts like this then undulates like that.
Then the arms follow through like this, and the head bobs just so. Once
again, I confront the idea of essences. Specificités. This time, I’m focusing
on the essential qualities of each sequence in order to keep the energy of
the modified movements the same. I can’t follow what Maman Germaine
has laid out for me. Right now, I have to move my way. I will pull from
what I have to express what my body is capable of communicating. I will
not be forced into rigid molds, but rather, I will take license and ownership
over my body’s kinesthetic vocabulary and shape it to form the sentences I
wish to speak. In time. All things in time.
After dancing, I wrote the above narrative in deep contemplation about language.
I am reminded of the interview I conducted with Acogny in the summer of 2018, when
there was a guest present for our discussion. The guest spoke only English, therefore
Acogny responded to all of my questions in English. She spoke a clear, simple, Frenchaccented English that is easy to follow. She chose direct, uncomplicated statements that
communicated her intentions. This was a fine method of communication, but important
nuances were absent; word choice and body language animate Acogny’s narrative in
French, but in English she communicates only the essence of her intentions. Her French
is excellent, and her mastery of the language enables her to express complex ideas and
speak at great length about topics. All of our previous interviews after the initial
interview have been in French, and her explanations often left me pondering our
conversations for days. But this interview felt incomplete, and as a result I later followed
up with her by email. I am proficient in French, but I do not have the fluency of a native
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speaker; like many speakers of a second language, I understand more than I can verbally
communicate, which is a direct result of my learning the language in an environment in
which it is spoken. I listen, then I speak. But when I speak, I circumlocute around the
words I do not know. In this way, Acogny and I differ in how we navigate our second
languages. While I go around the voids in my vocabulary, finding simple, unconventional
and sometimes loquacious ways of expressing my thoughts, Acogny only communicates
the essential ideas.
I believe the Technique is, among other strategies, Acogny’s attempt to speak her
own language. When faced with techniques difficult for her body to execute, such as the
ballet feet point, Acogny changes them, choosing only to express what she perceives as
the essence of the dance. For Acogny, who accumulated her vocabulary of West African
dances by travelling and studying throughout the region, many of the dances in her
movement vocabulary are akin to a second language. Perhaps her essentialization of
dance is also an attempt to communicate that which her body understands. Neither the
neo-traditional genre nor ballet nor Graham Technique could adequately capture
Acogny’s intentions. She needed to create a language reflective of her history, her present
and her story. HerStory.
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APPENDIX A
IRB EXEMPTION
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF GERMAINE ACOGNY’S CHOREOGRAPHED WORKS
•

1987 « SAHEL »

•

1988 « YE'OU » (L'Eveil) qui gagne en 1991 le London Dance and Performance
Award

•

1989 « AFRIQUE, CE CORPS MEMORABLE », basé sur les poèmes de l’
homme d’Etat et poète L.S. Senghor

•

1994 « YEWA, EAU SUBLIME » pour 7 danseurs et 4 musiciens : Première à
l'Opéra de Lyon le 16 septembre 1994, dans le cadre de la Biennale de la Danse

•

1995 " Z" - Création pour la compagnie de la ville de Sao-Paulo / Brésil (BALE
DA CIDADE DE SAO-PAOLO), un hommage au héros national Zumbi, avec la
musique originale de Gilberto Gil.

•

2001 Création du solo « TCHOURAÏ », une chorégraphie de Sophiatou Kossosko

•

2004 Création de « FAGAALA », une co-chorégraphie avec Kota
Yamazaki/Japon, pour 7 danseurs Africains

•

2006 Création de « WAXTAAN », une co-chorégraphie avec Patrick Acogny.

•

2008 Création « LES ECAILLES DE LA MEMOIRE – SCALES OF MEMORY
» une co-chorégraphie avec Jawole Zollar des Urban Bush Women (New York)

•

2010 Solo « Songook Yaakaar», une chorégraphie de Pierre Doussaint et et de
Germaine Acogny. Première à la Biennale de la Danse à Lyon les 17 et 18
septembre 2010.

•

2014 Création du solo « Mon Elue noire – Le sacre 2 » pour Germaine Acogny
par le chorégraphe d’Olivier Dubois.

•

2015 Création du solo « A un endroit du début », en collaboration avec le metteur
en scène Mikael Serre, mêlant danse, théâtre et vidéo. La première a eu lieu au
Grand théâtre de la Ville du Luxembourg en juin 2015.
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APPENDIX C
GLOSSARY OF ACOGNY TECHNIQUE TERMS
Déplacement—Across the floor movements.
Barre Assise—Sitting Barre. One of the barre sequences in Acogny Technique, which
follows the warm-up (l’echauffement).
Barre Deboute—Standing Barre. One of the barre sequences in Acogny Technique,
which follows the warm-up (l’echauffement).
Démi Plié—Small knee bend, derived from ballet. Literally, “half folded”.
Djumbakh—Navel in Wolof language.
L’Échauffement—The warm up sequence.
Les Étoiles—The stars/starshine. Symbolism for the genital area.
Grand Plié Acogny—A stylized, 8-count deep knee bend in which the torso and pelvis
gyrate on odd beats.
La Lune—The Moon. Symbolism for the buttocks. Can further specify one side of the
buttocks (démi lune—half moon).
Les Pas Acogny—The Acogny Steps.
Plié--Knee bend, which may occur in parallel or first position ballet foot positions.
Le Soleil—The Sun. Symbolism for the chest.
La Technique Acogny—The Acogny Technique.
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APPENDIX D
LIST OF FIRST AND SECOND ACOGNY TECHNIQUE BARRE SEQUENCES
& ACOGNY STEPS
Première Barre Déboute / First Standing Barre
Tremblement Soleil-Lune / Sun and Moon Trembling
Contraction Haute et Relâchement / Upper Contraction and Release
Le Fromager / The Kapok Tree
Le Palmier / The Palm Tree
L’Arc Bandé / The Arched Bow
La Grenouille / The Frog
Terre et Ciel / Earth and Sky
L’Épervier / The Sparrow-Hawk
Le Miroir / The Mirror
Oiseau Dioula / Dioula Bird
Le Dromadaire Dansant / The Dancing Camel
Auto Stop / Bus Stop
Teup Dal / Teup Dal

Première Barre au Sol / First Sitting Barre
Pulsion du Cocher / Pulsation of the Coach Driver (or Coachman Pulsation)
Port de Bras #1 / Port de Bras #1
Piler- Écraser / Mashing and Crushing
Promenade de Bras / Promenade de Bras
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Cerf Dansant / Dancing Deer
Le Nénuphar / The Water Lily
La Passagère et le Cocher / The Passenger and the Coach Driver (or Coachman)
L’Escargot / The Snail
Trémulation / Vibration
Tire à l’Arc #1 / Archery #1
La Poupée Ashanti / The Ashanti Doll
Le Tigre Méchant / The Vicious Tiger

Deuxième Barre Déboute / Second Standing Barre
Le Dromadaire / The Camel
Pas Latéraux Soleil-Lune / Sun and Moon Lateral Step
Jant-Bi / Jant-Bi (The Sun)
Le Baobab / The Baobab Tree
La Girafe / The Giraffe
La Symbiose / Symbiosis
La Colombe / The Dove
Soleil-Lune Wolof / Wolof Sun and Moon
Point d’Interrogation / Question Mark
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Deuxième Barre au Sol / Second Sitting Barre
Le Cerf / The Deer
L’Etoile de Mer / The Starfish
Le Buffle / The Buffalo
Le Tourbillon / The Whirlwind
Tire à l’Arc #2 / Archery #2
Port de Bras Malinké / Malinké Port de Bras
Port de Bras Acogny / Acogny Port de Bras
Port de Bras Wolof / Wolof Port de Bras
Tigre Doux / The Gentle Tiger

Les Pas Acogny / Acogny Steps List
1. La Chenille / Caterpillar
2. Le Caméléon / Chameleon
3. La Pintade / Guinea Hen
4. Le Pas de l’Aigle / Eagle Step
5. Le Pas de la Pluie / Rain Step
6. Écraser le Poux / Mashing Lice
7. La Guêpe / Wasp
8. La Marche de la Prière Malinké, simple et avec tour / Malinké Prayer Walk, simple
and with turn.
9. La Marche Acogny / Acogny Walk
10. Le Chassé Acogny / Acogny Chassé
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11. Le Trois (3) Pas Chassé Acogny, avec tour en dedans et en dehors / Three Step
Acogny Chassée, with inside turn and outside turn
12. Trémulation Soleil et Lune, sans saut et avec saut / Sun & Moon Trembling, without
jump & with jump
13. Pas Latéraux Malinké / Malinké Lateral Step
14. Déplacement Malinké / Malinké Across the Floor
15. Saut Malinké / Malinké Jump
16. Opoukaï (Éventail) / Fan
17. Le Feu, lent et rapide / Fire, slow and fast
18. Saut de l’Aigle / Eagle Jump
19. Saut Tire-Bouchon / Corkscrew Jump
20. Pas de Bourrée Acogny / Pas de Bourrée Acogny
21. Pas de Basque / Pas de Basque
22. Pas de la Grenouille / Frog Step
23. Pas Latéraux en Trois / Lateral Step in Three
24. Demi Miroir / Half Mirror
25. Auto Stop / Bus Stop
26. Tour Wolof (Thiof), avec arrêt du pied et talon / Wolof Turn, with ball of foot and
heel
27. Ding Ding Ding / Ding Ding Ding
28. Cadran Solaire / Sundial
29. Marche Wolof / Wolof Walk
30. Enchainement du Voleur / Thief Combination
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31. Enchainement du Feu / Fire Combination
32. Enchainement Youza Ecole des Sables / École des Sables Youza Combination
33. Teup Dal / Teup Dal
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Gmail - Photos?

APPENDIX E

3/13/19, 1'44 PM

COPYRIGHT PERMISSION : ÉCOLE
DES
SABLES
Omilade
Davis
Smith <omilade@gmail.com>
Photos?
Helmut Vogt <helmut.vogt@jantbi.org>
Fri, Feb 22, 2019 at 1:18 PM
To: Omilade Davis Smith <omilade@gmail.com>
Cc: Stanislas Biaigui Mandef <stan.mandef@jantbi.org>, Germaine Acogny <germaine.acogny@jantbi.org>, Paul Sagne
<psagne@jantbi.org>

Cher Omilade,
c'est bien d'apprendre que tu arrive à la fin de ton grand travail.
Concernant les photos pendant la formation c'est Bernd Isecke. Son mail est :

Bernd + Erika Isecke
b.isecke@research-media.de
Il sera content de te donner la permission d'utiliser ses photos. C'était fait pour ça.
Pour les autres photos des spectacles STAN va te faire une petite selection avec le nom des photographes.
On a les droits. Donc c'est bon (Stan : Tchourai, A un endroit du début, Sacre et quelques portraits. MERCI)
Voilà, bonne continuation de ton travail.
Papa Helmut
[Quoted text hidden]

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=eef689599a&view=pt&search=…msg-f%3A1626194059235968302&simpl=msg-f%3A1626194059235968302
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Technique, and I would like to publish several photos from the collection. This is strictly for academic purposes.
If you are fine with this, please confirm by replying to this email. I appreciate all that you have done to document the
three workshops. And I hope that life has been treating you both well in the 7 years since I last saw you!
Wishing you all the best,
Omilade

APPENDIX F

-You must structure your world so that you are constantly reminded of who you are. Na’im Akbar

COPYRIGHT PERMISSION : BERND ISECKE

Make sure that what you see does not keep you in a place you do not want to be.

- - <b.isecke@research-media.de>
To: Omilade Davis Smith <omilade@gmail.com>

Wed, Mar 13, 2019 at 10:15 AM

Hi Omilade,
how wie could not remind you? We could not beleave that time was passing over 7 years.
We feel fine, did a lot of other projects for television etc and live goes on nicely.
Of course. You can use the photos for all your purposes you need. And by the way: We recorded your performance
on the beach. If you like, we can send it to you. We also can look for other photos if you mind.
Wishing you also the best,
Erika and Bernd
Omilade Davis Smith <omilade@gmail.com> hat am 12. März 2019 um 20:08 geschrieben:
[Quoted text hidden]

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=eef689599a&view=pt&search=…=msg-f%3A1627900092895617710&simpl=msg-f%3A1627903901812750017
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